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     FROM THE DESK OF PRESIDENT 

 

 

Message 
 

National Institute of Technology Alumni are going to organize the Annual Alumni Meet-2018 on 

January 13th-14th, 2018 at National Institute of Technology, Agartala with various programme and 

publishing a souvenir to celebrate the occasion. 

Financial assistance of Rupees one thousand per month to six needy students of the Institution will be 

provided for four years which started since Annual Alumni Meet-2008. We intend to continue similar 

activities in the coming years also. 

Ex-students of this college always expressed their desire to create a union among their old buddies as 

they could not forget their old times, specially the wonderful period of their college life. But the 

opportunity is trailing ground day by day due to various problems, complex working conditions and 

atmosphere. For the last few years we are trying to create a podium where the ex-students of our 

cherished college will get enough scope to fulfill their craving and get swamped with the memories of 

their college days.  

I feel proud, though National Institute of Technology, Agartala, placed geographically in a 

disadvantageous position, is gradually marching forward to take a prominent place amongst the 

Technical Institutions of the country. 

It is a matter of great pleasure that local chapters of Alumni are being formed in the metropolitan cities 

of the country and are always keeping a good link with the main committee and themselves. I convey 

my sincere thanks to all the Alumni of different Chapters for their co-operation. 

I cordially welcome all the participants in the Annual Alumni Meet-2018. I express my heartiest thanks 

to Dr. Harish Kumar Sharma, Director, NIT Agartala who is also the Chief Advisor of the Alumni 

convey my sincere gratitude to all the members of the Organizing Committee and others who helped us 

in organizing the programme in a befitting manner. I also convey my sincere thanks to the members of 

the Publicity Committee for publishing this Souvenir with their sincere creativeness. 

 

                                                                                                   ER. Sukamal Bhattacharjee  

                                            Chairman  

  NIT Agartala Alumni Meet-2018 
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      FROM THE DESK OF GENERAL SECRETARY 

 

 

 

 

 

Message 

The National Institute of Technology Agartala Alumni is going to organize Annual Alumni and 

Reunion Meet on 13
th
 -14

th
 January, 2018 like previous year. The organization of Ex-Students of NIT 

Agartala was established in the year of 2004 and thereafter every year Annual Alumni Meet is being 

organized on 2
nd

 Saturday & Sunday of January. At present NIT Agartala Alumni is a registered 

organization under Society Registration Act 1860. All are well aware that Tripura Engineering College 

(TEC) was established in the year of 1965 & first Alumni batch came out in 1970. The TEC has been 

converted to NIT Agartala on 1
st
 April, 2006 as a centre of excellence through NIT Act 2007. The main 

objective of Alumni Meet is to bring all the Alumni of this Institute under a common umbrella, 

strengthen the relationship among the Alumni and do something for betterment of this Institute through 

different activities. 

On a personal note, NIT Agartala and its Alumni, history goes back to the days of my student life at this 

premier Institute and the environs of NIT Agartala where I was reborn, grew up and from a young age, 

got acquainted with many of the distinguished people who shaped the institute. In the archives 

committee under the guidance of my senior colleagues and many Directors of this Institute. I personally 

attended our Delhi, Kolkata and Guwahati Chapters where I observed the strong attachment between 

our Alumni and as well as towards their Alma Mater which is really praiseworthy. I would like to 

express our gratitude to our Director, Prof. (Dr.) Harish Kumar Sharma, for his patronage and 

encouragement in managing the Alumni matters, and to our Dean (Alumni Affairs) Dr. Prasun 

Chakraborty for his guidance. I also take this opportunity to appreciate the efforts of our dedicated 

Chairman (Publicity & Publication) Er. Salil Das who has cheerfully supported us and facilitated us 

with his vision. A status of Visvesvaraya was installed in front of auditorium by 1983 batch. Getting 

inspiration by the Ex-Director of NITA, Alumni of NITA is installed a statue of Swami Vivekananda at 

Knowledge Park on January 9
th
, 2016. 

Last but not the least, I on the behalf of NIT Agartala Alumni cordially welcome all the participants in 

Annual Alumni Meet 2018 and would like to convey my sincere thanks and gratitude to the Director, 

faculties and staff of NIT Agartala, Alumni, Students and well-wishers for their whole heartened 

support and contribution to organize the programme and make it a grand success. 

 

                                                                                  Dr. Priyanath Das 

                                                                                             General Secretary 

                                                                                                NIT Agartala Alumni Meet-2018 
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FROM THE DESK OF DEAN (ALUMNI AFFAIRS & INSTITUTE 

RELATIONS) 

 
 

Message 

It gives me immense pleasure to know that in the eve of NIT Agartala Alumni Meet at Agartala, 

Tripura on 13
th
 & 14

th
 of January 2018, the Agartala Chapter is publishing a souvenir to commemorate 

the occasion. 

Needless to say, the Alumni are very important stack holder of NIT Agartala and overwhelmingly 

participating in accreditation and other processes associated with their alma mater. As a result, three 

initial braches of engineering i.e. Civil, Mechanical and Electrical secured accreditation from National 

Board of Accreditation of India. Hopefully they will also take care of their alma mater in matters of 

perceptions too.  

I hope the interaction between the vast experience and fresh energetic mind will bring out a newer 

combination for better days in future for NIT Agartala Alumni and also for the institute in general. 

The multidimensional activities in technical and socio-cultural fields with a proven track record been 

shown by our alumni in the past and hope this particular event will further enhance the related 

activities. 

I wish success of the event at all spheres. 

 

Dr. Prasun Chakraborti 

BE (Mech), TEC, CU; M Tech (Design), IIT Delhi; 

PhD (Mech Engg), IIT Kharagpur; FIE(I); MASME; 

Dean (Alumni Affairs and Instt. Relations) 
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Sangeeta Goswami 

1992 CE 
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Silver Jubilee Batch 1992, Civil  

    

    
Abhijit Deb 

PWD, Dharmanagar 
+91-873.185.4694 

abhijitdeb72@gmail.com 

Alemsobu Ao 
PHE, Kohima 

+91-841.592.0601 
alembaaier19@gmail.com 

 

Amal Bishnu Choudhury 
PWD, Agartala 

+91-841.491.9800 

Amiya Ranjan Das 
PWD (DWS), Santirbazar 

+91-985.668.7565 
dasamiyaje@gmail.com 

    

 

 

 

 
Anupam Das 

PMGSY, Agartala 
+91-700.514.7648 

Aparna Roy Barman 
PWD(DWS), Agartala 

+91-943.646.3800 
drarbarman@gmail.com 

C Eddie Zothansanga 
PWD, Aizwal 

+91-943.614.0731 
edzo.kv@gmail.com 

Debajit Chattopadhyay 
L&T, Kolkata 

+91-983.179.6306 
debajitc69@gmail.com 

    

    
Dibyajyoti Nath 

PWD(WR), Dharmanagar 

+91-943.616.8688 

n_dibyajyoti@yahoo.in 

Dilip Das 
PWD, Udaipur 

+91-943.658.1245 
dilipdas.2k@gmail.com 

Goutam Roy 
RD, Kailsahar 

+91-943.613.2560 
goutamroy0@gmail.com 

Jayanta Reang 
RD, Agartala 

+91-943.654.1520 
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Kakali Saha 
Ranchi 

+91-947.011.0069 
kakalisaha1971@rediffmail.com 

Khudiram Tripura 
RD, Agartala 

+91-943.613.1217 

Lakshman Sarkar 
RD, Udaipur 

+91-985.656.5393 
er.lakshman.sarkar@gmail.com 

Longjam B. Singh 
Manipur 

    
 

   
M Deepak Kumar Sing 

Manipur 
Manish Pal 
NIT, Agartala 

+91-985.602.4665 
mani_nita@yahoo.co.in 

Mihir Kanti Gop 
RD, Agartala 

+91-943.612.2818 
mkgop2010@gmail.com 

Najing Jamoh 
PHE, Itanagar 

+91-813.291.7150 

    

 

   
NikhilChandra Roy 

Police, Agartala 
+91-700.504.0500 

raynikhil69@yahoo.co.in 

ParamanikJamatia 
UDD, Agartala 

+91-883.732.4784 
paramanikjamatia37@gmail.com 

Partha Pratim Debnath 
PWD, Udaipur 

+91-943.613.1007 
parthapratimdebnath@yahoo.com 

Pradip Nandi 
PWD, Agartala 

+91-986.272.3101 
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Rajesh Ghosh 
PWD, Badharghat 
+91-961.236.3489 

Rajesh Saha 
PWD, Boxanagar 
+91-943.613.9957 

Rakesh Ranjan Rupam Debbarma 
RD, Agartala 

+91-897.419.6099 
    

 

   
Sangeeta Goswami 

PWD, Agartala 
+91-943.646.2557 

sangeetagswami@gmail.com 

Sanjib Kumar Deb 
PWD, Agartala 

+91-943.646.1478 
sanjibkumardeb@gmail.com 

Sanjoy Debroy 
RD, Gournagar 

+91-943.647.7874 

Sarasindhu Datta 
Jammu & Kashmir 
+91-947.469.3201 

    

    
SpaisingKurbah 

Meghalaya 
+91-879.496.8533 

Subir Choudhury 
PWD, Agartala 

+91-977.414.4053 
er.schaudhuri@gmail.com 

Sukhen Sarkar 
PMGSY, Agartala 
+91-943.647.0717 

 

Suman Saha 
TSECL, Agartala 

+91-943.647.0378 
ersaha721@gmail.com 
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Suman Kumar Saha 
L&T Power, Bangladesh 

+88-017.7774.5213 
sksaha_ecc@rediffmail.com 

Sumanta Ghosh 
ADC, Khumlung 

+91-943.613.6536 

Sunirmal Hajong 
Tura 

+91-943.611.2132 
sunir_mal@yahoo.co.in 

Surjya Kr Debbarma 
PWD, Agartala 

+91-940.214.1333 
surjyakumar68@gmail.com 

    

  

  

Teibar S Basan 
Meghalaya 

+91-879.450.7310 
teiborbasan@gmail.com 

   

Silver Jubilee Batch 1992, Electrical 

    

    
Abir Bhaumik 
TSECL, Agartala 

+91-943.645.1026 
bhaumikabir69@gmail.com 

Amitabh Chowdhury 
Kolkata 

+91-974.805.5036 
amc_birati@yahoo.com 

Arindam Gupta 

Century Plyboards, Kolkata 
+91-983.068.9813 
ag0381gmail.com 

Banani Debbarman 
GAIL, Agartala 

+91-920.601.5270 
bananidebbarman@gail.co.in 
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Bratati Ganguly 

Kolkata 
+91-983.122.2134 

bratatiganguly27@gmail.com 

Debashis Chakraborty 
F G Wilson (Engg), Dubai 

+971.504.505.479 
debuaie@gmail.com 

Elina Bose 
AAI, Kolkata 

+91-908.970.8095 
elinaghosh07@gmail.com 

Gonesh Das 
PowerGrid, Shillong 
+91-940.210.3052 

goneshdas@yahoo.co.in 

    

    
Lalrindika 

Aizwal, 
+91-943.638.0782 

M Samuel Sema 
Education, Kohima 
+91-813.193.7008 

kukukinimi10@gmail.com 

 

Manik Deb 
REC, Guwahati 

+91-986.409.7612 
manikrec2011@gmail.com 

Manish Chatterjee 
Oman 

+91-983.668.9107 
manishchatterjee70@gmail.com 

    

  
 

 

Manish Roy 
SAIL, Orissa 

+91-898.688.1028 
manish.raymbr@gmail.com 

Manonita Bhattacharya Lal 
Capegemini, Mumbai 

+91-810.813.1969 
manonita.lal@gmail.com 

Moanungang Jamir 
Nagaland Cristian Residential 

School, Nagaland 
+91-857.578.5139 

mns.jamir@gmail.com 

N. Surajit Sing 
Manipur 
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Nanda Ghosh 

Panasonic, Kolkata 
+91-983.004.9750 

ghosh_nanda@yahoo.co.in 

Nirupam Guha 
TSECL, Agartala 

+91-943.650.2631 
guhanirupam@yahoo.com 

Obang Yirang 
Arunachal Pradesh 

Papri Chatterjee 
Kolkata 

+91-833.597.2693 
chatterjee_papri@yahoo.co.in 

    

  

 

 
Partha Pratim Banik 

Rajasthan 
+91-707.357.1409 

Pintu Nath 
TSECL, Teliamura 
+91-94364 56771 

Plaban Das 
TSECL, Agartala 
+91-94364 65685 

Prabir Saha 
Transformation plus Pty Limited, 

Australia 
+61-421.010.510 

prabir.saha@transformationplus.com 

    

    
Prantosh Naha 

BSS Technologies, Dubai 
+971-509.931.283 

Naha2@rediffmail.com 

Rajib Chakraborty 
SAIL, Durgapur 

+91-943.479.8839 
Rajibchakraborty23@yahoo.co

m 

Rupa Debnath 
SAIL, Durgapur 

+91-943.479.2585 
roop0704@gmail.com 

Rupali Rakshit 
Petrofac International, Sharjah 

+971 50 206 1179 
rupali.rakshit@petrofac.com 
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Sanjay Datta Sanjoy Debnath 

SAIL, Durgapur 
+91-943.479.1482 

sanjaydgr1@gmail.com 

Sanjoy Karmakar 
Oman 

+91-943.613.8779 

Subodh Mallik 
RD, Agartala 

+91-943.652.3646 

    

 

 

 

 

Sukumar Debnath 
Sonamura 

+91-762.981.7268 
 

Sukanta Debnath 
SAIL, Durgapur 

+91-943.479.1369 
sukanta.debnath99@yahoo.co.in 

Sushanta Dey 
TSECL, Agartala 

+91-943.645.4553 
susantade.de@gmail.com 

 

 

Silver Jubilee Batch 1992, Mechanical 

    

 

 
              

Abhijit Podder 
Khowai 

+91-943.651.4304 

Amit Talapatra 
+91-967.414.4365 

talapatraamit5@gmail.com 

Anjani Kumar Anukul Das 
TSECL, Agartala 

+91-873.102.9144 
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Biman Mal 

Berger Paints, Kolkata 
+91-980.486.4992 

Biswajit Dey 
Agartala 

+91-841.505.7257 

Debjit P Choudhury 
Infosys, France 

+33-751.479.904 
debupc@yahoo.com 

Gaurab Datta 
Agartala 

+91-813.103.5347 
mr.gaurabdatta@gmail.com 

    

  

 

 
Goutam Halder 

Merchant Navy, Kolkata 
+91- 967.419.0559 

Hirakjoti Paul 
TSECL, Agartala 

+91-943.612.0962 

Kant Er.vastav Kirit Das 
TSECL, Kamalpur 
+91-943.647.0094 

  

 

 
Krinshnasis Battacharya 

SAIL, Bokaro 
+91-898.687.1803 

Lalnuntluanga 
Higher & Tech. Edu, Aizwal 

+91-897.425.9804 

Loma Passah 
Meghalaya 

Nabin Kumar Singh 
BRO, Arunachal Pradesh 
+91- 94140-96750 
nksingh1512@gmail.com 
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Prem Naithani 

Manitowoc India, New Delhi 
+91- 995.898.9346 

Purnendu Deb 
SM Group, Guwahati 
+91- 943.673.2294 

purnendu.deb@gmail.com 

Rabindu Das 
RD, Panisagar 

+91-986.264.5370 
rabindu.das@gmail.com 

Raja Mukherjee 
SAIL, Durgapur 

+91-943.479.1351 
rajasail68@gmail.com 

    

    
Rajesh Saha 

R J Corporation, Gurugram 
+91-990.301.3540 

rajeshsaha2000in@yahoo.com 

Ratan Kumar Das 
Agartala 

+91-700.531.9015 

 

Rupam K Dasgupta 
Trouvay&Cauvin, Abu 

Dhabi 
+971-506.582.396 

rupam70@yahoo.com 

Samar Chandra Das 
AG, Agartala 

+91-943.612.7083 
samaragartala@gmail.com 

    

              
SaumendraBhaumik 

RD, Agartala 
+91-986.266.6084 

saumendrabhaumik@gmail.com 

Saumitra Pal 
TDS Asia Pvt Ltd, Kolkata 

+91-983.104.6808 
saumitra.paul@gmail.com 

Simit Binayak Endow 
IOCL, Kolkata 

+91-9830152072 
sbendow@yahoo.co.in 

Sudip Das 
Mumbai 

+91-993.069.0984 
aaibhilata@gmail.com 
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Sudipta Kr. Saha 

Kolkata 
+91-983.112.7305 

Sukanta Paul 
Amarpur, 

+91-943.618.9639 
sukantapalamarpur@gmail.com 

Sumit Bose 
Ceat Tyres, Kolkata 
+91-986.402.0737 

smtbs69@rediffmail.com 

Suraktim Goswami 
Agartala 

+91-943.618.6713 
suraktimgoswami@gmail.com 

    

  

  

Suresh Kumar Mishra 
Jindal Saw Ltd, Kolkata 

+91-990.330.4192 
mishrajsl@gmail.com 

Susanta Pal 
SAIL, Bokaro 

+91-940.798.0865 
palsusanta69@gmail.com 

Tadar Rade 
Arunachal Pradesh 

 

    

 

    Alumni Couple 1992 

 
     Sangeeta Goswami, Biswajit Chakraborty of 1987C and Ruchika (Date of Nuptial = 2 Jul 1997) 
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Banani Debbarman, Lt Atanu Ghosh of 1992M, Anouska and 

Praneel  
KakaliSaha, Raghunath Roy of 1990C and 
Reshma (Date of nuptial = 7 Mar 1994) 

  

  
Manish Chatterjee, Papri Chatterjee of 1992E, Madhurima & 
Mahira(Date of Nuptial = 18 Apr 1993) 

PrabirSaha, Falguni Deb Chaudhury of 1998E, 
Priyam and Ongkar(Date of Nuptial = 17 Feb 
2001) 
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Manish Pal, Dr Kaberi Majumdar of 1995Ewith Mainak & Krishanu (Date of Nuptial = 13 May 2001) 

 

 
Rupali Rakshit, Prithu Das of 1988M, Siddharth and Shouvik (Date of Nuptial = 19 Nov 1994) 
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Few Nostalgic Moments of 1992 batch 
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Few Moments of Alumni 

  
3 alumni couples Papiya of 2004E and 2011CSE (R-L) 

  
Alumni from 1972 to 1990 1998 batch 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                    

 

 

                                                                                    2009 batch 
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List of Merit cum Means Scholarship Recipients 

Sl Name Roll # Passing Year Scholarship by alumni of 

1 Shri Dhiman Debnath 0810119 2012 1983 

2 Shri Lam Suan LunTonsing 094ME030 2013 1984 

3 Shri Vemparala Gopal Krishna  10UCE078(ME) 2014 1985 

4 Shri Jayanta Barman   11UCE061 2015 1986 

5 Shri Nayan Dey 

Mobile:8794049182 

12UEI024 2016 1983 

6 Shri Bikash Debnath 

Mobile:9612949400 

13UEC016 2017 1984 

7 Shri Priyabrata Debnath 

Mobile:8974175422 

13UCE118 2017 1985 

8 Shri Koushal Chakraborty 

Mobile:9774324434 

14UCE013 On going 1989 

9 Shri Tanmoy Basak 

Mobile:908935246,8732805589 

15UPE035 On going 1986 

10 Shri Koushik Saha 

Mobile:9774613898 

15UEC003 On going 1990 

11. Shri Arpit Kaushik 

Mobile:9521497152 

16UCS035 On going 1983 

12. Shri Santosh Kumar Sharma 

Mobile:9694808523 

17UCS087 On going 1984 

13. Shri Vesireddy Hemanth Chowdary 

Mobile:9491352479 

17UCS074 On going 1985 

 

List of PhD Recipients in 2017 

Sl   Enrolment No Name Supervisor Title of The Thesis 

1 12DEC011 Priyanka Choudhury Dr. Sambhu Nath Pradhan Power and Thermal Aware Circuit 
Synthesis Using Genetic Algorithm 

2 12DPH002 Jehova Jire L. Hmar Dr. Suvra Prakash Mondal Growth and Characteristics of 
Semiconductor-Polymer 
Nanocomposites for Flexible Electronic 
and Optoelectronic Devices. 

3 11DMA002 Jayasree Chakraborty Dr. Baby Bhattacharya Role of Generalized Closed Sets in 
Fuzzy Topological Spaces and 
Generalized Fuzzy Topological Spaces 

4 13ODCYR001 Prasanta Sutradhar  Dr. Mitali Saha Synthesis, Characterization and 
Current-Voltage (I-V) Characteristic 
Studies of Metal / Metal Oxide 
Nanomaterials 

5 12DMA001 Arnab Paul Dr. Baby Bhattacharya Study of Different Structures in 
Bitopological Spaces and Fuzzy 
Settings Based on Gamma-Open Sets. 

6 13ODPHR002 Swati Singh Dr. Jitendra Nath Roy Nanostructured Multifunctional Oxides: 
Studies on Dielectric, Magnetoelectric 
And Transport Properties 

Dr. Sanjay Kumar Mandal 

7 12DCY004 Rupak Banik Dr. Saroj Kumar Das Synthesis, Structural Elucidation and 
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Dr. Subrata Das Supramolecular Interactions in Some 
Bis-Uracil and Metal-Violuric Acid 
Derivatives 

8 11DEC001 Ashim Saha Dr. Sambhu Nath Pradhan Studies of Soft Computing Techniques 
for Facial Expression Recognition 

Dr. Mukul Chandra Pal 

9 13ODCYR002 Subhadip Roy Dr. Saroj Kumar Das Studies Of Structural Diversity And 
Non-Covalent Interactions Present In 
Ternary Metal Complexes Derived 
From 3,5-Dinitrobenzoic Acid Or N,N´-
Dimethylvioluric Acid And N-Donor 
Ligands 

Prof. B.M. Reddy 

10 13ODCHR003 Uma Shankar Prasad 
Uday 

Dr. Tarun K Bandyopadhyay Fermentative Production of Xylanase 

Dr. Biswanath Bhunia 

11 11DCE004 Soma Nag Prof. Umesh Mishra Removal of Cr(Vi) And Cd(Ii) From 
Aqueous Solutions Using Locally 
Available Biosorbents And Ann 
Modelling 

Dr Sudeep Kumar Das 

12 12DME003 Bibhab Kumar Lodh  Dr. A. K. Das A Study on Turbulence Modelling of 
Wind Flow Around Ground Mounted 
Cubical Model. 

13 10DEE006 Saheli Ray Dr. Anirudha Bhattacherjee Reliability Assessment of Power 
System Distribution Network. Dr. Subhadeep Bhattacherjee 

14 10DEE007 Sharmistha Sharma Dr. Subhadeep Bhattacherjee Impact of Distributed Generation in 
Power System Distribution Network Dr. Anirudha Bhattacherjee 

15 13ODMER005 Nabarun Biswas Dr. Prasun Chakraborty Analytical & Experimental Investigation 
Of 3 - Lobe Hydrodynamic Bearing 
Performance & Parametric 
Optimizations 

16 12DEC015 Rakhi Bhattacharjee Dr. Ajoy Kr. Chakraborty On Some Physical Properties of Low - 
Dimensional Semiconductors and 
Related Phenomena 

17 10DEE010 Joyashree Das Dr. Rup Narayan Ray Performance Analysis of Hysteresis 
Motor with Hts Elemntin The Rotor 

18 11DCE002 Dipankar Sarkar Dr. Manish Pal An Investigation on the Use of Over 
Burnt Bricks for The Construction of 
Low Volume Roads 

19 13ODMER004 Manoj Kumar Triveni  Dr. R.S.Panua Study of Fluid Flow and Heat Transfer 
with in Enclosure of Different 
Configurations 

20 12DEE003 Smita Banik Dr. Ardhendu Saha Broadband Second Harmonic 
Generation Using Total Internal 
Reflection Quasi Phase Matching in 
Various Plano - Curved Isotropic 
Material 

21 12DME010 Aparesh Datta Dr. A.K. Das Numerical Study Of Heat Transfer 
Enhancement In Microchannel With 
Vortex Generators And Wall Structures 

22 11DME003 Bishop Debbarma Dr. Prasun Chakraborty Performance - Emission 
Characterizations of a Ci Engine Run 
in Dual Fuel Biohol Mode Under 
Hydrogen Enrichment: A Multi - 
Dimension Approach 

23 10DEC009 Parthasarathi  De Dr. Dibyendu Ghoshal Some Studies on Iris Pattern Matching 
and Recognition of Different Living 
Objects Using Various Algorithms 
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24 12DCY009 Diptanu Debnath Dr. Tarun Kr Misra Synthesis, Ccharacterization, Azo - 
Hydrazone Equilibrium, 
Solvatochromism, Reactivities And 
Photophysical Properties Of 5 - 
Arylazo - 6 - Aminouracil Derivatices. 

25 130DECR004 Debanjali Nath Dr. Sambhu Nath Pradhan Some Studies on Power and Noise 
Reduction of Logic Circuit 

26 12DPE001 Aklilesh Kr. Singh Dr. R. N.Rai Application of Image Analysis 
Technique to Investigate the Effect of 
Backing Plates and Fiuxes to Enhance 
Weld Penetration of Tig Welded P - 91 
Steel Plates 

Dr. Vidyut De 

27 13ODECR002 Bijit Choudhuri Dr. Ardhendu Saha Studies on Glancing Angle 
Synthesized Low Dimensional Tio2 
And Its Heterostructures Based Optical 
Detector 

Dr. Anirudha Mondol 

28 14EDEER003 Chittaranjan Nayak Dr. Ardhendu Saha Modelling of Photonic Structures for 
Filling, Sensing and Super Resolution 
Imaging 

29 11DHU003 Suman Acharjee Dr. Gyanabati Khuraijam Deconstructed Image of Nation in The 
Works of Amitava Ghoah 

30 11DEE002 Ruma Debnath Dr. Ardhendu Saha Laser Oscillations of Nd Doped Soiled 
State Lasere And Its Applications in 
Nonlinear Optics 

31 10DME006 Mukul Roy Dr. Swapan Bhaumik Study of Nucleate Pool Boiling Heat 
Transfer Using Refrigerants on 
Nanocoated Surfaces 

 
GOLD MEDAL LIST 2016 for UG 

10th convocation 

 
B.Tech Branch Topper List 2013 - 2017 

Branch Name  Enrolment No. Name of the Students CGPA 

Civil Engg. 13UCE027 SMT. BANHISIKHA DEBNATH 9.36 

Mechanical Engg 13UME067 SRI. SAGARDEEP BHAKTA 9.58 

Computer Science & Engg 13UCS018 SMT. DEEPSHIKHA 9.29 

Electronics & Communication Engg. 13UEC009 SMT. ARPITA GHOSH 9.63 

Electronics & Instrumentation Engg 13UEI051 SRI. V.ABHIJITH BHARADWAJ 8.92 

Production Engg.  13UPE030 SMT. MOUTRISHA SAHA 9.18 

Chemical Engineering 13UCH037 SRI. SHOBHIT SINGH 9.06 

Bio Engg 13UBE012 SMT. PAYEL ROY 9.33 

INSTITUTE TOPPER (UG) 

Electrical Engg 13UEE015 SRI. B HARIKIRAN REDDY 9.66 
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GOLD MEDAL LIST 2017 for PG 
10th convocation 

 

M.Tech Branch Topper List 2015 - 2017 

Branch Name  Enrolment No. Name of the Students CGPA 

Civil Engg 15PCE041 SRI. SUMIT NANDI 9.69 

Mechanical Engg 15PME023 
SRI. CHHATBAR JAY 
HARSHADRAI 9.72 

Computer Science & Engg 15PCS008 SMT. SURAKSHA DEVI 9.40 

Electronics & Communication Engg. 15PEC010 SRI. THOTA PAVAN KUMAR 9.69 

Production Engg. 15PPE001 SRI. MAYANK KUMAR 9.59 

MCA Branch Topper List 2014 - 2017 

Branch Name  Enrolment No. Name of the Students CGPA 

MCA 14MCA008 SMT. EYERIN BANERJEE 9.03 

M.SC Branch Topper List 2015 - 2017 

Branch Name  Enrolment No. Name of the Students CGPA 

Chemistry 15PCY006 SMT. SUTAPA ROY 8.58 

Physics 15PPH002 SMT. SUKANYA MAITY 9.04 

Mathematics 15PMA002 SRI. NAYAN SAHA 8.45 

MBA Branch Topper List 2015 - 2017 

Branch Name  Enrolment No. Name of the Students CGPA 

MBA 15MSOM001 SMT. PRIYANKA CHANDA 8.60 

INSTITUTE TOPPER (PG) 

Electrical Engg. 15PEE029 SMT. ROSHNI ANNA JACOB 9.74 

 

 
Saumitra Pal of 1992M with Chandrani (Spouse) and Drisana (Daughter) 
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Pune Meet Offered a Meaningful Walk Down the Corridor of 

Nostalgia 

Tapash Roy, 1979 Electrical 
 
We all are born from mother, after a gestation period spend in the womb. On birth we are 

exposed to a new world and the umbilical cord is disconnected between mother & child. 

This is universal that, the relation between mother and child happens to be the best & 

purest on earth, irrespective of age and continues to cherish for life from both sides. 

Similar strong sentiment also takes birth, in the mind of the individual alumnus, on 

leaving their professional institute and tends to walk down the corridor of nostalgia in the 

journey of life at a later date. The purpose is not only to look back, but also to do 

something noble for the society by returning back to the source where from they have 

been grown & enriched. We the alumnus of Tripura Engineering College Agartala, 

established in the year 1965 and subsequently upgraded to National Institute of 

Technology Agartala in 2006, also feel same invisible strong bonding for the great 

Institution and its graduates. The inner drive of love, mutual respect and togetherness, 

always searches & unites us irrespective of year of passing, individual GPS location on 

globe. The effective use of latest innovation in digital technology & communication has 

helped us to reunite at a greater pace, same never happened before. 

One of us, the self-motivated member of the fraternity is continuously working as a 

garlander, by locating & picking up individual members as flower and uniting them 

through his invisible needle and thread in a garland. As a yearly celebration of the 

TECNITA Alumni Association Western India, members from Mumbai, Pune and Goa 

hosted the same in the great city Pune, where Oxford of the east exist. Similar yearly 

celebration also takes place at different parts of the globe by the chapters of North 

America, Gulf, Delhi, Chennai, Kolkata, Agartala, Guwahati, Durgapur, Bangaluru etc. 

This magnificent get-together was the last celebration series for the year 2017. The 

celebration was scheduled on 9th and 10th December 2017, when members from overseas 

and different locations, across the country confirmed their participation, following 

requests from the chapter, made over messages and personal calls to individuals to grace 

the occasion. On arrival, everyone was received at the Airport and other terminal locations 

in the city with care and smile. 

The programme was designed very thoughtfully with the innovative ideas from young, 

energetic & dedicated members, under the guidance of seniors and executed precisely with 

the purity of heart; the kindness of the team in all interactions did touch the heart of the 

participants and their loved ones. The programme of first day was basically to warm up 

and reconnect with the past and felicitated the members with token of love, respect and 

togetherness, followed by amazing dance and musical performance by the next generation 

kids, alumnus and spouses. It was so heartening to find that, so many talents do exists 

within the community and can mesmerise the crowd with their magical performance. The 

second day programme commenced with registration, honouring the dignitaries with 

―Pheta‖ the traditional Marathi Turban. This gesture was unique way to welcome the 

guests, honouring the value of rich heritage of the land of great warrior Shivaji; made 

everyone speechless with sense of pride. Dignitaries delivered their talks, constructive 
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discussions took place for taking the movement to higher heights for the benefit of the 

community, Alma Matter, fresh pass outs and society as a whole.  

Few presentation was screened with narration, among which, Journey of Tripura 

Engineering College to NITA, Solar Energy and Memoir are remarkable. The nostalgic 

photographs with appropriate music could touch everyone‘s heart, invited tears in eyes. 

Existing committee was dissolved and new committee was formed, AGM was conducted 

and all related proceeding was completed. Then it was the time for lunch, tasty dishes 

were served. A handful of games and magic show was also organised for the kids and we 

could see the incredible energy level and interest the kids took in the participation. It 

appeared that no one wanted to let go the precious moments and sincerely attempted to 

freeze the moments in digital platform. In evening hours, the last phase of the programme 

commenced. In house talents presented an excellent cultural programme, the atmosphere 

was charged with positive energy of melody and rhythm, body language of individual 

audience confirmed that. The programme was made lively & lovable by the innovative and 

dynamic young anchors using interesting dialogue & modulation. The programme was 

also live streamed for participants of different parts of the globe, by intermittent 

transmission and posting still photographs with meaningful narrations through 

WhatsApp groups. The day ended with dinner and greeting and hugging each other. 

As everything has an end sometime in the process, like wise many outstation participants 

took late evening flights & also drive to Mumbai and next day morning, all others 

participants left the magnificent venue.The entire programme was a real Management 

lesson for all who participated in the great event. It taught many aspects of a successful 

journey of life, with mindful participation. The planning, dedication, devotion and hard 

work that was put in tirelessly, made the event a grand success and memorable.  

A beautiful image has been painted on a blank sheet in the minds to cherish and we are 

looking forward for the next year‘s celebration.  

Jai Ho Team Western India, we love you brothers and sisters. 

 

 

Tapash Roy is a 1979 Electrical pass out, who secured the first 

position in University combining Bengal Engineering College and 

Tripura Engineering College in both 4
th

 and 5
th

 year. He took 

active role in model making, including working underground 

Metro Rail in 1978 during his stay in the college. He was one of 

the favourite student of the founder Principal Prof. M. L. 

Dasgupta. 
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Those Were the Days 

 

Biplab K. Sharma, 1983 Electrical 
 

It is more than 34 years since we, the 1983 batch of the then Tripura Engineering College (now 

NIT, Agartala) left the College as well as the Hostel. But many wonderful memories are still 

afresh in my mind.  On the behest of dear friend & batch mate Salil (Das), I am trying to go 

back to the down memory lane to share some moments, these may be felt like insignificant, 

meaningless to some persons, but to me these were glimpses of most memorable moments I 

passed with my friends. Till today, I cherish memories of those moments. Here I am sharing a 

few only because if I go on writing those moments spanning from our first year to fourth year, 

it will become a large volume book.  
 

Entering  the college  like an  Executive Engineer &  coming out as a “Bekar”:  
 

In the middle of 1979 a new life had begun as if ‗India Wins freedom‘ like feeling started to 

work. This feeling grew in our mind because coming out of the grasps of strict vigilance of the 

guardians. The situation like hiding from the parents to watch a movie would no longer be 

required – which gave me immense pleasure. But this was not merely feeling the freedom or 

liberty, at the same time that was the starting point which made us more matured in due 

course of time. During those days number of Engineering Colleges were limited. Thus getting a 

chance to study BE gave us some kind of feeling that we have made our lives – ‗Ki Hanu 

Aami‘(What I have become mentality!) ,  till we could feel the hard realities. When we were 

about to leave the college, someone from us commented this that everyone of us entered into 

the college like an Executive Engineer and after reaching second year it was realized that the 

subjects are not that easy, we came down to the rank of Asstt. Engineer. In third year every 

problem started to roll. Enormous Lab, Workshop, Sessional work etc. etc. made us to feel like 

a Sub Ordinate Engineer. In those days campus interviews for jobs had not been so much 

trendy like that we observe today. Only IITs and a few other colleges of that rank might have 

that infrastructure where different companies used to arrange campus interviews to select the 

‗to be‘ engineers for their respective companies. So after passing out we realized the ―Asli 

Duniya‖ & started to feel like ―Bekar‖(unemployed) though  for the time being only.  
 

Acquiring Boss like attitude:   
 

I am presenting one small example on how the mentality of a Boss used to work in our sub 

conscious mind. During first year, almost all the boy students barring a few only of our batch 

were allotted accommodation in Hostel No. 3. Actually Hostel no. 3 was a make shift hostel as 

those were originally constructed as staff quarters. When we made entry there one by one, we 

found one lanky lean & thin boy there. His name was Dilip. His age at that time would be 

around 18-19 years. Dilip‘s father was half mad. His mother sometimes came to meet him & 

used to end up making quarrel with him within few minutes & then vanished from the scene 

for a month or two. Dilip used to stay in an abundant small room in a corner of our block 

where we stayed. He used to welcome us, the new student borders by extending his help, quite 

literally meant as he extended his hands to pull down the luggage, suitcase etc. from the Auto 

Rickshaws or Cars. He started to inform about the location of dining hall, what is available 

here & what is not. By next day he was able to create an impression that he would be available 

there at any time for our service as & when looked for. So, he was often sent to nearby shops to 

fetch a loaf or something else. This scenario continued till the day of Freshers‘ Welcome 

Function in the Hostel. In the meantime he was mostly gifted with our old dresses and with 
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one or two bucks. But the situation completely turned around after few weeks of the Freshers‘ 

Function was over. Calling ―Bhai Dilip‖ converted into ―Hey Dilip‖, some fellows like Bijan 

started to call him ―Dilippya‖. No more request to Dilip, now orders to him in ―Hey Dilip‖ tone 

& he was to carry out all the orders with no time left. When there started a rumour that Dilip 

was working as a double agent, we started to look him with doubtful eyes. The fact was that, 

though we had been liberated from the strict vigilance and discipline of our respective home 

but it does not mean that there had not been any rules & regulations or discipline. Senior 

students had very sharp eyes. Specially those who had just become Junior most Seniors, i.e the 

second year students. They had their network, source and agents. So, if any kind of 

irregularities were noticed or reached their ears, instantly they started to teach the juniors 

some lessons and of course those lessons had not been too pleasant. Sometimes wrong 

information invited troubles for some innocent one who might not have entangled in any 

―Panga‖. So Dilip was primarily thought to be a messenger. He was warned sternly. But the 

worst came out one day. During evening hours one of us got the smell of burning tobacco from 

Dilip‘s dark corner room. Light was off. Dilip was puffing a Bidi thinking that no one is there 

in the block. He switched off the light of his tiny room. Our friend, slowly with very cautious 

steps so that no sound evoked, started to advance towards Dilip‘s room and found that one fire 

fly (Jonak) in a dark sky. Our friend lit the hand torch & while moving the focus, he noticed 

that Dilip was leisurely laid down on his bed, eyes were kept close & he was enjoying his Bidi 

puffing. The thunderous scream of that friend awakened Dilip and instantly & he fell in a 

nightmarish situation from the possible sweet dream. Our friend greeted him with a big slap 

and angrily said in colloquial language, - ―Hala Dilipya Kutta, Tore Aamra Paise Dei Bidi 

Phukar Laigya?‖ (You bitch Dilip, are we giving you money for smoking Bidis?). Next day, 

Dilip vanished.  One of us asked that friend in a very low voice, ‗Bidi Phukar Laigya Dilipre 

Lagaili, Tui Je Ki Phukus Tor Maa Baap Jaane?‘ Dilip again reappeared into the scene when 

the next batch of students made entry into that Hostel. The tradition was going.   
 

Live up to the role of a Guardian:  
 

We were promoted to 2nd year, some of our batch mates were shifted to Hostel No. 1 & 2. But 

few among us stayed back in Hostel no. 3. I changed the room. I shifted to a different block 

and got the most studious, sincere, a very polite person as my roommate. He was also from the 

Electrical Branch. In fact, I never saw my roommate of 2nd year to enter into any quarrel or 

controversy with anybody. He was so calm, quiet, gentle & well behaved but also possessed a 

leadership quality. Intentionally I am not spelling out his name because I am going to mention 

his nickname.  He was a very good writer and was also very fond of Rabindra Sangeet in fact I 

have learnt so many things from him, specially he was responsible to make me interested in 

Rabindra Sangeet. Before that I had been fan of Hindi Films‘ Songs only. When he used to 

hum any Rabindra Sangeet, I was busy in humming the ‗Churaliya Hein Tumne‘ type of songs. 

Slowly, interest in listening the Rabindra Sangeets started to grow in me. One of our seniors in 

college, Pradip Chakraborty, hailed from Shillong used to tease him in colloquial language in 

this way, ―Kita Baa Tumar Raviguru Kabindranath-e Kita Koin?‖ (What does your Raviguru 

Kabindranath say?). He got very vmuch annoyed with Pradipda, but never tried to express it. 

Just avoided the teasing with a pleasant smile. The canteen for breakfast & evening tiffins was 

opened just adjacent to our room by a lad, yes I would like to call him lad as he was only 15/16 

years then. His name was Rakhal. Sometimes in the mornings, we used call him from our 

room to send our breakfast to the rooms.  One day we heard that Rakhal‘s marriage had been 

settled with a girl in a nearby village. Rakhal‘s father started to come to our Hostel to meet my 

roommate & he used to seek valuable advice from him regarding the marriage of his son 
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Rakhal. One fine evening, Rakhal was scheduled to go to the Bride‘s father‘s house with his 

Barati (Baryatri) team. My roommate was made the Chief of the Baraati team. One old jeep 

along with its trailer was hired. Roommate was given the best of the seats. The jeep was fully 

packed & trailer was also used to carry the members of the Baryatris. A minor boy was going to 

marry. I am sure the girl was also minor. But law was not that much strict in those days. And 

least was bothered in rural areas. I am sure if It would have happened in today‘s time my 

roommate would not have linked him with such type of underage marriages. Two Kola Gachh 

(Banana Stems) were tightly tied at two sides of the Jeep. With a high roar Jeep started to roll 

in the village road. ―Chala Murari Shaadi Banane‖. I have changed the title with change of two 

words ―Hero & Banne‖ because in the scene of the ever popular Hindi film song ―Shaadi 

Banane Ko Keshto Chala‖ – Keshto (Mukherjee) was an old man going to marry the fatty 

Tuntun. Here both the Bride & Bridegrooms were so young that they had not attained their 

required ages for marriage. After several months of the said marriage, problem started to grow 

in Rakhal‘s family. Again his father came to my roommate soliciting his help. This type of 

family problems are very common in a poor joint family. So, this time also my friend, like a 

true guardian showed his mantle & became able to solve the family problem. He saved the 

family from partition for the time being. I became quite astonished to find him so 

knowledgeable & conversant at the age of only 17 or 18 years about the possible after marriage 

affect & family problems.  Hats off to him.   
 

Welcoming a Very Special Guest in the Hostel:  
 

The incident happened during very early days of our Hostel life. We were just admitted to the 

college. Classes were not that much regular. In due course of time Freshers‘Welcome 

Function‘ held. The time was last part of September or early part of October. We were enjoying 

our new lives. Friendship started to grow among the students of our batch. Before that we 

came to know each other of the batch through introductions. Of course those who passed out 

from the same schools had their pre hostel days intimate friendship. One day at about 3 PM, 

Some of us were gossiping in my room. We had no classes on that day in the afternoon hours. 

Suddenly we noticed a car had stopped near to our block of the Hostel. One middle aged man 

came out from the car, very dignified look. Following him another gentleman stepped out 

from that car. At a glance, he seemed to be of a man of 30/35 years of age. He was fatty, 

bespectacled, looked like a top official or some kind of that category.  When we saw that they 

were proceeding towards to my room, we became silent & started to look at eac other‘s faces. A 

tremendous curiosity rose among us, but nobody was talking loudly. One of us said in my ear 

in hissing voice, ―Keda Re?‖(Who are they). I replied in a very low voice, ―Must be Professors 

of our college. They have made the sudden visit to inspect what we are doing in the hostel.‖ I 

also said, ―Be careful, don‘t give any loose reply.‖ In the meantime that lanky boy Dilip 

appeared in the scene. The elderly gentleman asked him something, Dilip pointed out his 

finger towards my room. Then he proceeded to the car. The diver opened the dickey. He pulled 

out a big suitcase & bedding from there and lifted those on his head & then started coming 

towards my room. Many of our batch mates arrived to the scene with curiosity in their faces to 

watch the happenings. The elderly gentleman entered my room & asked who was staying here. 

In reply I nodded. He asked my name, about my father‘s occupation etc. etc. Every one of us 

were silent. Then he pointed out to the other gentleman who came with him and said, ―He is 

my son, he is your classmate. From today he will be staying in this hostel.‖ I got the feeling of 

some relief. Then I noticed the new entry very minutely. He gave a smile. We were actually 

misjudging his age from a distance. On close observation, it was felt that he would be of our 

age only. We asked his name & got introduced to ourselves. Suddenly one of us, probably Bijan 
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entered the room with a cheer, ―Hi Munna!‖ We reallised that they knew each other from long 

before. Actually, they were classmates in local Bodhjung H.S. School. After some time, the new 

border‘s father left. We were not completely wrong as he was also a Professor, but not of our 

college. He was Head of the Department of History in the famous M.B.B. college, Agartala. 

After departure of Munna‘s father from the hostel, the real drama started. My new roommate 

was very bulky. One of our batch mate looked like a boy of class nine or ten. We called him 

Kuttus for his boyish look & tiny figure. He arrived into the scene quickly and started to 

behave like a Head Master with the new border. He asked our new bulky friend, ―Heeii, Etodin 

Tui Koi Chhili? Class-e Dekha Nai Keno?‖ (Hey where have you been so far?  Why did not you 

appear in the Classes?)  The scene was like that a of a little son asking clarification from his 

father! Years later, I reminded the scene while watching a movie titled ‗Sharabi‘. There in the 

film Amitabh Bachchan in drunken a song sequence said, ―Peeke Chuha, Khadak Ke Boli, 

Kahan Hein Billi?‖ (A rat was running in fear on seeing a cat, but after taking some pegs he 

challenged the cat with a shout, where is the cat?‖)  
 

I cannot resist myself to share the second appearance of my roomate‘s father in hostel. That 

was really a terrible incident. And the prime accused of that incident was none other than our 

‗Mama‘ of the batch. We very affectionately, used to call our friend Shibaji as ‗Mama‘. Mama 

had been a single piece in our hostel. No duplicate. He possessed an extra ordinary 

communication power & within few minutes could change the mood of any ‗Ádda‘ (leisurely 

gather for gossiping). He had been the centre of attraction for doing all the silly & mischievous 

things. At an instant he could give some fellow a special name. His contribution in naming the 

stalwarts of the batch had been immense. For example, my roommate of second year, whom I 

have already introduced as a successful guardian, was given the name ‗Taloi.‘ (Means brother‘s 

father in law). Shibaji used to ask him with a greeting, ―Taloi, Asen Bhaloi !‖ (Uncle, hope you 

are keeping well). In such way I was given the name ‗Bogoira‘ due to my excessive talkings, 

One of our friends used to have a tendency to unnecessarily complicate a simple issue. So he 

was given the name ‗Pench‘ though he had already acquired a nickname. This was additional. 

In this way other friends were named by him like – Kalapahar, Barda, Masterda, Boudi, 

Hanumati, Boss, Khora, Dasu Pagla, Rezgir Potla, Joga, Eelish, Boltuda, Professor etc. etc. 

many more.  
 

The incident that took place at the arrival of that Guardian in our hostel was like that. Shibaji 

Mama collected a Hukka from a nearby village. We had big curiosity of how the smoke of a 

Hukka tasted. In the evening hours, before starting our studies we assembled in a room for 

some song session. Mama prepared the Hukka by inserting prepared tobacco inside the Kolki 

and placed over a litup tikka on it. He suggested that as the evening hours just started the 

Bhaktimulak songs (devotional songs) would be ideal. He had a nice open voice. Before 

starting the song, he changed the style of wearing of his Lungi. Shibaji tied the ends of one 

sides of the lungi behind his neck. It gave a resemblance of a Buddhist Vante (Monk) or the 

way the Khasi ladies wear their dresses. He started with one the then hit Bengali number of 

Ravindra Jain, ―Koplatet-e Tilak Kete, Nachl-e Thomak Thomak, Baul Hoy Na Porili-e 

Gerua…‖ We all were chorusing him. In one hand Shivaji was holding the hand Hukka, when 

we were chorusing he took the puffs from the Hukka. My new roommate of first year had 

already earned the name ‗Bhatka‘. He took the Hukka from Mama and while taking the Hukka 

puffs started dancing & chorusing with the song. Suddenly his father arrived in the room. He 

stuck Bhatka from behind. Bhatka got furious as he thought somebody was disturbing him. He 

did not notice who was touching his shoulder from behind. Bhatka holding the Hukka in one 

hand, smokes coming out from his mouth shouted while making the turn to see who was there 
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in his behind making all the disturbances. He shouted, ―Kon Shaala Be…‖ He could not 

complete the sentence as it was out of his imagination that his father would be there at this 

juncture of time. His father instantly went backward and turned his face. He started to walk 

back. What happened later we did not know because we were also in a hurry to hide our faces 

and leaving the place.   
 

One Pandit and some anxious moment:  
  

Chakraborty Moshai hailed from Udaipur, South Tripura. He was so gentle & well behaved 

that nobody could ever get annoyed with him. He was our batch mate. He was very religious. 

Earnestly devoted to his Guru & followed all the directives laid down for the disciples by their 

Guru. Our friend was a total vegetarian. Very often he used to cook his own food in his room.   

He usually wore the sparkling white Dhotis in Lungi style. He was also a prolific Volleyball 

player.  We called him Pandit. He was a dare devil guy. He did not fear anything.  During our 

2nd year, an young man from the adjacent village committed suicide by hanging himself from 

a tree in a deep forest behind Hostel No. 3. Some of us had seen the place & and the body 

while the police arrived. After some days, Pandit entered into my room after the dinner. We 

were chatting. Some one said, ―Is there anyone who can go alone inside the forest during he 

time of midnight & touch that tree?‖ We were sure that nobody would accept the challenge. 

But our Pandit friend accepted the challenge and said, ―I am taking this Gamchha with me, 

will reach there & will tie the Gamchha on that tree. You all come after one hour & see whether 

the work is done by me.‖ We tried to restrain him from going to that place. But he was 

determined that he would enter the forest at midnight. About 20/30 minutes after he left for 

the jungle, a large team of ours started for the forest. On reaching there, we found that he was 

about to return after making a tight knot of the Gamchha with a branch of that tree. We were 

relieved.  Of course never heard about any tigers‘ den in that forest but poisonous snakes and 

some other dangerous animals were there. Above all the condition of the state had been very 

turmoil then. The jungles had been the hide outs of the terrorists & extremists. We felt guilt 

after allowing Pandit so whimsically to enter into a deep forest in the midnight.   

During our first year days one incident created by Pandit left us in deep anxious moment for 

several hours. One fine morning his roommate discovered that Pandit was not there in the 

room.  After passing a substantial period of time he felt it was necessary to make a search for 

him in others‘ rooms. But no where Pandit was found. After coming back to the room, he 

discovered a hand written piece of paper under Padit‘s pillow. It was written by Pandit in 

Bengali, ―Jodi Benche Thaki Phire Aasbo‖ (If I remain alive, I shall come back), We all fell in 

tension. The question of mobile phones was out of question in those days. Even telephones 

were not that easily available. So, two friends were sent to Pandit‘s Agartala residence. But he 

was not there & his family members also fell in tension. The news reached to his ancestral 

home in Udaypur. There also no body was found to be aware of his where about. During 

afternoon when all were thinking to lodge a FIR, the news arrived at the Hostel that he was 

traced at one of his relatives‘ home. We were relieved from tension. By next morning he 

arrived in the Hostel. Everyone was asking him about the reasons behind such kind of 

activities. He only smiled.   
 

Another Pandit and one accident: 
   

Another Chakraborty, our batch mate, but he was never called a Pandit. What we used to call 

him I cannot spell out here! It will not be decent just like what we used to call another friend 

named Anjan Das. Our year mates can recall those nicknames, others may imagine only. But 

in true meaning he was Pandit that is he was a Purohit (priest). In fact he was our permanent 
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Purohit for the Saraswati Pujas celebrated in our Hostel. I could not remember whether he 

played the role of a Purohit during the Viswakarma Pujas. He was also from South Tripura, 

probably from Belonia. Interestingly if there had been any temporary fall out or pangas with 

him prior to the Saraswati Pujas, those fellows who got entangled with him had to bow down 

in front of him during those Puja Occassions. Because he was the ultimate boss to conduct the 

Pujas. This Chakraborty was a very jolly person. He was also very courageous & fearless, 

desperate in his personal life. Hailing from a very orthodox family, he could gather the 

courage to enter into a inter cast relationship. Hats off to him. He kept his commitment & 

eventually made that girl his life partner. Which may be thought a non issue in this era. But on 

those days people of small towns or backward areas were not that much mentally advanced. I 

salute him. The Purohit friend was very famous for his wide open broad smiles (in Bengali 

Akarnabistrito Hasi).  

We were in third year. One fine early morning there was some discussion and noise in front of 

our Hostel no. 1. I came out from my room to enquire what happened. So many of our friends 

were also there. We came to know that one State Road Transport Bus which was about to 

reach the college campus, fell in an accident nearly two Kms before the college. We heard the 

the Bus luckily escaped from a falling to a deep low ground from the road at a hill . But nobody 

could say anything about the causalities. Our Purohit friend had become so excited that he 

wanted to move to the place of accident to observe the situation there. A helper of our Hostel 

Kitchen & dining hall, whom we used to refer as Ward Boy was seen coming towards the 

hostel on a cycle. Our friend started to get preparation and as soon as the Ward Boy reached to 

our Hostel entry point, the Purohit snatched the cycle from him & hurriedly started peddling 

the cycle. That Ward Boy was screaming loudly from behind cautioning about some thing. But 

he did not listen. He went passed the hostel in a very high speed. We also went back to our 

rooms. During lunch break we came to hostel from our classes. I asked our friend Mrinal 

Sarkar, whom we used to call Professor about the accident. He replied, nothing serious. A few 

persons were injured only. No body died. Again I asked him exactly how many persons were 

injured. Then he replied mathematically in this way, ―(x + 1) persons got themselves injured. x 

denoted the number of persons injured among the passengers, I do not know the actual figure 

but the plus one is meant for our Purohit friend. The cycle on which he was riding was devoid 

of any brakes. He did not have the time to listen to the cycle owner. While reaching to the spot 

from a comparatively high place in heavy speed, he could not resist the cycle from stopping 

but it collided directly with the bus which fell in that accident. The cycle rolled out in one way 

& our friend in another way on the road and ended up getting one of his hand fractured.‖  I 

thought his answer was fully correct. Had there not been any accident occurred, our friend 

would not have rushed to the spot to make or to increase the number of injured persons to 

plus one. Space is limited. So many ever memorable incidents of our college life come to my 

mind very often. It is not possible to depict so many in a limited space. Hopefully like to share 

some more in next time.  

 

      

Biplab K. Sharmapassed, B.E. (Electrical) 1983 from NIT, Agartala 

(erstwhile Tripura Engineering College). He is working as AGM, 

APDCL, Assam. He is living with Sangeeta (spouse) and Basab at 

Kokrajhar, Assam. His passion is writing etc. 
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Know Our Alumni 

S Das, 1983 Electrical 
 

The Tripura Engineering College - TEC (presently known as NIT, Agartala) has started it‘s 

journey from 1965 at Tripura Institute of Technology (erstwhile Polytechnic Institute), 

Narsingarh, Agartala with 27 (30?) students with 3 branches: a) Civil, b) electrical and c) 

mechanical. The TEC has been relocated at Barjala in 1967. The institute got shape under 

Lt M L Dasgupta‘s fatherly guidance. He is the father of Tripura Engineering 

College. He served as Principal of TEC from Nov 1965 to July 1982. Presently, 11 

engineering couses and 5 other courses are available in the institute. Annual intake 

capacity is 1400+.  Many alumni have reached top slot of the society and spreaded across 

globe. One of alumni served as Chairman and Managing Director of one PSU (public 

sector undertaking).  
 

List of courses administered by NIT, Agartala 
 

Sl Courses 
 Started Intake Capacity 

UG PG PhD UG 
UG -

DASA 
PG 

PG-
DASA 

PhD 
2017 

1 Bio-Engineering 2012     30 5 0 0 0 

2 Chemical Engineering 2010 2013 2013 60 9 10 2 11 

3 Civil Engineering 1965 2008 2008 184 28 110 19 25 

4 Computer Science & Engineering 1999 2010 2010 90 14 18 3 11 

5 Electrical Engineering 1965 2008 2008 90 14 64 11 12 

7 Electronics & Communication 
Engineering 

2005 2010 2010 92 14 36 6 0 

8 Electronics & Instrumentation 2010   2016 61 9 0 0 2 

9 Mechanical Engineering 1965 2008 2008 90 14 56 10 22 

10 Production Engineering 2007 2012 2012 90 14 18 3 8 

12 Master of Computer Application   2009   0 0 40 0 0 

13 MBA   2012 2016 0 0 30 5 0 

14 Physics 2013 2011 2010 40 0 10 0 0 

15 Chemistry 2013 2011 2010 20 0 10 0 6 

16 Mathematics 2013 2011 2010 20 0 10 0 10 

17 Humanities and Social Science     2010 0 0 0 0 0 

  TOTAL 867 121 412 59 107 

 (DASA - Direct Admission of Students Abroad) 

 

List of founder students of Tripura Engineering College 

Sl Alumni 
Yr of 
Passing 

Branch 
 

Sl Alumni 
Yr of 
Passing 

Branch 

1 Purusottam Dasgupta 1970 Civil  21 Ananjan Sengupta Discontinued 

2 Amal Kr. Ghosh 1970 Civil  22 Ramen Bhowal Discontinued 

3 Anjan Roy 1970 Elect  23 Sisir Chakrabrty Discontinued 

4 Timir Baran Paul 1970 Mech  24 Subodh Chakraborty Discontinued in 1st yr 
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5 Pranab Kr. Roy 1971 Civil  25 Jyotish Acharya Discontinued in 1st yr 

6 Jayanta Bhattacharya 1971 Elect  26 Bhabani DebBarman Discontinued in 1st yr 

7 Sankarlal Banik 1971 Elect  27 Chinmoy Mallick  Discontinued 

8 Dilip Kr. Bhowmick  1971 Mech      

9 Jyotirmoy Das 1971 Mech      

10 Nikhilesh Paul 1971 Mech      

11 Pulak Kr. Nandi 1971 Mech      

12 Samir Kr. Dutta 1971 Mech      

13 Kanti Bhushan Banik 1972 Civil      

14 Usha Ranjan Debnath 1972 Civil      

15 N.Shyamsundar Singh 1972 Elect      

16 Rathindranarayan Chakraborty 1972 Elect      

17 Gourishankar Chakraborty 1972 Mech      

18 Goutam Roy 1972 Mech      

19 Salil Kr. Bhushan 1972 Mech      

20 Ujjalayanta Narayan Roy 1972 Mech      

 

Pictures of few founder student of TEC 

     
P Dasgupta Amal Ghosh Anjan Roy Timir B Pal Jyotirmoy Das 

     

     
Nikhilesh Pal Pulak Nandi Samir K Datta Kanti B Banik N Shyamsundar Singh 

     

   

  

Gautam Roy Salil K Bhushan U N Roy   
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Durba Bhattacharjee and Sima Saha were first ladies to take admission in the college in 

1979 and passed out in 1983 in civil engineering.  Durba married to Shri Ratan Ganguly of 

1979 Civil. They are the 2nd alumni couple of the institute. Their daughter-in-law is also an 

alumnus of the institute. 
 

  

  
 

List of number of alumni located abroad is given below. The list is not exhaustive, there 

might be some inaccuracy.   
 

Sl Country State Alumni 
 

Sl Country State Alumni 

1 Abu Dhabi 12 
 

24 USA 47 

2 Australia 3 
 

    California 9   

3 Austria 1 
 

    Colarado 1   

4 Brazil 1    Connecticut 2  

5 Bahrain 1 
 

    Georgia 3   

6 Canada 11 
 

    Illinois 3   

    Ontario 11   
 

    Massachusetts 1   

7 Dubai  13 
 

    Michigan 1   

8 France 3 
 

    Minnesota 1   

9 German 4 
 

    New Jersey 6   

10 Hongkong 1 
 

    New York 1   

11 Japan 2 
 

    North Carolina 2   

12 Kuwait  4 
 

    Ohio 4   

13 Malayasia 1 
 

    Oregon 1   

14 Mexico 1 
 

    Tennessee 1   

15 Netherland 2 
 

    Texas 8  

16 Oman  10 
 

    Washington DC 1   
17 Qatar 4 

 
    Wisconsin 2   

18 Saudi Arabia 3 
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19 Sharjah  6 
      20 Singapur 5 
      21 Switzerland 1 
      22 Thailand 1 
      23 UK 5 
       

There are many alumni to reach highest at the ladder. But due to space constraint I would 

introduce only following 7 alumni 
 

Tapash Roy, 1979 Electrical, Kolkata 
 

Tapash Roy is a name which is familiar to everyone, based on incredible record that he has 

set, at the end of his studies in the then Tripura Engineering 

College. He passed out in theyear 1979 (EE), securing first class 

first position in University of Calcutta. Bengal Engineering 

College and Tripura Engineering College were at that time under 

the same university and shared the same syllabus and question 

papers. 
 

During his college days, he took active part in model making, 

including one working underground Metro Rail model in 1978. He 

was one of the favourite student of the founder Principal Prof. M. 

L. Dasgupta. In fourth year, in Thermodynamics class, when IC engine was taught, he 

found that professor was making some mistake in explaining and he pointed out, as 

appreciation he was then asked to take the rest of the class and he did it successfully. 

 

Mr. Roy was born in Digboi and his schooling was in OIL Town Duliajan Assam, he was 

always interested in the technicalities and working principles of any gadget/equipment he 

saw from his childhood, he had a small workshop at home to do experiments with his 

passion. He has worked in different organisations in various capacities since passing out, 

which includes Durgapur Projects Limited, Power Plant, having vast experience in Power 

Generation, Transmission & Distribution and in allied industries. He worked as the head 

of Project Team and executed major Transmission and Distribution Projects in CESC Ltd. 

He also installed and commissioned the first underground 150 MVA, 132/33 kV GIS 

Substation in the country, adjacent to Quest Mall at Park Circus Kolkata. He has a vast 

experience in power generation, transmission & distribution equipment including the 

state of art technology Gas Insulated Switchgears. During his early days of carrier, he has 

also set up an Edible Refinery Complex, where major plant & equipment were imported 

from Belgium and with local import substitute. He travelled a lot across the length and 

breadth of the country and overseas for professional and personal requirements. He loves 

connecting people from all different segments of the society from the globe and stays in 

touch. He was nominated as member Board of Governors of NIT Agartala from 2006 to 

2011. He was also member of BIS committee and in other professional institutions. Served 

as an external examiner of Final Year Electrical Engineering at NIT Agartala in 2015. He 

plays very active role in alumni activities and acts as a cohesive force to bring alumni 

under one umbrella.  
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Shri Smaran Choudhury 1981 Mechanical, Kolkata 
 

While studying at St. Lawrence High School in Calcutta, he became a 

member of Creative Ability Centre in Birla Industrial & Technological 

Museum. Learning the basics of Scientific Model Building was first hand 

achievement that grew the aspirations of becoming a Mechanical 

Engineer serving Industries.  
 

Tripura Engineering College provided him the wide opportunities of 

study and extra-curricular activities. Apart from running a fully 

functional Photographic Laboratory in the Main Building of College, ranked first in, 

Intercollege Debate and Weight Lifting. Final Year Project on Wind Turbine was a 

rewarding experience, leading to the highest scoring marks in Calcutta University 

in 1981.  
 

Further studies in Specialized Fields of Conveyors & Material Handling in Germany, USA 

continued with Executive Programs of Business Management.  Member of American 

Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists. Started representing several 

Engineering Manufacturing Companies from USA, UK, Germany.  
 

Passion for Photography and Explorations did not permit him to find a regular 

engineering job in the Industry. For employment he started his own business of 

Fabrication and soon received rewarding orders from different Industries. In 1993, set up 

a Technical Collaboration with a German Company for manufacturing Conveyor Systems 

in India for handling Powder & Granular Solids using patented technologies. Domestic & 

Foreign Industries in FMCG, Battery, Soaps & Detergents, Chemical, Food, Pharma, 

Paper, Pulp, Glass. Radioactive, Nuclear Power includes the list of Customers. Exports to 

UK, Germany, China, South Asian, Middle Eastern & African Countries. Member of 

National Geographic Society participating in Photographic Expeditions. Serving as 

External Examiner of Final Year Mechanical Engineering at NIT Agartala since last few 

years.  
 

Shri Dipankar Choudhury, 1981, Electrical, Kolkata 
 

Shri Dipankar Choudhury is a first-generation of entrepreneur. Presently, he is a 

successful business man and his core area is construction of transmission & distribution 

lines and sub-stations.   
 

He was born to a farmer‘s family in 1958 at Durganagar, Khowai, Tripura. He successfully 

completed pre-medical course in March1976. But he got 

admission in Tripura Engineering College in 1976. Having 

passed B E in electrical engineering in 1981, he was selected as 

management trainee by M/s Aruna Fabs Pvt. Ltd., Itanagar 

(manufacturer of Steel Tubular Poles and ACSR Conductors) in 

September 1981. He got appointment in CPWD as Junior 

Engineer and subsequently promoted to Executive Engineer. 

During the tenure of Executive Engineer, he was involved in 

execution of different projects like construction T&D lines, sub-

stations and installation of multiple Micro Hydel Projects side by side actively involved in 

planning of future power map of Arunachal Pradesh. Prepared a master plan for next 20 
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years for the State as a whole. He left Govt job and set up his own company in 1998. His 

business spreaded across north India and north-east India. He has recruited in his 

company some alumni of NIT, Agartala. 
 

Off late he has been appreciated By Govt of Bihar for his successful execution in rural 

electrification in Bihar. Dipankar Choudhury is a name to known to most of alumni for his 

alumni for his effort and dedication to build better alumni fraternity 
 

Madhusudan Ray, 1985 Mechanical, Kuwait 
 

Madhusudan Ray graduated in Mechanical Engineering from NIT, Agartala (erstwhile 

Tripura Engineering College) in 1985. He is a Chartered Engineer and Fellow of 

Institution of Engineers, India.  In 2007 did Advanced Management Program from IIM 

Calcutta. 
 

He hails from Udaipur, South Tripura- a jovial person-positive, 

ready to extend hands and take responsibilities. His career spanning 

over 32 years made him travel extensively around the globe for 

assessment and certification of management system of 

organizations, technical capability assessment of suppliers and 

manufacturers, certification of quality of products on behalf of his 

clients and Training.  
 

As he says, he is fortunate to have worked with some of the oldest and finest organizations 

in India and abroad that has shaped his career. He started his career as Quality assurance 

and Reliability Engineer in Hindustan Motors. Joined Jessop when it was celebrating 

bicentenary in 1987 and worked for Indian Register of Shipping, the National Ship 

Classification Society of India. He worked in Muscat for a short stint and then came back 

to India to develop the Industry division of Germanischer Lloyd of Germany. He left for 

Kuwait in 2001 and took the initiative to form the Kuwait branch of Velosi, an 

international Third Party Inspection and Certification Body and got the opportunity to 

serve Oil & Gas giants in ME and other part of the world.  He was elevated as the Regional 

Manager of Velosi and responsible for managing some of the countries in the Middle East. 

He is a Lead Assessor of Quality, OH&S, Environment, Business Continuity, Business 

Excellence, Energy Management, Laboratory competence and Food Safety. He has lead 

certification audits of more than 50 organizations in India and Middle East and registered 

with CQI/IRCA as Principle Auditor, a member of many professional bodies. 
 

In 2008 he founded TCB Cert. Worldwide LLC, a company registered in USA, Kuwait, 

India and UAE. This year his organization is celebrating a decade of its service to people 

and organizations- a proud moment indeed. In last 10 years TCB has developed a strong 

network of offices and strategic partners in 20 countries in the world through which it 

serves Oil & Gas organizations and contracting companies. With his able leadership as 

Managing Director, TCB has emerged as a strong organization in Kuwait and Middle East 

and India.  
 

In his ambition to create a role model organization offering training and certification that 

is recognized globally, he worked relentlessly and achieved some of the most prestigious 

approvals that has taken his organization into the most elite league of training and 

certification bodies in the world. TCB is recognized by CQI /IRCA, UK as Approved 
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Training Partner. He steered his organization to achieve ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 

18001 certification as he believes this creates foundation for a professional management. 

He achieved the prestigious membership of European Foundation for Quality 

Management, EFQM, Brussels for his organization in recognition to its commitment to 

Excellence. Worth noting is the fact that, the prestigious Dubai Quality Award is founded 

on EFQM Business Excellence Model. His organization is accredited by NEBOSH, UK 

which is considered to be a Gold Standard for certification of Safety Professionals. Latest 

accomplishment of his organization is the prestigious accreditation of International 

Association for Continued Education and Training, IACET USA against a criterion which 

is considered to be an American Standard. TCB is the first organization in Kuwait to have 

achieved this status, the second in entire Middle East and India. With these accreditation 

TCB is now ready to offer training worldwide particularly in India and Middle East and 

can significantly enhance the competence and employability of Indian professionals to 

work within India and in global market. With all the years of experience he has developed 

a course ―Certified Quality Verification professionals” targeted for Mechanical Engineers, 

a finishing course making Engineers ready for multiple type of industries and fields. He 

developed an international certification program Assessors for Excellence - Hospitality 

industry, Quality management and OH&S Management 
 

As a part of his corporate social responsibility, he organizes Quality. Business Excellence, 

OH&S and Environmental awareness programs and organizes World Quality Day event in 

India and Middle East. In recognition of these initiatives, The NRI Welfare Society of 

India conferred him Rashtriya Nirman Award in 2015. He conducts workshops for 

teachers and professors on Accelerated Learning, a quality program to make learning an 

interesting, enjoyable and engaging experience. He dreams a dream to create a world-

class residential training facility in India to develop some of the finest quality 

professionals in the world and to work toward Making India a Quality Nation. With a 

sincere desire to give back something to the society and less privileged ones in a humble 

way, he formed a charitable trust ―Rays of Hope for People in Need” with the sole 

contribution of his family members. This not for profit trust is apolitical and will provide 

education and health care support and to people affected by natural calamities regardless 

of their religion, caste and creed. To provide employment support, he has formed a job 

portal www.jobsandmore.com which will connect organizations to people it trains to 

support employment and help building their career. Don‘t hesitate to contact him for any 

advice in +965 66612796 / 94039329 and email msr@tr-cbl.com (www.tcbkf.com), he 

would be more than happy to help, if he can.  
 

A happily married persons with his wife Ananya –a teacher, son Soham who did his 

masters from CMU,USA and works for Nucor Steel USA - daughter Semanti pursuing her 

medical studies in Poland. We wish him and his organization all success in the decades to 

come. 
 

Alok Singh, 1989 Mechanical, Chennai 
 

Alok Singh is an alumnus of NIT, Agartala (erstwhile Tripura Engineering College). His 

career spans over 27 years of accomplished experience in service marketing and service 

delivery, solutions designing, marketing, manufacturing & consulting. He brings in 

experience of two successful start-ups.  
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Prior to the current role he served as CEO of Cummins Auto Services 

Ltd for five years and is credited with building its business from 

scratch. His previous stints also include Satyam Computer Services 

Limited, Tata Cummins Limited and Tata Motors. As CEO Novatium 

Solutions, Alok has a wealth of management expertise, coupled with 

the innate ability to see start-ups through the heady days of their 

nascence.  
 

Under his leadership, Novatium has taken giant strides from being a start-up technology 

product company in Chennai to being an established technology service company catering 

to homes and enterprises across the globe. Alok Singh is the founder member of Novatium 

and has been instrumental in broadening the horizons of Novatium's innovations and 

fostering, enduring corporate relationships. Novatium has tied up with Telcos and 

Governments to provide Utility computing services, and is has also took its business 

across the globe. Today Novatium is the largest deployed cloud based management and 

deliver solution in the country. 
 

Alok has authored / co-authored 18 global patents in Novatium, all these patents are 

technology patents on security, deliver and communication between client &server. He is 

regular speaker at various forums in the country. Alok has been awarded twice 

―Entrepreneur of the year –Tamilnadu‖ by Honourable Governor of Tamilnadu. 
 

Alok is an eminent speaker and writes about cloud computing in various media forums. 

Molly, spouse of Alok, graduated from NIT, Agartala in 1989 electrical works in IBM.  

Alok lives with Moly, Amit and Hrishant (sons) in Chennai. 
 

 

Surajit Chakraborty, 1990 Mechanical, Netherland 
 
 

Surajit Chakraborty completed his BE in Mechanical 

Engineering from Tripura Engineering College in 1990. He 

did MBA in 1996 from Indian Institute of Social Welfare 

and Business Management (IISW&BM) with a 

specialization in Finance He was born in Agartala and grew 

up in a middle-class home.Hehad his primary education at Holy Cross School Agartala 

and subsequently studied in Radha Kishore Institution, Kailasahar and Netaji Subhas 

Vidyaniketan Agartala.  
 

He started his career as a Trainee Engineer with Precision Fasteners Limited in Mumbai 

and thereafter he worked as a Sales Engineer with the said organization in Kolkata. His 

role was to develop new clients and business associates and develop new avenues of 

business. During that period, he had the opportunity to visit open cast coal and bauxite 

mines, refinery complex for producing bauxite, aluminum smelter units, thermal power 

plants etc. and understand the operation and business processes.  
 

In October 1997, he joinedBaan Info Systems India Private Ltd as an application specialist 

in Finance. He had worked as a Finance Application Specialist in Baan Global Support 

Centre at Hyderabad for period from 1997 to 2000. The job involved simulation of the 

customer problem on standard packages or on client‘s system as a remote login to solve 
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their application problem. He had worked as a support consultant with Baan Australia, 

Sydney to help customers in in Australia and New Zealand to solve issues relating to Y2K 

problems associated with Baan software. 
 

He moved to the Netherlands in April 2002 and started working with Baan Netherlands as 

a Product Support Consultant. he took some time to learn the Dutch language and 

integrate with the Dutch society but it was always a good experience. Netherlands is a nice 

country to live and he could spend quality time with family, and have a great work-life 

balance. Hence, he decided to buy a house and settle in a village named Barneveld which 

is 70 kilometers from Amsterdam.His son is enrolled to a local football club and most of 

the Saturday‘s, he takes his sonto play football matches in different locations and 

sometimes he must take the responsibilities of linesman. There are lot of Indians living in 

The Netherlands and most of the Indian festivals are celebrated here. 
 

Prabir Saha 1992Electrical, Austraila 
 

Prabir is a Global Citizen who is known and respected by many across the world. He was 

born and brought up in Darjeeling, India and he as a young kid travelled with his Dad 

throughout India. He has done his Bachelors in Electrical Engineering from TEC in 1992. 

He had initially started working for State Electricity Board but his ambitious nature 

progressed him to look beyond. He moved into IT in late 1990's and then rose up in ranks 

in the corporate world. He was hired by a major telecom company in Australia in early 

2000's and he travelled there with his family. Life was all good. He moved up the 

Corporate ladder very fast. From a developer to a Module Lead to a Project lead to a 

Project Manager and then as Program Manager (Service delivery Director). 
 

In late 2007 something happened in his life which changed his entire destiny. From 2010 

till today Prabir is a sought after public figure in the area 

of Entrepreneurship, Leadership Coaching and mentoring.  He is 

one of the very well know network builders and he mentors huge 

group of people across many ethnic communities and culture 

spanning across 6 countries. He mentors top corporate offcio's 

like Sr. VP's, HR heads, International Best Selling Authors, 

Socialites and huge mass of students. His favourite line is --Your 

VIBE ATTRACTS YOUR TRIBE. He believes that in the knowledge economy where we 

live in developing one's personality is the gate way to entrepreneurship. He also has the 

second largest community of leadership group in Victoria, Australia. His presentations are 

jam packed and people get major break through in life. He is a blogger too and is very 

technologically savvy. He consults on Digital Transformation and has uncanny knack for 

investments in real estate in Australia and also in Cryptocurrencies.  He believes that the 

best investments are the investment in people. 
 

He sums up his vision as follows: People live their life in 3 ways;  

Life of Survival - is the 9 to 5 and two days of weekend plus the long holidays off-course 

while raising your family and supporting them. Most people do it.  

Life of Success -  is where you have done well for your family, your career and you are 

very proud of it.  

Life of Significance - How many people have lived better life because of you.  

Prabir‘s essence is to build a life of significance.  
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THE RETREAT 

Abir Bhowmik, 1992 Electrical 
 
 

Trapped beneath some mossy stones runs the stream of memories – sweet and sour. 

Remove the mossy stones and you will find the rivulet glistening and beaconing to you to 

dive into its smooth waters. Yes, we all do that once in a while. When the present moment 

feels stifling or a smell or a season or a word reminds us of days yore, we dive into the 

stream of nostalgia and find comfort in recollecting the memories of bygone days. Maybe 

all the memories are not sweet, yet, somewhere it reminds us that we have come a long 

way and the most important of all is that – today we are not exactly the same person as we 

were yesterday. Transformation of the self – this is the truth that we come across when we 

recollect the bitter sweet memories of the past. No one can possibly say that he is the same 

person today as he was twenty-five years ago. Twenty-five years – a long time – a long 

journey and a collection of a huge number of yesterdays. Twenty-five summers have 

scorched the mind on the one hand while twenty-five springs have soothed the heart with 

its gentle breeze, twenty-five winters have steeled and frozen many emotions while 

twenty-five autumns have seen the last leaf of expectation fall from the bough. 
 

Innocence is the essence of the young mind with which we step into the college, a huge 

transformation from the school days. Unknown faces, unknown corridors and unknown 

atmosphere await us in the college arena. It takes time, no doubt, but we all settle down 

gradually. The college life unfolds its rigmarole – classes, exams, leisure time, canteen, 

library, labs, books, fests and functions, fresher‘s day, farewell – endless to say. We all 

have a memory associated with each of the days in college. As we step out of the college we 

realize for the first time – we are not the same as we were on the day we stepped into the 

college for the first time. Experiences, sweet and bitter, have chiseled us into a different 

self no doubt, but still what we are on the last day of the college is a mere maturer self of 

the same person we were on the first day. Twenty-five years down the line can we say the 

same thing? Life has dished out innumerable experiences – personal and professional. We 

have faced losses, fought hard battles and have made unlimited compromises. Today we 

all are a different self, a highly transformed creature. 
 

We would like to trade all our tomorrows for one yesterday. But ultimately do we yearn to 

dive into the brook of nostalgia only to recollect the memories of good old days, or do we 

actually cherish the memory of ourselves – the person we were years back? Do we really 

love the person we have become today or would we, given a chance, wish to be the same 

we were, years ago? Nostalgia is not only about recollecting memories of bygone days but 

it is actually a process of going back to our real self which reminds us that we are 

essentially someone else. The unmoulded clay we were years ago beacons us, the perfectly 

turned out statuette, to retreat to the real self and become the unmoulded clay once again 

and then take a dive into the brook of memories and mix with its waters forever. 
 

 

[Abir Bhowmik passed, B.E. (Electrical) 1992 from NIT, Agartala (erstwhile 

Tripura Engineering College). At present I am based out of Agartala and I 

work for Tripura State Electrivity Corporation.] 
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The Sojourn so Far 

 

Nanda Ghosh, 1992 Electrical 
 
Time surely is relative, we realize it more when we look back at life.It seems it was just 
yesterday that we were all in college, a bunch of grown up children who had just stepped 
into the threshold of adulthood enjoying the first taste of freedom. Getting into an 
Engineering college meant a social recognition in those days. But new found freedom with 
some social standing is a deadly concoction if one is not grounded properly. At that 
vulnerable age you experience extreme emotions, your hormones are at play and you feel 
the world is at your feet. One often gets swayed away losing focus. You are at the peak of 
unlocking your potential when you are just stepping into your twenties. It is at this stage 
that life as a potter moulds you to give you a final shape. The mentors, teachers, friends 
and circumstance are like the spokes of the potter‘s wheel, which sculpts out a personality 
out of the mass of clay that one is at that stage. Friends who are with you at that stage of 
life are always very special as they are responsible to some extent in shaping the person 
that you have eventually become. Their imprints are forever embedded in our souls. 

 
On passing out of college armed with a professional degree you jump into the bandwagon 
of life with hammer and tongs. Life takes you through its roller coaster ride and it hardly 
gives you a breather to peep backwards to bathe in the warmth of the company of old 
friends. Silver Jubilee celebration is a trip to nostalgia. It offers a wonderful platform, a 
homecoming to pick the strings from where you have left them. The years in between 
might have added some extra kilos on our frame, a few lines on the canvas of our faces and 
some splash of grey in our crowning glory but the spirit of college days remains the same.  
The youthfulness and vibrancy of the bygone days are back and all hell breaks loose when 
old mates are together. The warmth of being together just peels off the pretense of the 
layers of your respective social standing. It is one of the blessings of old friends that you 
can afford to be stupid with them. Memories are threads that hold together the patchwork 
of friendship. The best antiques to collect are old friends. We the 1992 batch has 
reconnected around 3 years back courtesy the social network and now we are just a text 
away from each other. We have been looking forward to our reunion to further strengthen 
the bond between us and remind us of the gift of belonging. Like branches of a tree our 
lives might have grown in different directions yet we know that our roots remains the 
same. 
 
We are at a stage of life where we can look back at the journey of our life with a sense of 
gratitude. We might have lost our youthful glow and energy but we have gained a different 
dimension of beauty which comes when you are responsible for another human being be it 
child, spouse or your aging parents. As human beings we have all evolved from thinking 
about only ourselves to becoming selfless to some extent. That itself is a remarkable 
accomplishment. We will evolve further as we are all work in progress as human beings. I 
feel we are now at a very interesting phase of life where we can explore life with the 
wisdom that we have earned from our experience. Kudos to the spirit of our reunion which 
is wonderful time to reflect on where we have been and where we are headed. May we 
keep on meeting often to take such nostalgic trips together as happy memories never 
wears out. Let us enjoy every moment of our Life knowing that it can't be saved as there is 
no system to get a refund of an unused life. It is not time that is ticking away it is our life 
that is ticking. 
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Nanda Ghosh passed, B.E. (Electrical) 1992 from NIT, Agartala (erstwhile 

Tripura Engineering College). At present I am based out of Kolkata and I 

work for Panasonic India Pvt Ltd as Regional Manager (East) for its 

Telecom and IT products. I had shifted from Engineering to Sales and 

marketing after completing my MBA (Marketing) from ICFAI.The role 

which I enjoy the most is being a mother to a wonderful 19 years old son. I 

have been married for the past 20 years to a person who happens to be my 

best friend today.  Life has been a great teacher for me and it amazes me 

every day with its wonders. 
 

 

Soma Bhowmik of 1998E, Basabdatta Majumder of 2009Cs, Rashmi Dhar of 2011P and Papiya Debnath 

of 2004E 

  

 
 
Rashmi Dhar of 2011P, Basabdatta Majumder of 2009CS, Soma Bhowmik of 1998E, Debjani Roy 
Chowdhury,  Papiya Debnath of 2004E, Sayantini Baidya and Manisha Roy 
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Alumni are the Strength of Society: How We Can Contribute 

to Act East Policy and Role of Technical Institutions 

 

Biswadeep Gupta, 1995 Mechanical 
 

The re-modified ‗Look East Policy‘ which is now known as „Act East Policy‟ is perceived 

as the only hope which can usher in a ray of light in the progress of North East Region as a 

whole. Act East Policy has placed emphasis on India-ASEAN cooperation in our domestic 

agenda on infrastructure, manufacturing, trade, skills, urban renewal, smart cities, Make 

in India and other initiatives. Connectivity projects, cooperation in space, Science & 

Technology and people-to-people exchanges could become a springboard for regional 

integration and prosperity. To usher in the growth and to convert the policy into social 

advantage, the human capacities are to be increased; entrepreneurial acumen and 

industrial mindset are to be cultured.The State Governments and policy makers of the 

region should identify that the technical institutions based in their respective state can 

play a vital role in developing, infusing these mindsets and share the technical wisdom to 

larger advantage of people.  

 

Today we are having National Institutions of Technology (NITs) in all the states of North 

East but NIT Silchar and Agartala being the oldest institutions, boasts of largest pool of 

alumni. These human talents who have global experiences, rich knowledge and enriched 

evolvement are the assets that the region should take advantage of, to bring in change of 

mindset. The platform of the alumni if channelized well, the policy makers of the day can 

reap huge benefits as each alumnus will be glad to offer their services, knowledge and 

contribute in building their region. Technical institutions not only create technocrats but 

also bind them through the alumni chapters. The institution can also evolve strategies 

where their contribution to the region is well orchestrated, energies channelized, and play 

its role as power house of technical know-how that help builds the region. 

 

The vision, mission and aim is to create a platform where Government-Institution-

Alumni are communicating, deliberating and getting engaged in social re-

engineeringassignments that gives the policy makers an insight to innovation and 

technology know-how so that the same can be designed as business models for the society. 

Various stake holders of the Government can be involved who interface with the people at 

a larger level and thus share these know-how to the grass root levels. Alumni are the best 

resources for state government to acquire ideas, gather information of industrial success 

stories. Who can be the biggest ambassadors for the state to bring in investments; the 

alumni‘s of the institution can be the link between corporate and the state. They can share 

the available opportunities the state or the region provides to corporate and industrial 

houses resulting into engagements and investment taking place. The North East region 

needs a push in all respect as we are behind in terms of development. In last seventy years 

of independence, the country has progressed but in comparison the NE region has 

remained slow on its progress. I believe self help is the best help and the idea that we have 

been neglected is not what I advocate, even though there might be some truth of neglect 

and policy paralysis. What we should focus on is taking the responsibility on our own 

hands; help develop the mindset to a progressive one. The region can become industrial 
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hub but for that we also need to become industrial. What could be more satisfying for 

alumni to contribute to the region through its alma mater? The Government of the day 

should be able to see the opportunity these technical institutions provide. ‗Act East Policy‘ 

will once again remain in papers if we do not act and act soon. The institution should also 

provide the requisite platform for alumni to contribute. The initiative would be 

remarkable and the clarion call is to Unite, Share and Contribute. 

  

 

[Biswadeep Gupta is presently serving as Director of a media group of 
NE India - Sankha Press Pvt. Ltd. and leading a team of 500+ people 
with Four Newspapers and a total of Ten Editions. He can be reached 
through email:biswadeep.gupta@gmail.com.] 
 
 
 
   

 

      

           Sanjay Debnath of 1992EE with  Shipra (Spouse), Sagar and Saikat (Sons) 
 

 

              
Kolkata Alumni Meet 
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Memories of Western India Alumni Meet 2017 

Papiya Debnath, 2004 Elect 
 

It all started on 10th Dec 2016 when then honorary Mumbai Alumni President Bhuban 

Saha da declared formation of Western Alumni comprising of Maharashtra, Goa & 

Gujarat. Also he declared that the next meet i.e. the First Western Alumni Meet will 

happen in Pune on 10th Dec 2017.  We, all Puneites were very happy & excited at this 

announcement & almost started day dreaming about the celebration and all enjoyments 

that would happen next year. Little did we know that somebody up there was smiling at 

our ignorance of what it takes to successfully pull off such a big event, which none of us is 

experienced with. We only realised this while actually doing it. At times, we were in arm 

length deep mud and thinking "Let's find out the culprit who actually convinced Bhuban 

da to do this in Pune" and arrange a GM (all TEC-NIT Alumni should know what this 

stands for...) for him/her.  By seeing all these, our Mumbai team members who already 

successfully organised an event this big, started feeling like a senior developer who gives a 

feature work to a fresher developer secretly fearing a disaster at the last moment.   

 

Thankfully, with time, we started improving ourselves bit by bit, accepting the  adverse 

situations not as an obstacle - but as a part of the total work that needs to be 

managed/done.  We started loving the whole journey of organizing rather than waiting for 

the actual event.  We leveraged our Mumbai members' experience in critical decision 

making and they helped us graciously.  In the mean time, an alarming thing started 

happening - we all bonded so good that all our serious decision making meetings started 

becoming a get-together of 15+ people with their families!! We used to prepare 10 

questions to be discussed in meeting, instead we would laugh at our stupidity/sing 

together/ have sumptuous meal and then leave with 15 more questions to find answer for. 

Sadly, even with our conscious effort of rectifying it, this trend started becoming more & 

more popular and did not change till the last meeting. Lately I have heard they are 

planning for a retrospective meeting...in a restaurant...sigh! 
 

While going through this whole planning/organising process, we also did some social 

work towards putting money back into India's economy. We visited SP Biriyani outlets 

twice, ordered Reddy's Biriyani, also visited Sujata Mastani just to see if they are still at 

their best. Hopefully we can nominate ourselves for some kind of felicitation from the 

Prime Minister of India! This event also tested our on-the-fly problem solving skills. When 

we realised that we have got everything for Diya lightening purpose except the matchbox, 

we started approaching our senior dadas who are (in) famous for smoking and voila, we 

successfully captured a lighter from one such fellow. I guess that is one of those rarest of 

rarest time when everybody started seeing a brighter side of smoking and felt almost 

grateful towards the guy for his habit!! You might feel that I am bragging about this whole 

thing, but hold on, the best part is yet to come.  During the socialising sessions, one of our 

very senior dada enquired (in a elderly brother way) another senior guy about his year of 

graduation. After hearing his answer, the pretending elder brother said - "Oh dada! Sorry, 

please don't mind". However, the senior most guy is far from feeling bad or angry about it, 

he was on the verge of thanking the junior fellow for his mistake. Reportedly this dada had 

lost some weight recently, but he is not complaining...) 
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Let me stop boring you with all these. I am going to tell you a secret here...during this 

time, we also created a Secret Service named "4S". Whenever we needed any 

guidance/help/clarification, we would say - "Let's contact the 4S." and everything would 

fall into place. From the grapevine I heard that there are 4 persons who are referred 

together as 4S. Now, to talk about their identity & work is another story to tell...for 

another day. 
 

  

[Papiya graduated from TEC (now NIT - Agartala) in 2004. From last 

11 years, I am working in IT industry and currently reside in Pune with 

my husband. My hobby is reading, travelling & meeting new people.] 
 

 
 

 

 

Elina Ghosh of 1992EE with her beloved son Aurabrata 
 

 
 

Surjya Kumar Debbarma of 1992C with Nabanita (Spouse), Mana sand Joydeep (Sons) 
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A RARE OPPORTUNITY TO PAY HOMAGE TO GURU 

Tapash Roy, 1979 Electrical  

 
 

I am Tapash Roy, passed out from the great institute in the year 1979 in Electrical 

Engineering discipline and my mentor was Prof. M. L. Dasgupta, the founder Principal of 

Tripura Engineering College. Prof Dasgupta was a teacher of profound wisdom and 

knowledge and used to love his students as his own child. A person with incredible human 

quality which we can know from the mouth of different people who got the taste and 

benefit. After Sir retired in the year 1983, he came back to Kolkata and lived at his Salt 

Lake residence. I was a regular visitor and used to discuss on many subjects and closely 

saw ageing of the physical body as a function of time. He breathed his last breath after a 

long illness on 18-08-2011. 
 

In the month of July this year, I received a call from Mr Chinmoy. Debnath, Honorary 

Secretary, The Indian Institute of Engineers (India), Tripura State Centre, informing me 

that, the "1st M. L. Dasgupta Memorial lecture" on topic "Introduction of New 

Technologies in Power Distribution Systems" will be held on 18-08-17 at Agartala 

and I would be the special speaker on the occasion. I thought, the offer came as a boon to 

me, to express my profound gratitude to "Guru" and agreed. After the departure of Prof. 

Dasgupta I had the opportunity to come close to the larger Dasgupta family and met Mr. 

Sanjoy Dasgupta, BE (M), 1969 - from BE College, son of Prof. M. L. Dasgupta, Director 

ISRO. We were since than in touch. 

  

Incidentally, the organisers of also invited Mr S. 

Dasgupta as the Special Guest of the occasion, where 

other dignitaries were also invited in the evening. 

Myself and Mr. Dasgupta (from Bangalore) flew 

from Kolkata Airport on 18th morning and were well 

received by young dynamic & handsome engineers 

with smile at the Agartala Airport. As the lecture was 

scheduled from 6 in the evening, we planned to visit 

NIT Agartala campus in between available time of 

the day. On our way to college campus, we were 

taken to IIE campus, where Mr R.K. Majumdar and Mr C. Debnath were waiting to greet 

us, we had some tasty snacks and tea together, kept our belongings and left for campus 

with an assurance to be back here by 5-30 in the evening.  
 

On reaching campus Prof. R. P. Sharma received Mr Dasgupta and me and we went 

through different Departments, saw their initiative, involvement and good work, which 

are praise worthy. Mr Dasgupta took special care to see all those places in the campus 

where he could relate to his old sweet memories, way back 38 years. He was mesmerised 

by seeing the amount of infrastructure that has come on the same piece of land after 

conversion to NIT. He possibly opened to the old files, last updated 38 yrs ago with the 

present version, we had so many interesting/nostalgic stories told my Mr Dasgupta and 

everyone enjoyed listening them. 
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Delicious food with lot many variants, were served at the food court and same was enjoyed 

together. It will not be out of place to mention that Mr Dasgupta possesses some positive 

attributes in his character that resembles father, which were also liked by the old staffs, 

young faculties, students and they also became fan of him. As every beginning has an end, 

so also we had to leave the campus for next assignment. The Institute facilitate the 

distinguished visitor, when I also became a beneficiary of the event.   
 

On reaching IIE campus, could find many seniors, officials, dignitaries, students are 

arriving at the venue for the programme to start. The programme started as per schedule 

and went well till the end. Mr S. Dasgupta spoke about Prof. M. L. Dasgupta, which were 

mostly new information to us, Prof. Anjan Roy was the Keynote Speaker and then came 

my turn to speak on the chosen subject. 
 

Self-initiated the talk, expressing profound gratitude to beloved Sir, who has shaped our 

life, whatever we are today, he has a tremendous contribution which we will never forget. I 

disclosed the audience about my first experience on entering to his chamber in 1974, when 

I saw a wall hanging, "Quality is never an accident, it is always the result of sincere effort". 

Since that day I have internalised the message and have sincerely taken it forward and 

tried to percolate the strong message to different parts of the society, I have come across, 

including my own work area, with positive dividend. I understand the talk gave some 

important input with respect to bench marking of a utility, challenges faced in changed 

scenario and the innovative approaches taking by one of the best utilities in the country, 

taking advantage of state of the art technologies. 
 

Post session dinner was excellent, where we could find our respected seniors, adorable 

juniors including young, dynamic and budding engineers of the same institute. I 

thoroughly enjoyed the programme and like to thank The Institute of Engineers (I) 

Tripura State Centre to give me this rarest opportunity to serve the Engineering Fraternity 

of Tripura in memory of Guru. The work done by the IIE is simply commendable and 

needs a big applause to recognise the great work in the state. Next day morning we had a 

very refreshing walk at the Heritage Park with lot of luminaries from Agartala.  

 

Mr S. Dasgupta was booked in a morning flight to Kolkata and left at 9 am. As I was 

booked in a evening flight back to own city, Mr C. Debnath offered and arranged visit to 

the ONGC Tripura Power Company Limited, where 724 MW combined Cycle Power plant 

could be experienced with own sense organs. However, Udaipur Matabari was the main 

attraction, as I am a continuous precipitant of divine grace from Tripureswari Ma and 

could reach her.  
 

The total experience was so charming and memorable, which is now a treasure for me and 

shall be cherished, till last breath. 

  
Jai Ho. 
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[Pradip Sarkar, a 1982 Mechanical Engineering alumni, is at the moment 

leading his family business as the Group Chairman, after a thirty one year 

long career in the oilfield. He lives in Toronto, Canada with his family. His 

passions are writing and singing.] 
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অহতুক 
ভাধফ ফতিক, ১৯৮৩, ততবর 

ঘয বতত এত আহরা এত যং 

তফু না-বদখায বভা যহে বগর 
 

ঞ্চাহয য ভাহে ভাহেই যীয তফাক 

কহয বদে । ফন্ধুযাও । 

বাতফ বকাথাও তক বুর তির ? 
 

প্রজাততযা খুফ েঞ্চর নে এভে 

প্রাজ্ঞ াতরকটি একা একা খুি্খুি্ কহয ফাযান্দাে 

ঞ্চাহয অতপহ লাহিয গন্ধগুহরা উেঁতক বদে, 

কথা িুেঁ হ বদে । দা তযহে ফহর, আফ ? 

 
[প্রকাতত কাফযগ্রন্থঃ১.প্রদত্ত তফন্দুায (১৯৯১), ২.ফনজ বঘাায াহেয ব্দ (২০০০), 

৩.বভঘ এহনতি, তবজহফন ? (২০০৬), ৪. ব ফারক, এখাহন ঘুত ওাহফ না (২০০৬), 

৫.বীলন ফরহত ইহে ে (২০০৬), ৬. বজহগ বথহকা, আতি (২০১০), ৭.াতখহদয িু ভন্তয 

(২০১১), ৮.েহতা দুহয, তফু আতি (২০১৩). ত্রিুযা ও ফতঃযাহজয এফং ফাংরাহদহয তফতবন্ন 

ত্রিকাহতও তা েঁয প্রেুয বরখা িাা হেহি। ম্পাতদত তরটির ভয়াগাত্রজন ‘ােক’। ুযস্কাযঃ 

২০১২ বত ‘াতখহদয িু ভন্তয ’ ফইটিয জনয ান ত্রিুযা যকাহযয তররকৃষ্ণ বদফফভ ি 

ুযস্কায।] 

 

 

 
 

           Rajesh Saha of 1992M with Ralaxmi (Spouse), Rajnandini and Rajeshwari 
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Loon Widow - The Curse 

Tanulal Chakraborty, 1983 Mech 

It was very quiet that night, 
Sky was full of cloud and fright. 
Nothing would happen to their peace, 
Everybody was sleeping with ease. 
 
That night was not same for all, 
To have sound sleep in heavy rain fall. 
A loon widow in the corner of the town, 
Awaking night with tears rolling down. 
 
She was isolated by the society, 
Confined to live with social cruelty. 
There she find a pretty little boy, 
Everyday playing with his little toys. 
 
whenever she tried to love the kid, 
His cruel mother interrupts the treat. 
The heartless did it time and again, 
Adding to widow’s misery and pain. 
 
Everything in that city remained same, 
Till that dreadful night suddenly came. 

Rainfall drowned & drowned the city, 
As if, God’s curse, no one to show pity. 
 
It made all to suffer and bear pain, 
Every single’s property flown in vain. 
That cruel mother swim to the window, 
Screaming for help of the loon widow. 
 
Seeing that she was not there to fight, 
Pleading for saving the pretty boy’s life. 
She thought forgiving any human is right, 
Called puzzled mother in and lit the light. 
 
Loon widow found the lost boy on hill top, 
Cruel mother self reproof, why she fought. 
All the time she called the widow a loon, 
But pious lady searches her son, very soon. 
 
God is there to help and heal every wound, 
Don’t break hearts to have something own. 
Respect and love all human, it’s their right, 
Will find pleasure and prosperity in life. 

 

 

[BE-Mech, 1983 Batch. 

Dy.General Manager, Coal India Ltd] 

 

 
 

Sukanta Pal of 1992 with Bebi (spouse) and cute daughter Sristhi 
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Friends 

 Anindita Chatterjee, 1986 EE 
 

It's nice to have a special friend 

To tell all your secrets to. 

A friend is someone who listens, 

A friend is someone who cares. 

A friend is someone who understands, 

A friend is someone who shares. 

It's nice to know that someone you like, 

A friend is someone you call on the phone 

Even though we talk about nothing at all. 

A friend is someone who cheers you up. 

And makes you feel ten feet tall. 

Everyone would like to have 

A special friend it's true 

But if you want a special friend, 

You need to be one, too. 

 

 

[Anindita is hailing from the picturesque Agartala, She graduated from 

Tripura Engineering College's Electrical engineering program in 1986 

and is working in the power industry in Canada. In addition to her 

passion for her career, she loves spending time with her husband and 

daughter, singing the melodic compositions of Tagore, and penning 

poems about the isolated beauty of nature.] 

 
 

 

 
 

Prantosh Naha of 1992E with Anamika (Spouse),Priyangshu (Son) and Pranjita (Daughter) 
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A DREAM 

Rupali Rakshit, 1992 EE 

 

My name on your lips 

Sounds like I'm there, 

I'm home where I belong 

A beautiful prayer, like a gurgling spring, 

Passion overflowing, yet onward, surging… 

  

I hear your voice, like an angel's harp, 

A little prayer, which gifts me wings - 

Like a dream, sweet, never ending, 

Let nature sing and take me in… 

  

Your voice is whisper in my ears 

Creating symphony, weaving magic, 

Takes me far, it takes me there 

To a sea of bliss, the land of dreams... 

I dance to abandon, not in control 

You take my hand and call my name 

Is that you? Are you there? 

It's still like a dream... 

  

You kiss my eyes and I realize 

You've been with me now and ever 

My name on your lips makes me 

smile, 

I swirl around in the land of 

dreams, 

While you make music and call my 

name 

Is this real? Or still a dream? 

 

 

 
 

Hearty congratulations and best compliments to NITA 1992 Alumni on the year of our Silver 

Jubilee celebrations. 
 

Listen to my album HIYAAR MAAJHE available on all leading digital sites and let‘s bond 

through the magic of music... 
- Rupali Rakshit 
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Protect station equipment against lightning 

 
Anindita Chatterjee, 1986 EE 

 
Lightning is a sudden electrostatic discharge that 

occurs during a thunderstorm. This discharge 

occurs between electrically charged regions of a 

cloud (called intra-cloud lightning or IC), between 

two clouds (CC lightning), or between a cloud and 

the ground (CG lightning). Lightning strike appears 

to have the potential to tripping units, shutdown 

systems, disturbing their electrical supplies and 

interferring with instrumentation.  It is crucial to 

provide protection against lightning strikes for 

Power stations. 
 

Dissipation Array system (DAS) generally known as a Charge Transfer system (CTS) the 

actual lightning strike prevention system. This system prevents termination of lightning 

strikes within the protected area. During normal operation the system continuously 

releases charges induced by storm clouds in the area of concern, thereby reducing the 

potential between the protected object and the storm cloud, so that the potential is not 

high enough for a stroke to terminate within the area. 
 

Occasionally, a corona discharge may appear around the system.  This may cause parts of 

the system to ―glow‖ (only happens when the system nears its limit). DAS minimizes 

possibility of direct lightning strokes to buildings, structures and equipment within its  

protective area and limit level of transient over voltages on equipment due to lightning 

strikes by providing a low-impedance path for lightning discharges. Unlike the traditional 

Franklin‘s rod, which achieves protection by providing a sacrificial point for the 

termination of lightning flashes, Dissipation array system  is a strike prevention system, 

which utilizes Multiple Point Discharge phenomenon to neutralize the cloud by ionizing 

the surrounding air. Numerous theories have been advanced regarding the formation of 

charge separation within a cloud and the ultimate development of lightning strokes.  Their 

description is beyond the scope of this document.  The important fact to the designing 

engineer is that the charge separation does occur in thunderstorm clouds.  The potential 
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at the base of the cloud is generally assumed to be about one hundred million volts and 

the resulting electrostatic field about 10 kV per meter of elevation above ground.  It was 

established experimentally that the main body of the cloud is charged negatively and the 

upper part is charged positively.  However, in rare cases the opposite seems to be true. 
 

The resulting charge induces a similar charge of opposite polarity on the earth, 

concentrated at its surface just under the cloud and of about the same size and shape as 

the cloud.  The intensity of electrical field created by charge separation grows until the air 

between the cloud and earth can no longer act as an insulator.  At this point, low-intensity 

sparks called ―step leaders‖ start to move from the base of the cloud toward earth.  Step 

leaders progress in a random direction in discrete steps from 10 to 80 m in length.  As the 

leaders approach earth, the electric field between leaders increases with each step.  

Finally, the electrical field  becomes so high, that it creates an extremely bright upward 

moving streamer which neutralizes the charge difference.  This return strike constitutes 

the actual flow of stroke current and has a median value of about 24 000 A. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dissipation array concept:  
   

When there are elevated structures between the earth and the storm cloud, the structures 

also get charged.  Since they reduce the portion of the separating air space, they can 

attract lightning strikes.  This phenomenon underlies the principle of Franklin‘s rod 

operation.On the other hand, operation of the Dissipation Array is based on the ―point of 

discharge‖ principle. According to this principle, in a strong electrostatic field, a sharp 

point leaks off electrons by ionizing adjacent air molecules, providing the point‘s potential 

is raised 10,000 volts above that of its surroundings. DAS creates thousands of 

simultaneous ion-producing ―points‖ over a large area, which prevents streamer 

formation, the precursor to lightning strikes.  Since the ionization process creates current 

flow from the point(s) to the surrounding air, DAS removes the storm-induced charge on 
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the protected site, transferring it to air molecules, which leave the site.  DAS prevents 

strikes by continually lowering the voltage difference between the ground and charged 

cloud to well below lightning potential. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
 
 

Station equipped with Lightning array system 
 

     
 

    Explosion resulting from Lightning strike 
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Controlled Low Strength Material 

(A New Era Filling Material) 
Suman Chanda, 1989 Civil 

 

Indian Construction industry is going through a paradigm shift. Gone are the days of 

conventional construction. This era calls for modernisation, mechanisation, digitalisation 

and speed. Clients have become more and more demanding. Today, we are having very 

stringent timelines for the project we get. Clients expect contractors to complete project 

faster than ever. This is achievable only when we speed up our works with the help of 

Modernisation, Mechanisation, Digitalisation and replacing conventional construction 

technology with newer and better ones. In line with this understanding, let me introduce 

to you one very effective change which we are implementing in almost all of our projects. 

The same is endorsed by our clients and our new contracts are being issued with this 

changed item of work. It is called ―Controlled Low Strength Material‖ (CLSM).  
 

We are using soil in majority of filling areas. This granular material has so many 

complications with it which are: 

1- It has to be filled in layers.  

2- Compaction has to be done for each layer 

3- Availability of good soil is a concern. Not available everywhere.  

4- Filling soil in small/ narrow areas is very difficult.  

5- It is very time consuming.  

 
 

We have understood that we require faster construction now. If you evaluate timelines of 

any project, it is basement time which dominates the project timeline. Majority of projects 

have time overrun in basements. Backfilling with soil is major contributor in this time 

overrun.  
 

CLSM is the alternative to this cumbersome soil filling. CLSM is neither a concrete nor soil 

cement but it has properties similar to both. It‘s a fluid mixture made of Portland cement, 

water, and fine aggregate or fly ash or both. Sometimes it also contains an admixture. The 

consistency of CLSM is like that of a slurry or lean grout, yet several hours after placement 

the material hardens enough to support traffic loads without settling. Because CLSM flows 

and needs no compacting, it‘s ideal for use in tight or restricted – access areas where 

placing and compacting soil or granular fill is difficult or even impossible. Examples 

include: 
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 Filling voids under existing pavements, buildings, or other structures 

 Backfilling narrow trenches 

 Filling abandoned underground structures such as culverts, pipes, tunnels, storage 

tanks, wells and sewers. 

 Using it as a counterweight for Basement Rafts instead of Plum Concrete which is 

cumbersome and time consuming  

 

Mix design and performance 
  

A typical CLSM mix contains cement, water, fly ash, and fine aggregate. But ready mix 

producers can combine these components in varying proportions to meet specific 

performance requirements and to take advantage of locally available materials. Some 

mixes, for example, use all fly ash or all fine aggregate instead of both, depending on 

material cost and availability. 

 

Costs 

Costing about two-thirds to three - quarters 

the price of standard ready mixed concrete, 

CLSM is more expensive per cubic metre than 

most soil or granular fills. Still, the 

advantages of using CLSM more than 

compensate for its higher cost. The total cost 

of CLSM varies depending on:  

 Materials used  

 How it‘s mixed and transported  

 Placing methods  

Most ready mix suppliers have developed mix 

proportions for CLSM that make economical 

use oflocal materials. This demonstrates an 

important advantage of CLSM: its mix design 

flexibility. The material can be made from a 

variety of aggregates, including non-

specification aggregate. Also, the proportions 

of aggregate and fly ash in the mix can vary. 

In areas where fly ash is inexpensive, the 

ready mix supplier may use large amounts of fly ash in the mix.  

 

Chemical admixtures can improve the properties of CLSM, but their use is not cost-

effective unless they are necessary to meet specific fill performance requirements.  

On small projects, it‘s usually more economical to use ready mixed CLSM or CLSM 

delivered dry in a mobile mixer and mixed onsite with water. For projects requiring large 

amounts of CLSM, onsite mixing and material storage may be more cost-effective. On site 

mixing can reduce delivery costs and eliminate delays.  The costs of placing CLSM are low. 

Some jobs may require placing CLSM in lifts or some manual spreading. Even so, CLSM is 

faster and less labour intensive to place than soil fill. Its use eliminates the time and 

manpower needed for compaction. And less inspection is needed during placement. 
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Most important aspect of CLSM is that the density of concrete can be altered by mix 

design and a range of 1450 Kg/ cum of 2200 Kg/ cum can achieved. With this it can 

replace once more cumbersome filling material which Plum Concrete.  
 

Typical Mix Designs Used by us 

  Mix 1 Mix 2 Mix 3 

Cement 59 53 48 

Fly Ash 148 136 121 

C. sand 1120 1073 1036 

10mm 600 715 424 

20mm 0 0 424 

Water 280 275 248 

 

Reasons to Use CLSM 
 

Although CLSM costs more per cubic metre than most soil or granular backfill materials, 

its many advantages result in lower in-place costs. For some applications, contractors 

can‘t afford not to use CLSM. Its advantages, described below, facilitate the entire 

backfilling process, from order and delivery of materials to clean up.  
 

 Readily available—using locally available materials, ready mix suppliers can 

produce CLSM to meet most project specifications.  

 Easy to deliver—Ready mix trucks can deliver specified quantities of CLSM to 

the jobsite whenever the material is needed.  

 Easy to place—Depending on the type and location of void to be filled, CLSM can 

be placed by chute, conveyor, pump, or bucket. Because CLSM is self-levelling, it 

needs little or no spreading or compacting. This speeds construction and reduces 

labour requirements.  

 Versatile—CLSM mix designs can be adjusted to meet specific fill requirements. 

Add more water to improve flow ability. Add more cement or fly ash to increase 

strength. Admixtures can be added to adjust setting times and other performance 

characteristics. Adding foaming agents to CLSM produces a lightweight, insulating 

fill.  

 Strong and durable—Load-carrying capacities of CLSM typically are higher than 

those of compacted soil or granular fill. CLSM also is less permeable, thus more 

resistant to erosion. For use as a permanent structural fill, CLSM can be designed 

to achieve 28-day compressive strengths as high as 12 N/mm2.  

 Can be excavated—CLSM having compressive strengths of 0.5-2 N/mm2 is easily 

excavated with conventional digging equipment yet is strong enough for most 

backfilling needs.  

 Requires less inspection—during placement, soil backfill must be tested after 

each lift for sufficient compaction. CLSM self-compacts consistently and doesn‘t 

need this extensive field testing.  

 Allows fast return to traffic—because CLSM can be placed quickly and can 

support traffic loads within several hours, it minimizes downtime for pavement 

repairs.  
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 Won‟t settle—CLSM does not form voids during placement and won‘t settle or rut 

under loading. This advantage is especially significant if the backfill is to be 

covered by a pavement patch. Soil or granular fill, if not consolidated properly, may 

settle after a pavement patch is placed and form cracks or dips int he road.  

 Reduces excavating costs—CLSM allows narrower trenches because it 

eliminates having to widen trenches to accommodate compaction equipment.  

 Improves worker safety—Workers can place CLSM in a trench without entering 

the trench, reducing their exposure to possible cave-ins.  

 Allows all-weather construction—CLSM will displace any standing water left 

in a trench from rain or melting snow, reducing the need for dewatering pumps. To 

place CLSM in cold weather, heat the material using the same method for heating 

ready mixed concrete.  

 Reduces equipment needs—unlike soil or granular backfill, CLSM can be 

placed without loaders, rollers, or tampers.  

 Requires no storage—because ready mix trucks deliver CLSM to the jobsite in 

the quantities needed, storing fill material onsite is unnecessary. Also, there is no 

leftover fill to haul away.  

 Makes use of a waste by-product—Fly ash is a by-product produced by power 

plants that burn coal to generate electricity. CLSM containing fly ash benefits the 

environment by making use of this industrial waste material. 
 

I recommend use of CLSM in more and more projects looking at its advantages and ease 

of construction.  

 

 

[Suman Chanda passed BE Civil in 1989 from Tripura Engineering College. He 

further completed Construction Management PG Diploma from NICMAR in 

1991. He is currently employed as a General Manager in Larsen & Toubro 

Construction, and holding the position of Cluster Projects Manager of Mumbai 

Cluster for Buildings and Factories IC. Mumbai Cluster includes all the 

Commercial and Airport projects within the state of Maharashtra and Goa. He 

has total experience of 26 years in the field of construction. Notable projects 

being Ajanta and Ellora Tourist Centre, Sahara Star Project and IIT Bombay 

Project. He played a significant role in Construction of Terminal 2 in the 

Mumbai International Airport Project.] 
 

Suman Saha of 1992 Civil with (Spouse) and (Son) 
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Road Intersection 

Dr. Manish Pal, 1992 Civil 
 
1.0 Overview 
 

An intersection is the area shared by the joining or crossing of roads. Since the main 

function of an intersection is to enable the road user to make a route choice, it is a point of 

decision. Hence the problems that are encountered by the motorist while passing through 

an intersection must be recognized and the design should be in such a way that the driving 

task is as simple as possible. Intersection is also a point of large number of major conflicts, 

besides a point of decision. These conflicts may be due to the crossing manoeuvres of 

vehicles moving in different directions. The aims of good intersection design are the 

minimization of magnitude and characteristics of the conflicts and simplification of driver 

route selection process. 

 

2.0 Classification of Intersection 

Intersections are classified depending upon the treatment of crossing conflicts as follows  

(i) At Grade Intersection and  

(ii) Grade Separated Intersection. 
 

2.1 At Grade Intersection  
 

At grade intersection means all roads are meeting at the same level. All vehicles are using 

a common area of intersection. At this particular type of intersection, all roads cross or 

join at the same level. 
 

 
                                                  Fig:1  At Grade Intersection 
 

2.1.1 Types of at- grade intersection 

There are following main types: 

 Flared intersections. 

 Simple Intersections. 

 Channelized intersections. 

 Round about at-grade intersections. 
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 Flared Intersection: 

Flared intersections expand the cross section of street. The flaring is often done to 

accommodate a left-turn lane, so that the left-turning bicycles and motor-vehicles can be 

removed from the through-traffic stream to increase capacity at high volume locations and 

safety on higher speed streets.  

 
Fig:2 Flared intersection 

 

 Simple intersection: 

Simple intersections maintain the street‘s typical cross-section and number of lanes 

throughout the intersection, on both the major and minor streets. They are best suited 

where auxiliary lanes are not needed to achieve the desired level-of-service.  
 

 
Fig:3 Simple intersection 

 

 Channelized Intersection: 

Vehicle approaching an intersection is directed to definite paths by islands, markings etc 

and this method of control is called channelization. It provides more safety and efficiency 

and reduces the number of conflicts by reducing the area of conflicts available in carriage 

way. 

 
 

Fig:4  Channelized Intersection 
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 Round about intersection  

A round about is a type of circular intersection in which road traffic flows almost 

continuously in one direction around a central island. It provides  safety, low accident 

possibility, equal opportunity, less VOC etc. 
 

 
Fig:5 Round about Intersection 

 

2.2 Grade Separated Intersection 

It is a bridge that eliminates crossing conflicts at intersections by vertical 

separation of roadways in space. Grade separated intersection are otherwise known as 

Interchanges. Grade separated intersections cause less hazard and delay than at grade 

intersections. Route transfer at grade separations is accommodated by interchange 

facilities consisting of ramps. Interchange ramps are classified as Direct, Semi-Direct and 

Indirect. The interchange configurations are designed in such a way to accommodate 

economically the traffic requirements of flow, operation on the crossing facilities, physical 

requirements of the topography, adjoining land use, type of controls, right-of-way and 

direction of movements. 
 

2.2.1 Classification of Grade Separated Intersection 

.  The design and operational characteristics of each of the major interchange types 

are mentioned as follows and are discussed in the following sections. 

 Underpass 

 Overpass 

 Trumpet Interchange 

 Diamond Interchange 

 Cloverleaf Interchange 

 Partial Cloverleaf Interchange 

 Directional Interchange 
 

 Underpass 

An underpass or a tunnel is an underground passageway, completely enclosed except for 

openings for ingress and egress, commonly at each end. A tunnel may be for foot or 

vehicular road traffic, for rail traffic. If an underpass is constructed for pedestrians and/or 

cyclists beneath a road or railway, allowing them to reach the other side in safety, then 

such a construction is termed as a Subway. These are constructed when it is necessary for 

pedestrians to cross a railroad or a limited-access highway. Subways may also be 

constructed for the benefit of wildlife. 
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Fig:6 Underpass 

 Overpass: 

An overpass also known as a flyover is a bridge or similar structure that crosses over 

another road or railway. A pedestrian overpass allows pedestrians safe crossing over busy 

roads without impacting traffic. And Railway overpasses are used to replace at-grade 

crossing as a safer alternative. Overpasses allows for unobstructed rail traffic flow from 

mixing with vehicular and pedestrian traffic.  

 
Fig:7  Overpass 

 Trumpet Interchange 

Trumpet interchanges have been used where one highway terminates at another highway. 

These involve at least one loop ramp connecting traffic either entering or leaving the 

terminating expressway with the far lanes of the continuous highway. These interchanges 

are useful for highways as well as toll roads, as they concentrate all entering and exiting 

traffic into a single stretch of roadway, where toll booths can be installed. Trumpets are 

suitable at the locations where the side road exists on only one side of the freeway, and 

traffic is relatively low. Each entrance and exit consists of acceleration or deceleration 

lanes at each end. It requires only one bridge and is the most traditional way of grade 

separating a three-way junction. The principal advantages are low construction cost and 

are useful for highways as well as toll roads. 

 
Fig:8 Trumpet Interchange 
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 Diamond Interchange 

The diamond Interchange is the simplest form of grade separated intersection between 

two roadways. The conflicts between through and crossing traffic are eliminated by a 

bridge structure. This particular intersection has four one way ramps which are essentially 

parallel to the major artery. The left turn crossing movement conflicts are considerably 

reduced by eliminating the conflict with the traffic in opposite direction. All the remaining 

left turn conflicts, merging and diverging manoeuvre conflicts take place at the terminal 

point of each ramp. Limitation in application of this design depends on the operations of 

these terminals. So, it is suitable for locations where the volume of left turn traffic is 

relatively low. 

            
Fig:9  Diamond Interchange 

 Cloverleaf Interchange 
 

The full clover interchange eliminates all crossing movement conflicts by the use of 

weaving sections. This weaving section is a critical element of cloverleaf design. It replaces 

a crossing conflict with a merging, followed some distance farther by a diverging conflict. 

There are two points of entry and exit on each through roadway. The first exit is provided 

before the cross road structure allows right turn movements. The second exit, immediately 

after the cross road structure, allows for left turn movements. A weaving section is created 

between the exit and entry points near the structure. Sufficient length and capacity is to be 

provided to allow for a smooth merging and diverging operation.Cloverleaf design 

requires only one bridge. 

 

.  

Fig:10  Cloverleaf Interchange 
 

 Partial Cloverleaf Interchange 

This is another variation of the cloverleaf configuration. Partial clover leaf or Parclo is a 

modification that combines some elements of a diamond interchange with one or more 

loops of a cloverleaf to eliminate only the more critical turning conflicts. This is the most 
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popular freeway -to- arterial interchange. Parclo is usually employed when crossing roads 

on the secondary road will not produce objectionable amounts of hazard and delay. It 

provides more acceleration and deceleration space on the freeway. 

 

 
Fig:11  Partial Cloverleaf Interchange 

 

 Directional Interchange: 
A Directional interchange provides direct paths for left turns. These interchanges contain 

ramps for one or more direct or semi direct left turning movements. Interchanges of two 

freeways or interchanges with one or more very heavy turning movements usually warrant 

direct ramps, which have higher speeds of operation and higher capacities, compared to 

loop ramps. Some designers do not favour entrance of merging traffic in the left lane, 

which is a characteristic of most direct-connection bridges.  

 

Fig:12  Directional Interchange 
 

3.0  Studies on traffic volume in signalized and rotary intersections of 

Agartala city: 

Road transport infrastructure is one of the priority areas of the development in the 

country. It plays a synergistic role in the socio-economic development of the country. 

Agartala city is the capital of north-eastern state of Tripura, India. The city is very old and 

developed in 1844 by king Krishna Kishore Manikya. Agartala is also facing traffic 

congestion particularly in the different signalized road intersection & rotary intersection 

due to rapid and uncontrolled development by an unacceptable level of disparity in 

transportation demand and supply scenario. The study is carried out in five important 

signalized intersections & three important rotary intersections of Agartala city where 

traffic volume is high. Name of the five intersections are IGM Chowmuhani, Paradise 

Chowmuhani, Fire brigade Chowmuhani, North Gate Chowmuhani and Math 

Chowmuhani. Names of the three rotary intersections are Circuit house rotary, Post office 
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Chowmuhani rotary and Kaman Chowmuhani rotary. Average daily traffic at different 

signalised, rotary intersections and vehicle composition of Agartala city have been shown 

in fig. 13, 14 and 15 respectively. 

 

Fig 13. ADT at different signalized intersections of Agartala city 
 

 

Fig 14: ADT at different Rotary intersections of Agartala city 
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Fig 15: Average Vehicle composition (%) in Agartala city 

4.0 Strategies to control the motorized vehicles at intersections 
 

The following strategies may be considered to decrease the motorizedtraffic at 

intersections. 
 

 Land use and Transport Policy: 

Today many of the cities have grown traditionally as mono-centric cities with old narrow 

roads to perform the function of arterial roads. This has led to serious transportation 

problems, one of the key reasons being the improper city planning and management. 

There is consequently a need for long term urban planning which has risen from the 

development of integrated communities combining residential activities with industrial 

and commercial activities. 
 

 Extending use of HOV through public transport 

Introduction of more High occupancy vehicle (HOV) through public transport will be 

better and safer at different signalized & rotary intersection. HOV reduces congestion, 

delay, noise level and it provides more efficiently, less costly and minimal energy solution 

to the urban Transport problem. 
 

 Curbing Motorized Traffic: 

Curbing motorized traffic indirectly provides priority and preference to Non-

Motorized Traffic (NMT) modes in the traffic system operation. The motorized private 

modes should be taxed by way of road user‘s charges and parking fee in the CBD area 

of Agartala city. Encouraging Non-motorized modes are an essential part of the 

sustainable and suitable transport modal mix. NMT modes being labour intensive, 

non-fuel dependent, free from noise are best suited for Indian Conditions and the 

infrastructure requirements for their operation are minimal. Special allowance can be 

provided as incentive to employees using non-motorized travel; these methods can 
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lead to an improved interest among them. As a result, motorized vehicles will be 

decreased in the city as well as at various intersections in the city. 

 Imparting Traffic Education 
 

Traffic education is a very important tool in achieving the traffic discipline. Traffic 

education needs to be given at school level, so that the habit of following rules and 

discipline are indoctrinated at a very tender age and it can inspire them to use more NMT 

modes instead of motorized vehicles  

 

 

[Manish Pal (1992) obtained his BE (Civil), ME (Transportation) & Ph.D 
(Engg.) degree from Tripura Engineering College, Bengal Engineering 
College, Shibpur and Jadavpur University respectively. Presently he is 
working as an Associate Professor & Head of Civil Engineering Department, 
NIT Agartala. He has nearly 23 yrs teaching & 2 yrs industrial experience. 
His research interest deals with Transportation, Water & Environmental 
studies. He has published more than 60 research papers in national & 
international renowned journals. So far he has guided 4 PhD scholars & 23 
M.Tech scholars. He has visited different countries like USA, Singapore, 
UAE, Thailand, Bangladesh etc.in connection with research paper 
presentation. For many years he worked as a casual announcer in All India 
Radio, Agartala.] 
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Green Concrete 

Mihir Kanti Gop, 1992 

 

Green Concrete – not only an option to mitigate environmental issues but also 

economic for using in low cost houses, platform for drinking water source, household 

latrine or similar structures where cost ceiling is provided and specially in a state like 

Tripura where cost of traditional construction materials is high in comparison to other 

places. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Green concrete is a revolutionary topic in the history of concrete industry. This was first 

invented in Denmark in the year 1998. Green concrete has nothing to do with colour. It is 

a concept of thinking environment into concrete considering every aspect from raw 

materials manufacture over mixture design to structural design, construction, and service 

life. Green concrete is very often also cheap to produce, because, for example, waste 

products are used as a partial substitute for cement, charges for the disposal of waste are 

avoided, energy consumption in production is lower, and durability is greater. Green 

concrete is a type of concrete which resembles the conventional concrete but the 

production or usage of such concrete requires minimum amount of energy and causes 

least harm to the environment. The CO2 emission related to concrete production, inclusive 

of cement production, is between 0.1 and 0.2 t per tonne of produced concrete. Since 

concrete is the second most consumed entity after water it accounts for around 5% of the 

world‘s total CO2 emission. The solution to this environmental problem is not to substitute 

concrete for other materials but to reduce the environmental impact of concrete and 

cement.   

 

The potential environmental benefit to society of being able to build with green concrete is 

huge. It is realistic to assume that technology can be developed, which can halve the CO2 

emission related to concrete production. With the large consumption of concrete this will 

potentially reduce the world‘s total CO2 emission by 1.5-2%. Concrete can also be the 

solution to environmental problems other than those related to CO2 emission. It may be 

possible to use residual products from other industries in the concrete production while 

still maintaining a high concrete quality. During the last few decades society has become 

aware of the deposit problems connected with residual products, and demands, 

restrictions and taxes have been imposed. And as it is known that several residual 

products have properties suited for concrete production, there is a large potential in 

investigating the possible use of these for concrete production. Well-known residual 

products such as silica fume and fly ash may be mentioned. The concrete industry realized 

at an early stage that it is a good idea to be in front with regard to documenting the actual 

environmental aspects and working on improving the environment, rather than being 

forced to deal with environmental aspects due to demands from authorities, customers 

and economic effects such as imposed taxes. Furthermore, some companies in concrete 

industry have recognized that reductions in production costs often go hand in hand with 

reductions in environmental impacts. Thus, environmental aspects are not only 

interesting from an ideological point of view, but also from an economic aspect. 
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In recent years, the recycling of waste product is necessary to produce new product 

suitable for the environment.  Infrastructure department is the second largest sector after 

agriculture in India. Concrete is the world's most widely used construction material. The 

continuously growing demand for concrete to meet the ―exploding‖ infrastructure 

development worldwide is not without any negative impacts on the environment and on 

our future capacity for development. The management of construction and demolition 

waste is a major concern due to increased quantities of demolition rubble, the continuing 

shortage of dumping  sites, increase in the cost of disposal and  transportation and above 

all the concern about environmental degradation. The global construction industry uses 

billions tons of cement and billions tons of sand, gravel, and crushed rock every year. The 

use of waste materials as a source of aggregate in new construction materials has become 

more common in recent decades. The depletion of the existing landfills and the scarcity of 

natural resources for aggregates encourage the use of construction and demolition waste 

as a source of aggregates in the production of new concrete. Aggregate is important 

material for the strength of concrete. The strength of concrete is depending on quality, 

shape and size of aggregates used in concrete. The natural recourses are decrease in short 

period. The use of demolished waste material as the basic material of new construction is 

more economic and ecofriendly.  

 

2. ADVANTAGES OF GREEN CONCRETE 
 

Green concrete has manifold advantages over the conventional concrete. Since it uses the 

recycled aggregates and materials, it reduces the extra load in landfills and mitigates the 

wastage of aggregates. Thus, the net CO2 emissions are reduced. The reuse of materials 

also contributes intensively to economy.  

Green concrete can be considered elemental to sustainable development since it is eco-

friendly itself. There are several other advantages related to green concrete and can be 

summarized as below: 
 

a) Reduced CO2 emissions. 

b) Low production costs as wastes directly substitute the cement. 

c) Saves energy, emissions and waste water. 

d) Helps in recycling industry wastes. 

e) Reduces the consumption of cement overall. 

f) Better workability. 

g) Sustainable development. 

h) Greater strength and durability than normal concrete. 

i) Compressive strength and Flexural behaviour is fairly equal to that of the 

conventional concrete. 
 

3. METHODS TO PRODUCE GREEN CONCRETE 
 

3.1. Desirable properties in green concrete 
 

Today, it is already possible to produce and cast very green concrete. Even a super green 

type of concrete without cement but with, for example, 300 kg of fly ash instead can be 

produced and cast without any changes in the production equipment. But this concrete 
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will not develop strength, and it will of course not be durable. Therefore, the concrete 

must include aspects of performance like: 

a)  Mechanical properties (strength, shrinkage, creep, static behaviour etc.) 

b)  Fire resistance (heat transfer, etc.) 

c)  Workmanship (workability, strength development, curing, etc.) 

d)  Durability (corrosion protection, frost, new deterioration mechanisms, etc.) 

e) Environmental impact (how green is the new concrete?). 

 

Meeting these requirements is not an easy task, and all must be reached at the same 

time if constructors are to be tempted to prescribe green concrete. A constructor would 

not normally prescribe green concrete if the performance is lower than normal, for 

example, a reduced service life. The new technology will therefore need to develop 

concretes with all properties as near normal as possible. 
 

3.2.  Wastes that can be used :  

Stone dust : Stone dust is a residual product from the crushing of aggregates. It is an 

inert material with a particle size between that of cement and sand particles. Stone dust is 

expected to substitute part of the sand. 
 

Concrete slurry : Concrete slurry is a residual product from concrete production, i.e. 

washing mixers and other equipment. The concrete slurry is can be either a dry or wet 

substance, and can be recycled either as a dry powder or with water. In the case of 

recycling of the dry material, it is necessary to process it to powder. The concrete slurry 

can have some pozzolanic effect, and might therefore be used as a substitute for part of the 

cement or for other types of pozzolanic materials such as fly ash. 
 

Combustion ash from water-purifying plants: This type of combustion ash has the 

same particle size and shape as fly ash particles. The content of heavy metals in the slurry 

is expected to be approximately at the same level as for fly ash. The slurry can also have 

some pozzolanic effect. 
 

Smoke waste from waste combustion : This smoke waste can have some pozzolanic 

effect. The content of heavy metals is significantly higher than that of ordinary fly ash. 

Furthermore, the content of chlorides, fluorides and sulphates can result in negative 

effects in connection with reinforcement corrosion, retardation and possible reactions. 

Further processing will be necessary before its use in concrete. 
 

3.3. Different ways to produce Green concrete 

1. To increase the use of conventional residual products: 

To minimise the clinker content, i.e. by replacing cement with fly ash, micro silica 

in larger amounts than are allowed today 

2. By developing new green cements and binding materials, i.e. by 

increasing the use of alternative raw materials and alternative fuels, and by 

developing/improving cement with low energy consumption 

3. Concrete with inorganic residual products : (stone dust, crushed concrete as 

aggregate in quantities and for areas that are not allowed today) and cement 

stabilized foundation with waste incinerator slag, low quality fly ash or other 

inorganic residual products. Firstly, an information-screening of potential 
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inorganic residual products is carried out. The products are described by origin, 

amounts, particle size and geometry, chemical composition and possible 

environmental impacts. 
 

II. COMPARISON OF RECYCLED AND NATURAL AGGREGATE: 
 

 Texture 
 

Recycled aggregate has the rough – textured, angular and elongated particles where 

natural aggregate is smooth and rounded compact aggregate. The properties of the freshly 

mixed concrete will be affected by the particle shape and surface texture of the aggregate. 

The rough – texture, angular and elongated particles require much water than the smooth 

and rounded compact aggregate when producing the workable concrete. The void content 

will increase with the angular aggregate where the larger sizes of well and improved 

grading aggregate will decrease the void content. 
 

 Quality 
 

The quality is different between recycled aggregate and natural aggregate. The quality of 

natural aggregate is based on the physical and chemical properties of sources sites, where 

the recycled aggregate is depended on contamination of debris sources. It also stated that 

natural resources have suitable for multiple product and higher product larger marketing 

area, but recycled aggregate have limited product mixes and the lower product mixes may 

restrain the market. 
 

 Density 
 

The density of the recycled concrete aggregate is lower than natural aggregate. Density of 

recycled aggregate is lower than the fresh aggregate because of the porous and less dense 

residual mortar lumps that is adhering to the surfaces. When the particle size is increased, 

the volume percentage of residual mortar will increase too. 
 

 Strength 
 

The strength of recycled aggregate is lower than natural aggregate because of  the weight 

of recycled aggregate is lighter than natural aggregate. This is the general effect that will 

reduce the strength of reinforced concrete. 
 

4. LIMITATIONS OF GREEN CONCRETE 
 

Although green concrete seems very promising when it comes to an environment friendly 

sustainable development, the cardinal concern is its durability. The limitations of using 

green concrete can be summarized as below: 

a) By using stainless steel, cost of reinforcement increases. 

b) Structures constructed with green concrete have comparatively less life than 

structures with conventional concrete. 

c) Split tension of green concrete is less than that of conventional concrete. 

d) Not as durable as conventional concrete. 
 

Given these limitations coupled with the urgent need of reduction in green house gas 

emissions, has sparked off a number of researches across the globe to make green concrete 

more durable and bring it up to the mark with conventional concrete. 
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5. SCOPE IN INDIA 

Green concrete is a revolutionary topic in the history of concrete industry. Concrete is an 

indispensible entity for a developing country like India which desperately needs a 

continuously expanding infrastructure. India is the second largest producer of cement in 

the world. Further India would be facing an exponential growth in the concrete demand. 

Table: Projected Cement Demand 

Cement Demand (Mt/annum) 

Year GDPtotal GDPindustry GDPconstruction GDPaverage 

2001 103.0 107.6 106.2 105.6 

2006 139.5 148.7 150.8 146.3 

2011 186.9 204.2 210.4 200.5 
 

 Being produced in voluminous quantities in India, the concrete industry has a 

considerable part in the net CO2 emissions from the country. The net CO2 emissions from 

the construction agency are greater than any other industry.  

 
Figure 4:  Energy consumption of construction and building in India 

In order to act in a responsible manner towards a sustainable development of the nation, 

Green concrete is the need of the hour. India being a developing country produces 

concrete in gargantuan quantities which result in huge volumes of CO2 being emitted into 

the atmosphere each year. The total energy consumption (a rough estimate of the net CO2 

emissions) during the manufacture of cement in India is tabulated as below: 
 

Table : Fuel Consumption in the Indian Cement Industry 1991-1993 

Fuel Units 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 

Electricity GWh 4800.52 6420.97 6754.60 

Coal Mt 10.8 11.7 11.1 

Petroleum 

Products 
Mt 0.293 0.296 0.291 

Total Cement 

Production 
Mt 53.6 54.1 58.0 
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The above statistics, though old, can be used as a guideline since the technological 

advancements have been scarce. As not much has been done and not much can be done to 

reduce these consumptions, the only alternative left is that of a green concrete, which will 

reduce the net CO2 emissions in the whole life cycle of  concrete. 

Thus we can deduce that, for a greener future, India needs to adopt Green concrete into 

practise as soon as possible. The other advantageous factor is its economy. As green 

concrete is made with concrete wastes and recycled aggregates, which are cheaper than 

conventional substitutes, and also with most of the industries facing problems with their 

waste disposal, put it out of the question to discard it. The above facts clearly state a wide 

and promising scope of Green Concrete in the near future. 
 

CONCLUSION: 
 

The utilization of waste demolition debris in new construction work is very important due 

to the materials waste is gradually increasing with the increase of population and urban 

development. In a state like Tripura where cost of almost all the construction material 

starting from bricks, stone, cement is very much higher than the mainland states. Besides,  

many old structures in recent times like school, office building etc are demolished and 

reconstructed or reconstruction is going on. In all this cases the demolished concrete 

materials were simply dumped but these demolished materials can be reused in other 

structures specially in low cost units where cost cap is a big issue. 
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Cold Chain…….THE NEED OF THE HOUR….LETS TIGHTEN 

IT UP????? 

(My Journey from Chagol Chowmuhani to the world of  
Cold Chain) 

Rajesh Saha, 1992 Mechanical 

 

A refrigerator is one of the most important pieces of equipment in the kitchen for keeping 

foods safe. These electric units are so common in places today, we forget a refrigerator was 

once little more than a box with a block of ice used to supply a rather undependable source 

of cold air. But we are instantly reminded of its importance to our daily lives when the 

power goes off or the unit fails, putting our food's safety in jeopardy. 
 

Importance of Refrigeration 
 

Refrigeration slows bacterial growth. Bacteria exist everywhere in nature. They are in the 

soil, air, water, and the foods we eat. When they have nutrients (food), moisture, and 

favorable temperatures, they grow rapidly, increasing in numbers to the point where some 

types of bacteria can cause illness. Bacteria grow most rapidly in the range of 

temperatures between 40 and 140 °F, the "Danger Zone," some doubling in number in as 

little as 20 minutes. A refrigerator set at 40 °F or below will protect most foods. 
 

For safety, it is important to verify the temperature of the refrigerator. Refrigerators 

should be set to maintain a temperature of 40 °F or below. Some refrigerators have built-

in thermometers to measure their internal temperature. For those refrigerators without 

this feature, keep an appliance thermometer in the refrigerator to monitor the 

temperature. This can be critical in the event of a power outage. When the power goes 

back on, if the refrigerator is still 40°F, the food is safe. Foods held at temperatures above 

40 °F for more than 2 hours should not be consumed. Appliance thermometers are 

specifically designed to provide accuracy at cold temperatures. Be sure 

refrigerator/freezer doors are closed tightly at all times. Don't open refrigerator/freezer 

doors more often than necessary and close them as soon as possible. As far as Refrigerator 

is concerned we have Chillers and freezers combo in every house now a days which we call 

Refrigerator. Has anyone thought the amount of perishable food is wasted in the country? 

The figure is alarming. We have food in abundance but due to know how and due to lack 

of awareness the food gets spoiled.Govt of India has identified this problem and has 

offered considerable subsidy in this division but that has been wasted or diverted to other 

areas and the recovery was also not upto the mark. 
 

Pl note different food products have different features and needs to be treated accordingly. 

Icecream needs a temperature of -22 deg C and more. Fruits vegetables need a 

temperature of 2-8 deg C with variable RH. Apple needs a temperature of 4-8 deg C with 

RH more than 90 % for longstorage.However during the process a gas is generated inside 

the room which needs to be exhausted out. Just to remind again the behaviour of different 

foods at different condition is what is demanded for long term storage.Sharing with you 

the most important aspect of The cold chain process for preserving foods for serving the 

nation.A step of awareness might happen by this write up expecting shall reach to the 

right person and I am sure will work wonders. 
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Functions of Refrigeration: 

1. Reduce deterioration (cooling)Deteriorate rate lowers with low temperature 
2. Preserve taste, smell & nutrition, Rate of respiration Fruits and Vegetable and 

reaction as ripening reduces with temperature. 
3. Preserve texture & freshness, Water Loss, which causes a product to shrivel. 
4. Increase Shelf life of Product, Increase period of usefulness. 
5. Chilling reduces rate of multiplication, Freezing stops multiplication. 
6. Refrigeration preserves quality can‘t improve quality of product. 
 

Let us understand a cold chain process through these pictures. 
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What is precooling??? 
 

The effective cooling of food reduces the activity of micro-organisms and enzymes, 
retarding deterioration. Prompt pre-cooling of fruits and vegetables, i.e. the removal of 
field heat prior to shipping, processing or storage, maintains pre-harvest quality, 
freshness and flavor. 

 

Precooling Facts: 
• Typically a separate operation  
• Required greater refrigeration capacity and cooling medium movement than 

normal Cold Storage Room 
• Required use of specially designed refrigeration equipment 
• Cooling time varies from several minutes to 24 hours 
• Cooling medium can be Air, Water or Ice 

 

Blast Freezing Application: 
 

Designed to pull down product core temperature from +20Deg C to -18 Deg C in 4 -6 

Hours time. Used in storing Fish, meat, Pulps etc. In order to get a product  core 

temperature the cold room air temperature needs to be set within -35 to -40 Deg C. 

This ensures product quality for4- 6 months at least subjected to be put in a 

Holding freezer @ -18 Deg C to -23 DegC.  Latent heat, sensible heat here plays a major 

role. 
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I hope this small write may create or influx some sort of awareness and understand the 

importance of storing the perishable products at a right condition. Hope nobody in this 

world will be derived of foods henceforth if we start using the cold chain process with 

optimum energy savings thereby setting a milestone for the Nation we love so much. The 

subject is vast and I want to share more and more information. That‘s why shared the 

slides from my PPT and focussed more on pictorial representation as mere English words 

may not inject what I intend to do. Will look forward to share a full-fledged power point 

presentation in the near future. That‘s it for the time being from my desk.Look forward to 

your inputs. 
 

Joy Ho …….TECNITA 
 

 

[RAJESH SAHA, 1992 (Mechanical Engg.) 
Dy General Manager, RJ Corporation (Creambell Icecream Divn) Currently 
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like M/s   Carrier and was looking after Eastern Zone Operations and handled 
the Sales, Project execution and after sales Service. Worked in Pollution control 
sectors also like M/s Roots cooling systems and looked after the HVAC process 
implementation. Has an overall experience of 23 long years in the field of 
Heating ventilation Airconditioning and Refrigeration Systems.] 
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Application of Chatbots in Service Industry 

Jayanta Chakraborty, 1994 Mech 

  

“Get closer than ever to your customers. So close that you tell them what 

they need well before they realize it themselves.”  ---  Steve Jobs 

 

1. Introduction to Chatbots 
 

We are all accustomed with the perils of lodging a complaint with a bank or telecom 

service provider. You need to call up a toll free number and listen to their advertisement. 

Then you will be asked to press ‗1‘ if you are a pre-paid customer, ‗2‘ if you are a post-paid 

customer, ‗3‘ if you are a user of ‗data services‘ and so on. After pressing several numbers, 

you will get to know that ‗All our customer service representatives are busy at this 

moment. However, your call is important to us and so please stay on line.‘ After listening 

to some irritating music for five minutes, you hang up the line, hurl some abuses or 

forgive the service provider company for all their sins!!!  
 

This has pretty much been the same story of blue chip companies and the daily torment 

that their customers face on a routine basis. Mercifully, this trend is now changing for the 

better. And this change is being ushered in by Artificial Intelligence (AI) deployed by the 

service provider companies in the form of chatbots.   
 

What then is a Chatbot? The full form of a Chatbot is ‗Chatter Robot.‘ A Chatbot is actually 

a computer program that mimics human conversations in its natural format including text 

or spoken language using artificial intelligence techniques such as Natural Language 

Processing (NLP), audio analysis, image and video processing. The most interesting 

feature of the bots is that they learn from the past interactions and become intelligent and 

smarter over the time. 
 

2. History of Chatbots 
 

The first chatbot named ‗ELIZA‘ was created in 1966 at the MIT Artificial Intelligence 

Laboratory in USA by Joseph Weizenbaum. Eliza was created to demonstrate the 

superficiality of communication between humans and machines.  Eliza simulated 

conversation by using a 'pattern matching' and substitution methodology that gave users 

an illusion of understanding on the part of the program, but had no built in framework for 

contextualizing events. 
 

In 1972, Kenneth Colby, a psychiatrist at Stanford University created PARRY, a chatbot 

that could simulate a person with paranoid schizophrenia based on concepts, 

conceptualizations and beliefs. It also embodied a conversational strategy, and as such 

was a much more serious and advanced program than ELIZA. The year 1995 saw the birth 

of A.L.I.C.E (Artificial Linguistic Internet Computer Entity). This is also referred to 

as Alicebot, or simply Alice, and is a natural language processing chatbot—a program that 

engages in a conversation with a human by applying some heuristical pattern matching 

rules to the human's input, and in its online form it also relies on a hidden third person. It 

was inspired by Joseph Weizenbaum's classical ELIZA program. It was one of the 

strongest programs of its type and has won the Loebner Prize, awarded to accomplished 

humanoid and talking robots. 
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The new millennium saw a quantum leap in the development of Chatbots. Apple came out 

with Siri, Google introduced Google Now, Amazon brought in Alexa, Microsoft brought in 

Cortana and IBM developed Watson. With millions and billions of dollars being invested 

in developing Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Natural Language Processing (NLP), we are 

now coming closer and closer to chatbots which can mimic the human voice as well as 

react to service requests with 100% accuracy.  

 

3. How a Chatbot Works 

 
Figure – 1: Working Mechanism of Chatbots 

 

Chatbots works in two ways - rule based and smart machine based. Rule based chatbots 

provide predefined responses from a data base, based on the keywords used for the 

search. Rule based chat bots are designed to perform based on predetermined options and 

questions within their programmed parameters. The Smart Machine based chatbots 

inherit their capabilities from Artificial Intelligence and Cognitive Computing and adapt 

their behavior based on the customer interactions. This type of chatbot functions using 

machine learning and has an artificial brain and artificial intelligence. A human being 

doesn‘t have to be very specific while talking to this bot. It understands language, not just 

commands. This bot continuously gets smarter as it learns from conversations it has with 

people. Which type of Chatbot is better? Rule based chatbots are the cheapest bots to 

build and can be developed very fast. Since these bots are developed relatively fast, they‘re 

easy to deploy, integrate and generally low cost. However, rule based bots are one-

dimensional. They lack the deep learning processes artificially intelligent bots possess. 

This makes them unable to learn over time, provide robust analytics, and limits their 

ability to enhance the user experience.  
 

Rule-based bots are useful if you‘re performing simple tasks like informing customers or 

setting reminders and appointments. For complex tasks of answering to customer queries 

and resolving their issues, smart machine based chatbots are better. Artificial 

intelligence chat bots can boost sales, deliver fast customer support, serve up analytics, 

and overhaul the entire user experience. If you need a bot that does it all, AI chat bots are 

a safe bet. 
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Figure – 2 : Architectural Representation of Chatbot Task Execution 

 

At a glance, a chatbot can look like a normal app. There‘s an application layer, a database, 

and APIs (Application Program Interface) to call external services. The main thing that‘s 

missing is the UI (User Interface), which in the case of a bot is replaced by the chat 

interface. While this setup is convenient for users, it does add a layer of complexity for the 

app to handle. Without the benefit of a rich interface that allows a user to input specific, 

discrete instructions, it falls on the app to figure out what the user wants and how best to 

deliver that. Unlike normal app inputs, human language tends to be messy and imprecise. 

That‘s where the NLP (Natural Language Processing) engine comes in. Made up of a 

number of different libraries, the NLP engine does the work of identifying and extracting 

entities, which are relevant pieces of information provided by the user, using libraries for 

common NLP tasks like tokenization and named entity recognition. Tokenization breaks 

sentences down into discrete words, stripping out punctuation, while named entity 

recognition looks for words in pre-defined categories (for example, place names or 

addresses). They might also use a library called a normalizer, which catches common 

spelling errors, expands contractions and abbreviations, and converts UK English to US 

English. 

 

4. Application of Chatbots 
 

Chatbots are currently seen on websites, social platforms and smartphones and are 

utilized to assist customers in their interactions with a brand. Chatbots are now being 

used in ticket booking, food ordering and also as a financial advisor, legal advisor, offering 

medical advice and to answer to customer queries and requests.  
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There has been a war of chatbots among the pizza delivery chains. Domino‘s Pizza had 

launched a chatbot platform called ‗AnyWhere‘ to help customers order via alternative 

channels. Later, they came out with an updated version called ‗Dom‘ that allows 

customers to order pizza through Facebook and Twitter while having a chat. In reply, 

Pizza Hut also came up with their own chatbot to take orders for pizza on Facebook and 

Twitter. Pizza Hut's robot servers let the customer place an order just by typing what they 

want into a text conversation on Facebook Messenger and Twitter. They can ask the bot 

for information about special promotional deals running in their area and it'll even answer 

frequently asked questions about dietary information, business hours and delivery areas. 

 

A more extensive use of chatbots is found in the banking sector. In 2013, ANZ Bank in 

Australia was among the first banks to explore the possibilities of AI. It began using IBM‘s 

Watson to help its financial advisors understand their clients. The bank now plans on 

extending its cognitive computing into areas like advisory, risk, and back office 

automation. The analytics platform can instantly respond to complex situations, query 

millions of documents and can be questioned using natural language. In early 2016, 

Swedish-speaking Amelia became the first non-English deployment of chatbot supported 

by AI platform at SEB, one of Sweden‘s largest bank. The bank adopted digital employee 

‗Amelia‘ to integrate into its front-office. The cognitive agent solves problems just like 

humans but in a fraction of the time, interacts just like humans and even senses emotions. 
 

In March 2017, JPMorgan hired a new team to automate its legal work. The program, 

named Contract Intelligence or COIN, automated hours of reading, including 

interpretation of commercial loan agreements which, until it went online late last year, 

consumed over 360,000 hours of work each year by lawyers and loan officers. Now it‘s 

done in seconds and with fewer errors by a system supported by bots that never sleep. 

 

Chatbots are being used extensively in India also. In September 2016, ICICI Bank started 

to use software robotics to re-engineer about 200 business processes across several 

functions of the bank, mostly in the areas of retail banking operations, agri-business, trade 

and forex, treasury and human resource management. In November 2016, City Union 

Bank launched Lakshmi, a robot which answers about 125 questions from interest rates 

charged by the bank to product details. In 2017, HDFC Bank unveiled the humanoid ‗IRA‘ 

(intelligent robotic assistant), which provides assistance to bank customers. ‗IRA‘ was 

deployed at the Kamala Mills Branch in Mumbai. IRA was positioned near the Welcome 

Desk, where it greets customers and guides them to the relevant counter in the branch 

such as Cash Deposit, Foreign Exchange, Loans, among others. After the customer selects 

an option, IRA will offer to guide the customer to the respective counter. 

 

5. The Future of Chatbots 
 

Chatbots are one of the new applications of artificial intelligence which could result in 

deep changes in how customer service and sales are being conducted. Business 

Insider calculated that chatbots can replace 29% of customer service and 36% of sales 

representatives in the United States alone. This would result in $23 billion and $15 billion 

in savings of salaries respectively. 
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The appeal of chatbots is their ability to respond to standard customer queries on 

products and services instantaneously without having the long response time needed for 

emails. Customer service tends to work during office hours but chatbots can work around 

the clock and also collect data from each customer interaction. 
 

Studies have shown that the fast interaction with prospective customers gives a better 

conversion rate as they are less likely to jump to a competitor. Chatbots can also help to 

qualify a prospect which allows sales representative to focus on closing the sales. Given 

these advantages, it makes sense to take a decision on deploying chatbots. 

 

Studies and reports show that customers want quick, frictionless solutions to their 

problems and answers to their questions. No doubt there are acceptance issues for AI and 

chatbots. Some customers have always used traditional phone support and have a hard 

time accepting anything else. But, there is a growing contingent of customers who are 

increasingly open to new technology, especially if it can provide quick and accurate 

solutions. As the technology improves and acceptance grows, chatbots, powered by AI, will 

definitely play a strong role in customer service and support. 

 

 

 

 

[Jayanta Chakraborti is Associate Professor of Business Analytics and Digital 

Marketing at ICFAI University Tripura.  He holds a Bachelor‟s degree in 

Mechanical Engineering from TEC Agartala, MBA from IMI Europe, MA in 

Economics from Devi Ahilyabai University Indore, Diploma in French from 

Delhi University and Certification in German from Max Mueller Munich. His 

doctoral research is on “Mapping Digital Footprints” that envisages a 

model for businesses to understand customer needs by mapping their online 

queries. 

He is also a SAP certified ERP Consultant, IBM Certified Big Data 

Analyst and Google Certified AdWords Professional. He has more than 20 years of experience in 

Steel, Education and IT Sector. He has executed strategic consulting projects for Coca Cola, 

SHRM, Colgate Palmolive, GES Australia, Autodesk China, Marubeni Japan, Hissan Kathmandu, 

Videocon, Akai, Henkel, ICICI Bank, Punjab National Bank, Baramati Agro, DRDO and several 

others. He has a rich experience of working across many territories like Zurich, London, Mumbai, 

New Delhi, Kolkata, Chennai, Pune, Indore, Chandigarh and Dehradun.  

He has jointly done workshops with eminent faculties from Harvard University, London Business 

School, INSEAD Paris and IMD Lausanne. He has trained more than 5,000 professionals in Asia 

and Europe in a career spanning more than 20 years. He is the author of books like 

„HR@Analytics‟, „The Digital Entrepreneur‟ and „The Cinderella Jones Affair.‟ He has been 

the proud winner of Times of India Short Story Competition, Times of India National Quiz 

Competition and Business Standard National Quiz Championship. 

Prof Chakraborti currently takes pride in teaching subjects like Business Analytics, Digital 

Marketing, Business Strategy and Business Research to students of ICFAI University Tripura.] 
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SolarEnergy- The Economic Perspective 

Saumitra Chakraborty, 1995 Elect 

 

Mr. Raman had a long day at office reconciling month-end sales figures. Back home, he 

was just settling down with a cup of coffee when the door bell rang. Watchman Ramesh 

handed him over the monthly electricity bill, his eyes popped out by looking at the bill of 

whopping Rs 7,500, last month it was around Rs 3,500. Quickly he reached out for the 

A/C in living room and switched it on, the hot July summer evening just became hotter for 

him. To seek recluse, he switched on the TV, the breaking news was flashing on the 

screen- electricity tariff revision of 10%- bijli hui 10% mehengi....It was overdue since 

2015, the government was just waiting for the elections to be over to announce the hike, 

means the electricity bill will increase more from next month. Everything is getting so 

costly- he murmured. The subziwala was also telling him- saab ji, subzi ka daam aur 

badnewala hai, subzi aa hi nahi rahi hai. Bina barish ke sab fasal kharab hone laga hai. Is 

baar barish hai hi nahi....Mr. Raman thought the subziwala was right. Rain is really so less 

this time, it‘s mid monsoon time now. Too much rain before monsoon damaged the crops. 

On top of it, the rising electricity bill. He felt clueless about what to do. It was too hot at 

night to have a good night‘s sleep without switching on the air conditioner. Deep thoughts 

of rising living costs were bothering him without any apparent solution in hand. Sounds 

too familiar a situation?  

Global warming and related climate change worldwide has become a matter of major 

concern, it‘s not limited to the flashy documentary of Discovery channel any more. 

Greenhouse gases (carbon dioxide, sulphur dioxide, methane etc) trap heat radiated from 

sun or ground and make the atmosphere warmer (greenhouse effect). Power plants run by 

fossil fuels (coal, diesel etc) are a major source of greenhouse gas emission in the 

atmosphere. As a result, unpredictable weather conditions like droughts, floods, many 

cyclones of names-heard-never-before, abnormal weather patterns are affecting our 

everyday lives and increasing our living cost like Mr. Raman‘s. It‘s a serious concern of 

governments of various countries worldwide, which led to Paris climate accord COP23. 

The participating countries includng India have committed to reduce using fossil fuels 

(coal, diesel etc) for energy generation and to replace it with renewable energy sources 

including solar energy. GoI targets to have 100 GW of solar energy by 2022, as per revised 

National Solar Mission to meet this objective. So, its time for us also to reckon it and do 

our bit to ensure a cleaner and liveable world for ourselves and our future generations. 

 

Having said that, what if a solution helps us with remedy for these issues and generate 

money for us every month for next 25 years or more at the same time?  Solar energy just 

helps us to do that, thanks to the photovoltaic technology and its advancement in recent 

years. In photovoltaic technology, solar cells made of semiconductors (silicon) are used to 

produce electricity. Semiconductors are insulators normally but they conduct electricity 

when excited externally. Solar cell semiconductors (p-n Junction) produce DC current 

(flow of electrons) through a conducting wire when excited by photon energy of sunlight. 

Several small solar cells are connected together inside a metallic framed glass enclosure 

called solar PV (Photovoltaic) Panel or PV module. Several such solar modules are again 

connected together to generate higher amount of electricity, that can either light up your 
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entire home or even a large area with thousands of homes together. Capacity of each PV 

module is denoted in watt peak (Wp) and several such modules can be connected together 

to make a solar power plant ranging from few hundred watts to even several kilowatts (1 

kW=1,000 watts) or several megawatts (1 MW=1,000,000 watts). Solar PV modules and 

DC to AC inverters are two main components of a solar plant, few other components are 

also required to make it properly functional. 
 

There are several advantages of using solar energy to produce electricity. Few of them are: 

i. Sunlight is perennial and free source of energy, you do not need to pay anything 

unlike coal or diesel etc.  

ii. It does not emit smoke during operation, hence it‘s a source of clean energy. 

iii. There are no moving parts to produce electricity, hence it‘s almost maintenance 

free. 

iv. The solar modules have incredibly long life of at least 25 years. Some pilot solar 

plants are operating in USA since past 40 years! 

v. Helps you to replace your costly grid electricity with almost free electricity from 

solar plants after the payback period.  

vi. You are protected from rise of electricity cost for 25 years or more (till life of the 

plant), you being the ―prosumer‖ (producer cum consumer) 

vii. Very good returns on investment over its lifetime, a net money earner. 

There are several other distinct advantages of using solar for electricity which has made it 

extremely popular worldwide. Different type of solar plants are as follows: 

 

   
Rooftop Solar Plant Floating Solar Plant Ground-mounted Solar plant 

 

Rooftop plants are of smaller capacities from few hundred watts up to 1,000 kW or so, 

whereas ground mounted plants can be up to several megawatts, spread over several acres 

of land. In case of rooftops, three types of plants are there: Off-grid, On-grid or grid-

connected and Hybrid. Off-grid plants are provided with battery back-up, and are used 

where grid is not available or grid supply is unreliable, e.g. rural or remote areas. On-grid 

or Grid-connected plants are used where grid supply is available almost always. Hybrid 

plants are used where grid is available but not reliable and electricity supply is essential 

always like petrol pumps, hospitals etc. Hybrid solar plants can work with grid supply, 

battery back-up and also with small wind turbines or diesel generators to ensure 

uninterrupted supply of electricity always. 
 

How solar energy can help to reduce your electricity cost? Let ‗s look at your monthly 

electricity bills. Electricity bill amount consists of fixed charges (decided by the utility), 

energy charges based on units consumed every month and surcharges & taxes added to 

this amount. This is a common bill structure in India for residential consumers. 

Commercial & Industrial consumers have a different bill structure based on ToD (Time of 

Day) tariff.  For simplicity, we would refer residential consumers only here. 
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Domestic electricity tariff is telescopic, means, they have different tariff slabs based on 

your unit consumption. Lower number of units attract lower tariffs and as your 

consumption goes up, your unit rate (tariff) increases, much like individual income tax 

slabs, thereby increasing your total bill amount.  
 

One way to reduce your monthly electricity bill is to use electrical appliances of lower 

wattage but higher output (efficiency) e.g. LED lights, appliances with BEE Energy stars 

etc. Higher the number of stars and latest year of production, lower is the energy 

consumption for that appliance (visit www.beestarlabel.com to know about the covered 

list of appliances before buying). Running the appliances carefully and keeping it switched 

off when not needed will reduce your energy consumption and hence your bill. Electronic 

appliances like TV, mobile or laptop chargers etc. consume electricity even when not in 

use but switched on at the plug socket, so switch off all equipment when not in use to 

reduce standby power consumption. Use of dark films or thick curtains for glass windows 

will lead to less energy for your A/C to cool inside and so will help to keep your bill on 

lower side.  
 

Another most convenient way to reduce your energy bills is through net-metering by 

installing an on-grid (grid-connected) solar plant on your idle roof space. By net-metering 

policy implemented by various state utilities of 30 states in India, administered by the 

Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE), an electricity consumer is eligible to 

―sell‖ the solar electricity produced by him and get paid for the sold electricity to the 

utility. Under this policy, after installing a solar rooftop plant and connecting with the grid 

supply (for grid-connected rooftop plant), your existing energy meter is replaced by a bi-

directional energy meter, which is capable of recording ―Export‖ and ―Import‖ of energy. 

The solar plant produces energy in day time which if unused i.e. excess is injected 

(exported) to the grid. If solar energy is lesser in day time or during night, energy is drawn 

(imported) from the grid. Both export and import are recorded by the bidirectional meter. 

At the end of the month, net of (export-import) is calculated and bill is raised accordingly, 

only for the net energy imported from grid. If there is no import but only export, the 

excess energy exported to the grid is bought by the utility at a pre-determined rate.   
 

Knowing this, Mr. Raman finally got a 5 kWp solar rooftop with net-metering installed at 

his bungalow to reduce his electricity bill and was delighted by seeing the results as 

follows:  
 

For October 2017, Mr. Raman‘s electricity consumption (import from grid) : 700 units 

For October 2017, Mr. Raman‘s solar rooftop plant injected electricity to grid (export to 

grid) : 675 units 

Net units charged by utility in bill for October 2017: 700 – 675 = 25 units. 

His bill for October 2017 included fixed charge of Rs. 150, energy charge with surcharge 

for 25 units plus taxes of around Rs. 250, and so total payable of Rs 150 + 250 = 400 Rs.  

He looked at the bill of October 2016 and found that in last year October, he had 

consumed around 700 units and had to pay Rs 7,000, at average cost of Rs. 10 per unit. 

So, by installing a solar rooftop plant at his bungalow, he was able to save around Rs 

7,000 (average 700 units x Rs 10 per unit) a month and hence Rs 84,000 (Rs 7000 x 12= 

Rs 84,000) for the current year. Since electricity tariff hike of 10% was proposed for next 

financial year onwards by the govt, hence he would save Rs. 84,000+ (84,000 x 10%) = 

http://www.beestarlabel.com/
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Rs. 92,400 a year. If we calculate the earnings, then his solar plant will earn for him as 

follows: 

Year 1: Rs. 84,000 
Year 2: Rs. 92,400 
Year 3: Rs. 92,400 
Year 4: Rs. 92, 400 
Year 5: Rs 92, 400 
------------------------- 
Total: Rs. 4,53,600 
 
So his solar rooftop plant would earn Rs. 4,53,600 in 5 years for him, thanks to net-

metering. He had to spend Rs. 3,75,000 for installing the 5kW rooftop plant which he 

recovered starting 5th year itself. From 5th year onwards, it was a pure earning from him, 

only expense was to use some water to clean the solar panels periodically from dust and 

dirt. 
 

The solar modules have an incredibly long life of more than 25 years and hence the plant 

can earn money for the user till that time with some minor maintenance cost. In some 

cases, even it reduces the electricity bill to almost zero (below figure)! 
 

Few things to be considered for installing grid-connected rooftop plants: 

1. Make your roof as much shade-free as possible, by trimming tree branches etc. 

Solar panels produce maximum output in direct sunlight. 

2. Do not compromise on quality by being attracted by the lower cost. After all, you 

are investing for 25 years at least for yourself. 

3. Always select a good installer having good experience. Proper design of the system 

is a pre-requisite to give maximum possible units output from the system. 

4. Collect the warranty papers from the installer after completion of the installation 

for inverters and solar modules to avail long warranty period of these items. 

5. For solar rooftops in individual bungalows, loan facility is available from various 

nationalized banks as home loan and its considered as a priority lending like SBI, 

PNB etc. 
 

A well-designed and good performing solar plant is a money-earner and would earn for 

you till 25 years or till the duration of your net-metering agreement with the utility. 
 

 
                          [Sample Electricity Bill before and after net-metering] 
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[Mr. Saumitra Chakraborty, B.E. (Electrical) 1995 is an Alumnus of Tripura 
Engineering College and is presently working as a Director & CEO of MISUN 
Energy Private Limited, Mumbai, a company engaged in the field of solar energy 
generation projects.   He is also an Alumnus of INSEAD France, a premium top-
ranked global business school in Europe.   He had previously worked in leadership 
positions with few global majors in power sector viz. Schneider Electric, Alstom, 
ABB and RPG Group. He has more than two decades of rich and diverse experience 
in engineering, project management & marketing of power generation, transmission 
and distribution projects pan-India and overseas including Africa, Middle East and 
South East Asian countries. He is also an avid music lover and has performed in 
various inhouse events of the Alumni association. He is reachable at e-mail 
Saumitra.chakraborty@misunenergy.com.] 
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Industry 4.0 revolution – Do we have the skills? 

Anirban Baidya, 1998 Mechanical 

 

Industry 4.0 – The Smart Factory & Beyond 
 

The Industry 4.0 originates from a project in the high-tech strategy of the German 

government. 
 

The Industrial revolution: 

Industry 1.0 : Mechanization of the production using water and steam power 

Industry 2.0 : Electricity became the prime source of power. We created steel and 
built assembly lines and welcomed in a new age of mass production 

Industry 3.0 : Information became the next ‗revolution‘ from the 1950‘s to the 1970‘s. 
The invention and manufacture of electronic devices, such as the 
transistor and, later, integrated circuit chips, made it possible to more 
fully automate individual machines to supplement or replace operators. 
Everything started to become digital and elements of manufacturing 
moved into automation and robotics 

Industry 4.0 : Industry 4.0 connects the internet of things (IOT) with manufacturing 
techniques to enable systems to share information, analyze it and use it 
to guide intelligent actions. Machines are starting to support we 
humans to make decisions and do work for us in areas too hazardous 
for us to go, or with tasks too complex 

 

 
 

 

For a factory or system to be considered Industry 4.0, it must include: 

Interoperability — machines, devices, sensors and people that connect and communicate 

with one another. 

Information transparency — the systems create a virtual copy of the physical world 

through sensor data in order to contextualize information. 

Source: BCG-CII Report on Next Generation Manufacturing 
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Technical assistance — both the ability of the systems to support humans in making 

decisions and solving problems and the ability to assist humans with tasks that are too 

difficult or unsafe for humans. 

 

Decentralized decision-making — the ability of cyber-physical systems to make simple 

decisions on their own and become as autonomous as possible. 

Technological advances driving the Industry 4.0 transformation:  

 

 

Human skills needed in the Industry 4.0 Era: Learning as a lifestyle 

Industry 4.0 transformation is rapidly changing the way we work. Artificial Intelligence 

and Robotics are bringing in paradigm shift and disruptions in employment. The usage of 

complex cognitive skills are gaining demand, requiring people to continuously adopt and 

learn new skills to keep up with the machines to interpret their results and make complex 

decisions. 
 

Top 10 skills to be relevant in Industry 4.0: 

 

Source: www.i-scoop.eu/industry-4-0/ 

http://www.i-scoop.eu/industry-4-0/
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“ Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn as if you were to live forever.” – 
Mahatma Gandhi 
 

References: 
 BCG-CII report on Next Generation Manufacturing 

 I-Scoop, www.i-scoop.eu 

 EY report on Industry 4.0 

 https://www.ibm.com/blogs/internet-of-things/industry-4-0-industrial-framework/ 
 
 
 
 

 

 

[Anirban is an IT Professional with 15+ years of diverse experience in 
Software Application development and maintenance projects leading teams 
across geographies and delivering services and solutions for Telecom, 
Banking and Manufacturing customers in North America, Continental 
Europe, Nordics and India. 
 
He is currently working as Program Manager with Tieto (www.tieto.com ), 
one of the largest IT service providers in Nordics. In the past he has worked 
with companies like Cognizant, Capgemini and Tech Mahindra. 

His specialities include End2End Delivery Management in Service Integration and Management 
(SIAM) outsourcing model, Program Management, and Pre-Sales solution for Enterprise 
Applications. 
 
He is a B E in Mechanical from Tripura Engineering College in 1998 and post graduate in Business 
Management, a certified PMP, and certified in ITIL V3 Foundation. 
 
He lives with his family in Pune, India. He is married to Ms. Sayantini Baidya and they have an 8-
year-old son, Arahan Baidya. He is a photography enthusiast and his special area of interest is 
Street photography and Portrait Photography.] 

http://www.i-scoop.eu/
https://www.ibm.com/blogs/internet-of-things/industry-4-0-industrial-framework/
http://www.tieto.com/
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Energy for future: attention to sustainability 

Dr Sumit Bhowmik, 1999 Mechanical 

 

Energy is the decisive part of modern life. No one can think a single moment without the 

uses of energy. But does the energy we use in our daily life is the correct one or we should 

move for any alternative energy to attain a sustainable future? Answering this question 

anyone‘s mind would be full of various issues of energy. This short note focuses only on 

the various sustainability issues of future clean energy potential. In general terms, 

sustainability of energy is the endurance of any systems and processes. It is still 

anevolving issue where new ideas of sustainability are continuing to emerge. 

Sustainability of energy mainly depends on five core parameters, namely economic, social, 

environmental, technical and institutional sustainability respectively. Though other 

parameters could be present, the above five parameters give a strong representation of the 

multidimensionality of green energy sustainability and if, well captured, a very strong 

initiation of defining sustainable energy access is discussed below. 
 

Economic sustainability evaluates whether the energy supply is cost effective and 

affordable. Cost effectiveness is required to ensure that energy investments are 

economically viable to encourage reinvestment in the system which promotes 

sustainability. Afford - ability also ensures that the supplied energy is not just physically 

available, but actually accessible to society because they can afford to consume it. The two 

complement each other to ensure the sustainability of the supply system. If the supplied 

energy is too costly, society cannot consume it and thus, the suppliers do not get any 

return for their investment leading to shrinkage or final abandonment of the system. 

Economic sustainability can therefore be assessed by observing the share of energy used 

for productive purposes and the efficiency with which the productivity is done. 
 

Social sustainability assesses the distributional effect of energy on the society. It measures 
the acceptability and accessibility of energy supply by all in the society. Society will accept 
what it sees as fair and giving equal opportunity for every - one.  

 

Environmental sustainability aims to reduce the negative impact on energy used on 

society and to extend the positive ones. The environment as the repository for resources 

and the sink to wastes has the similitude of a chemical reaction to an enclosed system. It is 

self-controlling: it initially provides the inputs for the reaction to take place. But as the 

reaction progresses, finite inputs are used up and released wastes start acting as inhibitors 

to further reaction; slowing it down until it finally comes back to a halt if no external 

interference is allowed to perpetuate it. Climate change has been largely attributed to the 

stocks of CO2 emissions of the atmosphere released by the combustion of fossil fuels. The 

list of environmental damage to energy systems is limitless. If the present trends are 

therefore allowed to continue, a point of self-limitation will be reached where more 

destruction comes from energy use than benefit. 
 

Technical sustainability is the supply side of the cycle that captures the ability of the 

energy supply system to meet the present and future needs of society reliably, efficiently 

and from clean sources. Technically, the supply system consists of the physical 

infrastructure that defines the configuration of the system and hence the expected output; 

and the resource inputs. Infrastructure includes, among others, oil production setups, 
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transporting pipelines, refineries, and gasification plants. Resource inputs include the 

primary energy resources such as crude oil, coal, natural gas, hydro-power, nuclear or 

renewable energies. The combination of resource inputs and the configuration of the 

infrastructure define the production capacity of the energy system and thus its ability to 

meet the needs of the society at any given time.  
 

Institutional sustainability defines the level of local participation in the management and 

control of the energy system and embodies local ownership and participation, local skill 

base, local regulation and protection of investors and consumers. This is the dimension 

that defines the system structure and framework of processes and where policy decisions 

on the future structure are introduced. The institutions defining the industry structure are 

the tie to the external world and include issues of political stability and foreign policy. 

Therefore, selection of energy sustainability is an important issue in modern era and also 

important for future development. 

 

 

[Sumit Bhowmik, working as an Assistant Professor in Department of 
Mechanical Engineering, NIT Silchar from January 2013. He has done his 
graduation in Mechanical Engineering from Tripura Engineering College 
(now known as NIT Agartala) in 1999. He received his master degree and 
PhD from Jadavpur University in 2004 and 2014 respectively. He has 
published more than 20 International Journal Papers in reputed journal 
and supervised number of research scholars. He is handling sponsored 
projects of Rs 250 lakhs funded by DST and CPRI, GoI.]  

 

 

 
 

Amiya Ranjan Das of 1992 Civil with Kabari (Spouse) and Antardeep (Son)  
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Phase Change Memory (PCM): A New Generation of Memory 

Technology 

Chandasree Das, 2002 Elect 
 

Introduction 
 

The field of amorphous and disordered materials created not only a basic new area of 

science, but it has contributed totoo many new technologies. Amorphicity and disorder 

opened up new degrees of freedom that by-pass the constraint of crystalline periodicity. 

Amorphous or glassy materials are structurally disordered and they lack long range 

periodic order in the arrangement of their atomic structure. There are many materials that 

constitute the category of glassy materials; however, certain unique properties make 

chalcogenide glassy semiconductors containing one or more chalcogen elements, S, Se and 

Te, very interesting for various applications.Phase change materials are one of the kinds of 

amorphous materials which can change its state from amorphous to crystalline 

&crystalline to amorphouswith the application of suitable electric field.The process of 

converting the state from amorphous to crystalline is known as SET process and further to 

convert the state from crystalline to amorphous is known as RESET process.This unique 

property of chalcogenide glasses is finding its application in future generation of non-

volatile memory technologies.  
 

History of Phase Change Memories 
 

Stanford Ovshinsky is generally credited as the inventor of phase change materials for 

information storage. The discovery of phase changing electrical characteristicsdates back 

to the early1900s in the little known and seldom cited pioneering work of Alan Tower 

Waterman of Yale University. While studying thermionic emission of certain hot salt, 

Waterman noted some peculiaritiesin the conductivity of MoS2. He observed a large 

negative coefficient of resistance of the MoS2 with respect to temperature inasmuch Ohm‘s 

law is not obeyed. This large negative coefficient of resistivity is typical of semiconducting 

chalcogenide materials. 
 

Waterman‘s finding on the peculiar conductivity characteristic of MoS2 drew little 

attention since no practical application could have been envisioned with this characteristic 

before the first electronic computer was built. The basic principle of the electronic 

computer was introduced by Alan Turning in 1936 at Cambridge University. In 1939, John 

Vincent Atanasoff built the first electronic computer. The electronic part of the computer 

worked successfully but the mechanical memory card- reader often introduced fatal errors 

rendering the computer unreliable. Punched cards, originally invented by Herman 

Hollerith, were used in early computers in intensive statistic tabulation. 
 

In 1947, Turning emphasized the need of a particular form of memory for storing 

instruction and data aiming at replacing the paper punched cards. The development of 

magnetic core memory in the 1950‘s provided a fast and reliable main memory system for 

early commercial electronic computers. A solid-state memory was more desirable 

particularly with the rapid advance of the transistor electronics since the invention of the 

junction transistor by John Bardeen, Walter Brattain and William Shockley unveiled by 

Bell Labs in 1948. The invention of the integrated circuit by Jack Kilby in 1958 at Texas 
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instruments enabled dense transistor-transistor logic circuits and spurred an explosive 

growth in computer industry. In the late 1960‘s, the non-volatile magnetic core memory 

was replaced by much higher density integrated Random Access Memory or RAM such as 

static RAM or SRAM and Dynamic RAM or DRAM. Both SRAM and DRAM are volatile. 

An alternative high density integrated non-volatile solid-state memory was very much 

desired for the replacement of the non-volatile magnetic core memory. 
 

Since 1950‘s, two terminal resistive memory devices attracted much attention from many 

research scientists and engineers. Two groups of materials received most investigation 

and development: transition/complex metal oxide or semiconductor oxides or 

chalcogenides. 
 

Since 1960, Ovshinsky has been working with amorphous chalcogenides. He developed 

both electrically controlled threshold and memory switching devices. He detailed the 

operation of reversible switching in memory devices composed of 48 at. % tellurium, 30 

at.% arenic, 12 at.% silicon and 10 at.% germanium. The most significant contribution of 

Ovshinsky‘s work is that the practicality of the switching phenomenon was demonstrated 

in continuous successful switching operations of multiple devices over periods of many 

months.  
 

The amount of energy required to switch the phase change memory is directly 

proportional to the volume of phase change material. With the minimum feature size 

shrinking from 10 µm to 100 nm or 55.56 times, the volume which shrunk in cubic 

progression was reduced by as much as 171,468 times. The power required to program 

phase change memory devices made with the 180nm technology seemed reasonably 

competitive. In 1999, Tyler and Parkinson formed a joint venture called Ovonyx with 

Energy conversion devices to commercialize phase change memory as Ovonic unified 

memory.  
 

Immediately after the formation of Ovonyx in 1999, BAE Systems, formerly Lockheed 

Martin, licensed the phase change memory technology for space applications.By virtue of 

the phase change material, phase change memory devices are radiation hard and suitable 

for space applications. With C-RAM as trade mark, BAE introduced the first commercially 

available, radiation hardened phase change memory device in August 2006. It is a 3.3V, 

512-kbit by 8 for a 4-Mbit memory device fabricated in 0.25 µm bulk complimentary 

metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) process. 
 

Phase Change Materials 
 

Over the past thirty years, many materials have been investigated for their suitability as 

phase change materials. Te48As30Si12Ge10 and Te81Ge15Sb2S2 are the materials that 

Ovshinsky used for his first electrical and optical switching experiment, respectively. 

Variation of Ge2Sb2Te5, (Ag, In) doped Sb69Te31 and Ge-In-sn-Sb are currently used in the 

various optical recording formats. 
 

A phase change material that is used in commercial applications like optical recording 

should be able to form glasses, and is characterized by a sufficiently low melting point that 

is attainable by current laser diodes. Furthermore, it should have a stable amorphous 

phase, characterized by high activation energy towards crystallization. It should have a 

high contrast between the amorphous and crystalline state (optical and/or electrical) and 
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should be able to show fast (laser induced) crystallization. Materials that fulfill all these 

requirements often are composed of antimony, tellurium and germanium in various 

ratios, and with possible additions of elements like indium. The following table gives a 

short historical overview of the most important discoveries. 

 

Switching speed of phase change 

materials  

From the time–resolved 

switching studies it has been concluded 

that, phase change materials can be 

molten in a non-thermal melting process 

within times of about 1ps.These 

materials can be found that have 

crystallization times of about 500 ps under optimum conditions in terms of thickness, 

substrate, laser power, duration and wavelength. Much faster data rates could potentially 

be achieved by these materials for the writing process (amorphization) in optical discs as 

well as for the RESET operation in PCRAM devices, while the SET operation seems to be 

limited to times in the hundreds of picoseconds. Much shorter laser pulses can however be 

used to induce crystallization so that the data transfer rate for erasure could potentially 

also be increased. 
 

Wang and co-workers have fabricated a PCRAM device which has shown fastest switching 

using near-field optical lithography and Ge2Sb2Te5 as the phase change material. The 

contact diameter of the phase change material to the lower electrode was between 

hundreds of nanometers and 19 nm which is well below the limits of conventional 

lithography. It was found that both, the fastest SET and RESET pulses able to switch the 

cell, were function of the cell size and decreased as cell size was reduced. The fastest 

SET/RESET pulse varied from 90 ns/1.5 ns for 500 nm cell to only 2.5 ns/0.4 ns for 19 

nm cells. 

 

Chalcogenide phase change memories for Non-Volatile Random 

AccessMemory (NVRAM) applications 
 

Phase Change Random Access Memory (PCRAM), also known as the Ovonic Unified 

Memory (OUM), is a very promising candidate for the next generation non-

volatilememory having the performance compared to flash and at the same time 

scalable beyond flash technology. The general advantages of PCRAMs are the large 

scaling capability, easy integration, low voltages of operation and high data retention. 

Unlike conventional flash non-volatile memories, where long erase sequences are 

needed prior to writing data, chalcogenide elements can be directly over-written 

without the need for first erasing the previous stored state.  
 

The electrical SET process, during which the permanent storage of information is 

achievedinaPCRAM, depends on the phase change from the amorphous to crystalline 

state, induced by the applied current pulse. Similarly, the RESET process is 

accomplished by applying a higher and sharper current pulse, during which local 

melting and re-solidification into the amorphous state of the conducting crystalline 

Year Composition 

1968 Te48As30Si12Ge10 

1971 Te81Ge15Sb2S2 

1986 GeTe 

1987 GeTe-Sb2Te3, (Ge2Sb2Te5, GeSb2Te4) 

1991 (Ag,In) doped Sb69Te31 

2003 Ge-In-Sn-Sb 
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region formed during the SET process. The recorded information can be read easily 

because the amorphous and crystalline states have very different 

electricalresistancesshown in figure below. The following table compares  operational 

parameters of various non-volatile memories such as flash, Ferro Electric Random 

Access Memory (FERAM),Magnetic Random Access Memory (MRAM)and the PCRAM. 
 

Parameters Flash FERAM MRAM PCM 

Celltype NOR1T NAND1T 1T/1C 1T/1R 1T/1R 

Cellsize (F
2

) 
10 5 30-100 10-30 8-10 

Endurance 
(write/read) 

10
8
/lnf 10

12
/10

12
 >10

14
/lnf >10

12
/lnf 

Readtime (random) 60ns 60ns serial 80+80ns 
read+write 
destructive 

read 

30ns 60ns 

Write time (byte) 1µs 200µs/page 30ns 10ns 

Erasetime(byte) 1s/sector 2ms/block 30ns 100ns 

Scalability Fair Poor Poor Good 

Multibit capability Yes No No Yes 

 

Comparison of operational parameters of Flash, FERAM, MRAM, and PCM. 
 

 
 

The above figure shows the principle of operation of a chalcogenide phase change 

memory indicating the structural and resistance changes during the SET and RESET 

operations. There are several investigations carried out to understand the physics of the 

SET- RESET processes and to optimize the electrical parameters such as pulse amplitude, 

source resistance, pulse width, cell structure, etc. The reduction in the RESET current is 

one of the most crucial parameters for developing high-density (lower programming 

volume) PCRAMs.The importance of small programming volume and an optimized 

thermal environment for phase change nonvolatile cell design has been pointed out. Also, 

many attempts have been made to reduce the RESET current by modifying the device 

structure or by doping with other elements to reduce the melting temperature and to 

increase the crystalline resistivity. The recent PCRAM cell designs are striving to achieve 

a scalable technology with reduced programming currents. 
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It is also interesting to note here that the chalcogenide memories are not restricted to 

PCRAM applications but also find place in cognitive computing, reconfigurable logic 

circuits, etc. While the mass production of general purpose phase change memory 

products for computers and consumer applications are still years away, the industries 

are busy with activities in the development of production worthy high-density phase 

change memory devices. 
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RAMJET  & SCRAMJET ENGINE TECHNOLOGY 

 

Bireswar Paul, 2006 Mech 
 
A jet engine is a reaction engine discharging a fast-moving jet that generates thrust by jet 

propulsion. This broad definition includes airbreathing jet engines (turbojets, turbofans, 

ramjets, and scramjets) and non-airbreathing jet engines (such as rocket engines). In 

general, jet engines are combustion engines. 
 

In common parlance, the term jet engine loosely refers to an internal combustion 

airbreathing jet engine. These typically feature a rotating air compressor powered by a 

turbine, with the leftover power providing thrust via a propelling nozzle — this process is 

known as the Brayton thermodynamic cycle. Jet aircraft use such engines for long-

distance travel. Early jet aircraft used turbojet engines which were relatively inefficient for 

subsonic flight. Modern subsonic jet aircraft usually use more complex high-bypass 

turbofan engines. These engines offer high speed and greater fuel efficiency than piston 

and propeller aeroengines over long distances. 

  
Fig.: Thrust generation techniques. (Source: 

NPTEL) 

Fig.: Propulsion technologies for 

different flight Mach numbers 

 

Present study focuses on the Ram powered supersonic (M > 1) engines. 
 

Ram powered jet engines are airbreathing engines similar to gas turbine engines and they 

both follow the Brayton cycle. Gas turbine and ram powered engines differ, however, in 

how they compress the incoming airflow. Whereas gas turbine engines use axial or 

centrifugal compressors to compress incoming air, ram engines rely only on air 

compressed through the inlet or diffuser. Ram powered engines are considered the most 

simple type of air breathing jet engine because they can contain no moving parts. 
 

BRIEF HISTORY 

 The ramjet was conceived in 1913 by French inventor René Lorin, who was granted a 

patent for his device. Attempts to build a prototype failed due to inadequate materials 

 In the Soviet Union, a theory of supersonic ramjet engines was presented in 1928 

by Boris Stechkin. Yuri Pobedonostsev, chief of GIRD's 3rd Brigade, carried out a great 

deal of research into ramjet engines. The first engine, the GIRD-04, was designed by 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ren%C3%A9_Lorin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boris_Stechkin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GIRD
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I.A. Merkulov and tested in April 1933. To simulate supersonic flight, it was fed by air 

compressed to 20,000 kilopascals (200 atm), and was fueled with hydrogen.  

 In 1936, Hellmuth Walter constructed a test engine powered by natural gas. 

Theoretical work was carried out at BMW and Junkers, as well as DFL. In 

1941, EugenSänger of DFL proposed a ramjet engine with a very high combustion 

chamber temperature. He constructed very large ramjet pipes with 500 millimetres 

(20 in) and 1,000 millimetres (39 in) diameter and carried out combustion tests on 

lorries and on a special test rig on a Dornier Do 17Z at flight speeds of up to 200 

metres per second (720 km/h). 

 The US Navy developed a series of air-to-air missiles under the name of "Gorgon" 

using different propulsion mechanisms, including ramjet propulsion. The ramjet 

Gorgon IVs, made by Glenn Martin, were tested in 1948 and 1949 at Naval Air Station 

Point Mugu. 
 

The ramjet engine operates on the same cycle as a turbojet.  

•As per the name all the compression in the cycle is made to occur in the intake diffuser, 

producing a significant rise in static pressure.  

•Fuel is burnt in this high pressure air and the mixture is then expanded to ambient static 

pressure through a nozzle system. 

 
Fig. : Schematic of Ramjet Engine. 

 

COMPARING RAMJET AND AIR OTHER BREATHING ENGINES 

The ramjet engine produces power by increasing the momentum of the working fluid by 

induction of energy by combustion of fuel, so that the momentum of the exhaust jet 

exceeds that of the incoming air, on a continuous basis.  

 In contrast to the other air-breathing engines, the working cycle is accomplished 

without additional components of compression and expansion, and also without any 

need for enclosed combustion.  

 Ramjet engine is mechanically the least complicated air-breathing jet engine for thrust 

production for flying vehicles.  
 

COMPONENTS AND WORKING 

Different components in ramjet engines and their working is described below- 

1) DIFFUSER 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hellmuth_Walter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_gas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BMW
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Junkers
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Deutsche_Forschungsanstalt_f%C3%BCr_Luftfahrt&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eugen_S%C3%A4nger
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dornier_Do_17
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gorgon_(U.S._missile)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glenn_L._Martin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naval_Air_Station_Point_Mugu
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naval_Air_Station_Point_Mugu
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naval_Air_Station_Point_Mugu
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 Ramjets try to exploit the very high dynamic pressure within the air approaching the 

intake lip. An efficient intake will recover much of the free stream stagnation pressure, 

which is used to support the combustion and expansion process in the nozzle. 

 Most ramjets operate at supersonic flight speeds and use one or more conical (or 

oblique) shock waves, terminated by a strong normal shock, to slow down the airflow 

to a subsonic velocity at the exit of the intake. Further diffusion is then required to get 

the air velocity down to a suitable level for the combustor. 

 The inlet is divergent, to provide a constant inlet speed of Mach 0.5 (170.15 m/s; 

612.5 km/h). 

2) COMBUSTOR 

As with other jet engines, the combustor's job is to create hot air, by burning a fuel 

with the air at essentially constant pressure. The airflow through the jet engine is 

usually quite high, so sheltered combustion zones are produced by using 'flame 

holders' to stop the flames from blowing out. 

3) NOZZLE 

 The propelling nozzle is a critical part of a ramjet design, since it accelerates exhaust 

flow to produce thrust. 

 For a ramjet operating at a subsonic flight Mach number, exhaust flow is accelerated 

through a converging nozzle. For a supersonic flight Mach number, acceleration is 

typically achieved via a convergent-divergent nozzle. 

 
 

SOME OF THE AIRCRAFTS THAT USE RAMJET ENGINE 
 

 Hiller Hornet (a ramjet-powered helicopter) 

 Focke-Wulf Super Lorin 

 Focke-Wulf Ta 283 

 Focke-Wulf Triebflügel 

 Leduc experimental aircraft 

 Lockheed D-21 

 Lockheed X-7 

 Nord 1500 Griffon 

 Republic XF-103 

 SR-71 Blackbird (Turbojet engines that function as ramjets at mach 1+ speeds.) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dynamic_pressure
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stagnation_pressure
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supersonic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cone_(geometry)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shock_wave
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flame_holder
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flame_holder
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flame_holder
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hiller_Hornet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Focke-Wulf_Super_Lorin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Focke-Wulf_Ta_283
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Focke-Wulf_Triebfl%C3%BCgel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leduc_experimental_aircraft
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lockheed_D-21
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lockheed_X-7
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nord_1500_Griffon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Republic_XF-103
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SR-71_Blackbird
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 Skoda-Kauba Sk P.14 
 

SOME OF THE MISSILES THAT USE RAMJET ENGINE 

 Bomarc 

 BrahMos 

 MBDA Meteor 

 Bristol Bloodhound 

 Bendix RIM-8 Talos 

 Orbital Sciences GQM-163 Coyote 

 North American SM-64 Navaho 

 P-270 Moskit 

 2K12 Kub 

 Akash missile 

 Sea Dart missile 

 2K11 Krug 

 MBDA ASMP 

 Hsiung Feng III 

 P-800 Oniks 

 XASM-3 
 

SCRAMJET ENGINES 

Scramjet stands for Supersonic Combustion ramjet. 

Important characteristics of Scramjet technology are- 

 Combustion takes place in supersonic airflow. 

 It has no turbo machinery. 
 

HISTORY 

• During World War II, a tremendous amount of time and effort were put into 

researching high-speed jet engine and rocket-powered aircraft, predominantly by 

the Germans. 

• After the war, the US and UK took in several German scientists and military 

technologies through Operation to begin putting more emphasis on their own 

weapons development, including jet engines. 

• In the 1950s and 1960s a variety of experimental scramjet engines were built and 

ground tested in the US and the UK. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bomarc_Missile_Program
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BrahMos
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PROGRESS IN 2000 

• In 2000s, significant progress was made in the development of hypersonic 

technology. In June 15, 2007, the US Defense Advanced Research Project Agency 

(DARPA), in cooperation with the Australian Defence Science and Technology 

Organisation (DSTO), announced a successful scramjet flight at Mach10 using 

rocket engines to boost the test vehicle to hypersonic  speeds. 

• On 22 and 23 March 2010, Australian and American defence scientists successfully 

tested a (HIFiRE) hypersonic rocket. It reached an atmospheric velocity of ―more 

than 5,000 kilometres per hour. 

 

COMPARING SCRAMJET TECHNOLOGY WITH TURBOJET AND RAMJET 
 

Figure shows how Scramjet engines are 

different from Turbojet and Ramjet Engines 

in design and components. 

Turbojet uses a compressor driven by 

turbine to compress the air for combustion 

in combustion chamber. 

While, Ramjet and Scramjet engines has 

no turbo machinery and rather uses shock 

waves to compress air at high speeds. 

Scramjet engines operate on the 

same principles as Ramjets, but do not 

decelerate the flow to subsonic velocities (as 

in Ramjets). 

 

Rather, a Scramjet combustor is 

supersonic: the inlet decelerates the flow to a lower Mach number for combustion, after 

which it is accelerated to an even higher Mach number through the nozzle. 
 

COMPONENTS OF SCRAMJET ENGINE 

The Scramjet consists of three basic components: 

1. Converging Inlet 

2. Combustor 

3. Diverging Nozzle 

 

1. INLET 

• The air enters the inlet at supersonic speed. 

• The function of the converging inlet is to compress the incoming air. 

• General Operating Conditions: 

Mach No.: 6 to 2-2.5 

Stagnation pressure: 1-1.3 

MPa 

Temperature: 1850-1950 K 

 

2. COMBUSTOR 
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• The air enters the combustor at supersonic speed. 

• The combustor consists of fuel injectors and is designed in such a way which 

enables it to perform the function of – Uniform mixing of fuel, Ignition and finally 

combustion. 

• General Operating Conditions of Combustor 

Mach No.: 2-2.5 

Stagnation pressure: 0.3-0.4 MPa 

Temperature: 1850-1950 K 
 

3. DIVERGING NOZZLE 

• The heated air is accelerated in the nozzle to produce thrust. 

 

 
4. ISOLATOR AND ITS FUNCTION 

• Isolator is just an extension of the combustion chamber to prevent the normal 

shock to travel to the intake in cases of larger heat additions. 

 

PROPULSION-AIRFRAME INTEGRATED SCRAMJET 

This is a special type of scramjet vehicle in which the scramjet engine is integrated with 

the body so that the forebody works as the converging inlet for compression and the rear 

body is works as diverging section for expansion (as can be seen in the figure below). 
 

 
 

SCRAMJET PROPULSION-FUELS 
 

Following are the scramjet fuels that are proposed and used in scramjet engines with their 

advantages and disadvantages. 
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a) H2 

• Desirable Properties-Gaseous; high diffusivity; lower ignition energy, wide 

flammability limits(4-75%), high calorific value (120MJ/kg); 

• Undesirable Property- low density. 

b) C2H4 

• Desirable Properties-Gaseous; wide flammability limits(2.7-36%) high density;  

• Undesirable Property - lower calorific value (45MJ/kg). 

c) Kerosene 

• Desirable Properties - liquid; higher density; 

• Undesirable Property - lower calorific value(45MJ/kg),narrow flammability 

limit(0.6-4.9); 

d) Effervescent kerosene – Hydrogen gas bubbles are mixed in kerosene and 

therefore incorporate the desirable properties of both the hydrogen and kerosene 

and eliminating the undesired property of low density of hydrogen. 
 

DIFFICULTIES WITH SCRAMJET 

• A Scramjet cannot produce efficient thrust unless boosted to high speed, around 

Mach 5. As a result additional propulsion systems are required. 

• Special cooling is needed. 

• High drag. 

• Low static pressure in combustion chamber, causing very low reaction rates 

between fuel and oxidizer. 
 

APPLICATIONS 

FUTURE CIVIL APPLICATIONS 

Scramjet speed could reach 15 times the speed of sound. An aircraft using this type of jet 

engine could dramatically reduce the time it takes to travel from one place to another, 

potentially putting any place on earth within a 90 minutes flight, i.e. an 18 hour trip to 

Tokyo from New York City becomes a 2 hour flight. 
 

The Future ―Scramjet Airbus‖ 

Scramjet Airbus is conceptualised by aviation 

industry to be around 2050. An ‗Invisible‘ airbus 

would give passengers of floating in the sky & a 360 

view of surrounding with a supersonic speed. 

Additionally, scramjets could be a powerful 

technology for military applications. 

 

RECENT PROGRESS MADE IN SCRAMJET TECHNOLOGY 

• X-43B: A scaled-up version of the X-43A, to be powered by the ISTAR engine. ISTAR 

will use a hydrocarbon-based liquid-rocket mode for initial boost, a ramjet mode for 

speeds above Mach 2.5, and a scramjet mode for speeds above Mach 5 to take it to 

maximum speeds of at least Mach 7. 

• X- 51A: The Boeing X- 51A (WaveRider) is the longest air- breathing hypersonic flight. 

On 1 May 2013, the X-51 Performed its first fully successfully flight test on its fourth 

test flight. Aircraft flew for 210 sec at Mach 5.1 (5400 km/hr) 
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• NASA and industry partners have designed concepts for the Next- generation 

supersonic Transport (SST) planned for deployment by 2030. A passenger jet that 

would fly 300 passengers at more than 2,400 km/hr. 

• The Scramjet engine designed by ISRO uses Hydrogen as fuel and the Oxygen from the 

atmospheric air as the oxidiser, hypersonic flight at Mach 6. ISRO‘s Advanced 

Technology Vehicle (ATV), which is an advanced sounding rocket, was the solid rocket 

booster used for this recent test of Scramjet engines at supersonic conditions.  ATV 

carrying Scramjet engines weighed 3277 kg at lift-off. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

• Scramjet programme is a fast developing field in the present world.  

• There are many applications with scramjet. It provides a cheaper and efficient 

access to space.  

• Scramjet has the potential for supersonic or hypersonic transportation.  

• Scramjet technologies can also be used for advanced military applications. 
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‘ভারত বাাংলাদেশ মমত্রি উেযান’  
সবুদের মাদে অনুম ত্রশল্প ত্রবষ্ময় ও তৃষ্ণার প্রোত্রত উেযান 

 সারা দেদশর কাদেই েষৃ্টান্ত গড়দব। েীক দলাধ। 

 
......াকার ফলষণ শষল এদিন শবাষযয প্রকৃদতষক িয স্বাভী াযা তযনুী দফধফায ভষতাাআ রাগদছর। িীাফরী যফতী াকার ফদৃি 

থাভষতাআ  ষফ ীষতয ভাভায াঅড়াষভাড়া বাঙ্গা যু।ু শবায তখন াাঁচটা। নু্দয নগয দযকল্পনায় াজাষনা দফষরানীয়া ষযয একটি 
নু্দয ড়ষকয ি’ুধাষযয ানফুাদগচায় যঙ শফযষঙয পুর। খফুাআ াঈষবাগয দদয ভাখা দাঈদরয াষন ফাদজভাত হভদিক শবায। দ্রুত 
ছুটষছ গাদড়। কষরজ শকায়ায াড় ষয় শাজা ধাক্কা( ভষন ভষন) িাুআ প্রদতষফী যাষ্ট্র শানায ফাাংরা ও বাযষতয হভদি ক্ষত কাাঁটা তাষযয 
শফড়ায়। ডান দিষক ফাাঁক দনষয় ীত ঘষুভয ীভাি ষযয শবাষযয দনস্তব্ধতা খান খান কষয ছুটষছ গাদড়। ষযয ১নাং টিরায় পয ঙ্গী 

এক াফয প্রাপ্ত দক্ষক িািা ভীযণ হফিযষকষক তুষর দনষয় এফায শাজা ছুাঁ ট । ... জীফষনয ফাাঁধাীন গদিীন ভদুিয াঈল্লাষয। ভদুিয 
াঈল্লাষয কাযণ যাজনগয ব্লষকয ািগষত ূফষ াদকস্থাষনয একাত্তষযয ভদুিমষুেয স্মদৃত ভাখা ভদুি মেু াকষ  শিখষত মাওয়া। াকষ টিয 
যফতী ভষয় নাভাকযণ কযা য় ‘বাযত ফাাংরাষি হভদি াঈিযান’। মদিও এয াঅষগ শফ কষয়কফায াকষ টি শিখা ষয়ষছ। দকন্তু াঅফাযও 
শিখায িদুনষফায টান শচষ ফষদছর ভষন। কাযণ এখাষন দফগত কয় ফছয ধষযাআ শম এদগষয় চরষছ  াঈন্নয়ষনয একগচু্ছ কভষমজ্ঞ। শতা মূ্পণষ 
নতুন াষজাআ শষজ াঈঠষছ শচাত্তাষখারায হভদি াঈিযান। 

 
...তখনও ীতঘষুভ য। কাঁ য়াায ছািষয শভাড়া দফষরানীয়া যষক াঅদড় শকষট শবাষযয নষযাভ াঅষরা ছায়ায ভাষঝ রষুটাটুি 

শখষত শখষত ছুষট চরদছর গাদড়। শচনা জায়গায় াষচনা শি াঅদফষ্কাষযয াভদরন াঅনষন্দয াফগাষন। চরষত চরষত ফায ফায ভন ফরদছর 

শকন ছুষট মাওয়া দফষি দফবূাআ? যূ রাফষনয কভ দকষ াঅভাষিয ফায াঅিষযয ীযা। ীযা াফষতীয দকযাত শি। এাআ দিযুা! 
 
......ফড় াথযীয ষথ ফড় একটা শরাকজন দছর না। ষথ সু্বাষস্থযয খুাঁষজ শবাষয থ চরদত জনা কষয়ক শরাকজনষক শিখা শগর। 

ফঝুা শগর স্বাস্থয যুক্ষায দফলষয় াঅজকার গ্রাভাঞ্চষরয ভানলুষিয ভষধযও ষচতনতা শজষগষছ। ফুষ ানষুযাষধ যাজনগষয গাদড়য াষক্ষায় দছর 

াঅজকাষর (াঅগযতরা) –এয যাজনগষযয াংফাি দদল্প যাভর যকায । এাআ কাকষবাষযয গচু্ছ ভ্রভন ূচীয ানযতভ স্থদত দছর াঈিায 
াাংকৃদতক ঘযানায ভ্রভন াগর মফুক যাভরাআ। শমষত শমষত ফদুঝষয় চরদছর এরাকায় ক্রভ দকবাষফ ডানা দফস্তায কযষছ যাষজযয ফজু 
মষটষনয শানারী ম্ভাফনাগষুরা। তৃষ্ণা শকদিক াবয়াযণয শথষক ফাাআন াকষ , শনৌকা দফাষযয জনয শরক, ভষনাযভ প্রজাদত াঈিযান এফাং 
ফ দকছুষক ছাদড়ষয় াঅগাভী দিষন শিষয ভানদচষি াঅিজষ াদতক হভদিয াক্ষয দষষফ দষযানাষভ াঅায াষক্ষায় থাকা শচাত্তাখরায ‘বাযত 

ফাাংরাষি হভদি াঈিযান’ । শবাষযয শানারী শযাদ্দষুযয ফণষারী তখন শচাত্তাখরায াযূ াজদফতাষনয রাজকু ঘাষয ডগায় ভড়ায প্রস্তুদত 
দনষচ্ছ। এাআ শতা াভানয কষয়কদিন াঅষগও যত-শভি শযাি-ফদৃি াঅয গযভ-ীষতয ভযাযাথন ভাখাভাদখষত যাষজযয জনজীফন দছর 

নাষজার। এ ফছযষয াঈৎফষয িদনগুরোযও ্ভযণ কারষয কযুন যণতদ য় টানা ফয্লণষ। ফাণবাদতষ ভাটদ য় মুগৎ াযিোৎফ ও িী 

াঈৎফ। এফষয ক্লত চদ ভুছষ ক্যভ োনায পরষয নযোভ দ্  ভাথা তুরছদর ভাঠষ। মিদও ফ্মক ধ্ফাংষয াজ্য নদান তখনও 
ছদড়ষয় দছটিষয় চাযদিষক। 

 
    নাদয নগয দদেনগয এফাং গাফযু ছড়া াড় ষয় মখন গাদড় শৌাঁষছ শগর বাযত ফাাংরা হভিী গদযভায াননয দনিষন বাযত ফাাংরা 

হভিী াঈিযাষনয দুফার পটষকয াভষন। শবাষযয গদড়য কাাঁটা তখনও ছয়টা ছুাঁ ষত ফাদক। শচাত্তাষখারায় ষফ জাগদছর হভিী াখীযা । দদয 
জড়াষনা ঘাষয াঅড়ার িয দৃথফীয াঅষরা শিখা রাদপষয় াঈঠদছর শবাষযয নযভ াঅষরা স্দাত গঙাপদড়াং। পটষক াঅষগাআ াষক্ষায় দছর এাআ 

াষকষ য িীঘষদিষনয িাুআ স্থানীয় কভী নীযঞ্জন াঅচামী ও কাজর ীর। এ ি’ুজাআ এখাষন কাজ কষযষছন প্রায় এক িষকয াঈয । ফরা মায় 
িাষনয াঅিষয এযাাআ াঅগষর শযষখষছন দফার াকষ  -প্রাকৃদতক ম্ভায মাফতীয় জৃন দল্প কভষ। দনষজয িাষনয ভষতাাআ। যভ শাাষগ 
শডষক শনয় াষকষ য দবতয। শবতষয া শযষখ াভষন তাকাষতাআ ভষন ড়র াদতয াঊদলয একটি ানবূুদতয কথা -াঅা! দক শিদখরাভ...  

 

শবাষযয াঈিযান এযাআ ভষধযাআ াঅভরু ফিষর শগষছ । কী ানুভ দল্প হফদচষিয শষজ াঈঠষছ চাযদিক। ি’ুশিষয যভ শাাষগয স্মদৃত 
দচহ্ন, দফষিয দিষন াদবন্ন হৃিয় প্রদতষফী ফবু্ধ যাষষ্ট্রয জনয কতটা াকৃদিভ ায়তায াত ফাদড়ষয়দছর বাযত-এাআ ীযা াফষতীয ভানলু। 
াজস্র তাযাআ টুকষযা কযান বা পুটিষয় শতারায শচিা ষয়ষছ ানুভ দল্প কষভষ। ওাড় ফাাংরায দদল্পযা এখাষন এষ ফদষয় শগষছন তাাঁষিয 
শিষয ভদুি াংগ্রাষভয াষনকগষুরা খি দচি। স্মদৃত কথা। শ শিষয মািধুষয ঠিক শমবাষফ যষয়ষছ ভদুিমষুেয স্মদৃত।  
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   স্মদৃত ততাআ াভদরন। ফজু ফনানীয পাাঁষক াঅজও যষয়ষছ ভদুি শমাোষিয ফযফহৃত ফযাঙ্কায। মদিও াষনকটা দফধ্বস্ত। তষফ িাুআটি 
ফযাঙ্কাযষক যক্ষষণয াঈষিযাগও শনওয়া ষয়ষছ। প্রথভত স্থানীয় কদচ কাাঁচাযা শখরাধরুা কযষতা ফষুজ শঘযা এাআ ভিু াঙ্গষন। ২০০১ াষর িাুআ 
িষষয াাং্কৃতদক ও ভৈত্যী ফদনদভয় াঈৎফষ মোগ িদতষ যাজ্মষ এষ ছদরষন ষ িষষয ুারন ি্তযষয ভন্ত্যদ াঅফিুর যফ। এষ ছদরষন 
শচাত্তাষখারায়। শদিন শচাত্তাষখারায ভাটিষত িাাঁদড়ষয় কাষর ভাটি শঠদকষয় াঅষফগ প্রফন ষয় ষড়ন াঅফিরু যফ াষফ। এখান শথষকাআ শম 

দনযাষি প্রদদক্ষত ফাদনীয শরাষকযা একাত্তষযয ভদুি মষুে ঝাাঁদষয় ষড় । ২০০৯ াষরয ১৬ দডষম্বয ফাাংরাষিষয দফজয় দিফষয দিনাআ 
ভদুি শমাোষিয স্মযষণ এখাষন ভদুিমেু স্মদৃত াকষ-এয ূচনা য়। ‘শচাত্তাষখারায় শফষজ াঈঠর ভদুজফষযয স্বাধীণতা শঘালাণায কন্ঠস্বয’ 
াঅজকার দিযুায় াতায় শদিন প্রকাদত য় শ খফয। ২০ শক্টায(১২৫ কাদন) জায়গায াঈয গষড় াঈঠষছ বাযত ফাাংরা হভদিয 

ানযতভ দনিষন ভদুি মেু াকষ । ১৬ দডষম্বয ২০০৯ দবদত্ত মায প্রস্তয স্থাদত ষয়দছর । ‘বাযত ফাাংরা হভদি াঈিযান’- এাআ নতুন নাষভ 
১১ নষবম্বয,২০১০ এয দবদত্ত প্রস্তয নুস্থষান কষযন ফাাংরা শি যকাষযয তদ কারীন যযাষ্ট্র ভদি িী ুভদণ। দছষরন ভিী যাষজযয ভখুযভিী 
ভাদনক যকায ও ভদি ফাির শচৌধযুী ও দজষতি শচৌধযুী দফধায়ক ধুন িা।  াআদতভষধয গ্রাষভান্নয়ন িপ্তয, ূতষ িপ্তয, াঈিযান ও পর চাল 
িপ্তয ও ফন িপ্তষযয শমৌথ াঈষিযাষগাআ গষড় াঈঠষছ যাষজযয এাআ দফষল দ্রিফয স্থান। এখাষন দফসৃ্তত ফষুজয ফষুক গষড় াঈঠষছ ভদুি শমাোষিয 
স্মযষণ ও চযভ দফষিয দিষন িাুআ ফনু্ধযাষষ্ট্রয াভদরন ফনু্ধত্ব ও াকৃদিভ ষমাদগতায াননয দনিষন ও স্মদৃত দফজদড়ত ভুুতষ ষক প্রজষন্য 
কাষছ াঈষন্াদচত কযায ফদরি ও ফযাদতক্রভী প্রয়া এাআ ‘বাযত ফাাংরা শি হভিী াঈিযান’। যষয়ষছ াস্র স্মদৃত। িাুআ শিষয জাতীয় ঙ্গীষতয 

িুৃয শিওয়ার দরখন। দফজয় দিফষ ফঙ্গফনু্ধয জাদতয াঈষদ্দষয বালষণয িৃয । ভদুিমষুেয াজস্র ঘটনাফরী। পুটিষয় শতারা ষচ্ছ দষভন্ট ও 
শটযাষকাটায ানুভ দল্প কষভষয ভধয দিষয় । ভষন ষফ এ শমন এক দুফার াঈন্ুি মািঘুয। যষয়ষছ ফাাযী ফজু পাাঁষক পাাঁষক শিয়ার 
দচি। ূণষ হিষঘষযয াআদন্দযা ভদুজফষযয দফার ভূদতষ । াষয টিরায় নীযফ ার দফতাষনয শকাভার ছায়াষত যষয়ষছ ফাাংরাষিষয দদল্পষিয গড়া 
িুৃয শফ দকছু ানফিয বাকমষ। শচাখ জদুড়ষয় মায় শফ িক্ষ দল্প কভষ শিষখ। শবাষয ছয়টাষত াঈিযাষন ঢুকষতাআ াওয়া শগর াঅগযতরায 
দদল্প াঈত্তভ ভজভুিায  ও যাজীফ শি শক। ি’ুজনাআ গবীয বাষফ ভগ্ন শটযাষকাটায ানুভ দৃিষত শল ফাদণষষয প্রষর দিষত। ফরর প্রায় চায 
ভা ধষয তাযা এখাষন কাজ কযষছ। ীি দভনাষযয দিভ দিষকয শিয়াষর যষয়ষছ াঅগযতরায দল্প করা ভা দফিযারষয়য দদল্পষিয শফ 
দকছু িিুষ াি দল্প কভষ। ভদুিমষুেয স্মযষণ নানা ভুুষতষ য িুৃয ছদফ। ফষুজয ভাষঝ ফাাংরা শিষয ঢাকায ীি দভনাষযয াঅিষর দনভষাষণয 
শল মষাষয় াঅা দভনাযটি। দভনাষযয চাযদিষক যষয়ষছ নযভ ফজু গাদরচা িৃ ঘা। াঅধদুনকফাাযী এর াআ দড াঅষরা স্পট রাাআট। দিন 
কষয়ক াঅষগ একটি িাুঃখজনক ঘটনা ঘষটষছ শখাষন। ভাি  দিন কষয়ক াঅষগ াঈষদ্দয প্রষনাদিত বাষফ িকৃুদতযা শবষঙ্গ শপষরষছ দভনাষযয 
চাযদিষকয শফ দকছু ভূরযফান রাাআট দপটিাংস ।  

 

মষটনাআ এাআ যাষজযয াঅগাভী দিষনয  শানারী ম্ভাফনাভয় বদফলয ৎ দল্প৷ াঅগাভীদিষন এ দল্পাআ শি দফষিষয ভ্রভন ীাষুিয 
কাষছ যাজযফাীয ভনষনয ীযা - ীযাাফষতীষক তুষর ধযষফ৷ যদফঠাকয শমভদন যাজয এফাং াফযাআ যাজনয যাজধানী ষযাফয ও ভদন্দয 
নগযী এফায াঅিষযয াঈিয়ষুযয দফশ্বদযদচত ঘটিষয়দছষরন তাাঁয াভয দৃি কভষ দফজষ ন ও ভকুট-এয ভাধযষভ৷ নুাভ ও দযদচদতয ভকুট 
দযষয়দছষরন াঅভয যাষজযফাীয ভাথায়৷ ফরা মায় াঈিয়যু নাষভয দফশ্বায়নও তাাঁযাআ াত ধষয৷  ঠিক শতভদন দফষরানীয়া ভকভাষক এ 
ভয় যাষজযয মষটন ভানদচষি দনষয় মাষফ যাজনগষযয শচাত্তাষখারা। তৃষ্ণা। প্রজাদত াঈিযান। ফাাআন াকষ । চিষুযয াংদত শভরা।  

 

    ক্রভাআ যাষজযয মষটষনয দফার ম্ভাফনাষক জাদগষয় তুরষছ ফতষভান ভষয়য দকছু মষটন শকি৷ যাষজয  যষয়ষছ  াআষডন াঈিযান তথা 
কাশ্মীয খযাত জম্পুাআ াাড় াঅাআকন ভাতাফাদড়, াউনষকাটি,শগাভতী গা শঘাঁষল থাকা মষটষন িয শমৌফনাগভ ঘটা শিফতাভড়ুা ও াাড় গাষিয 

ছদফভড়ুায ছদফ-বাকমষ, ডম্বযু জরপ্রাষতয ভাষঝ াূফষ দ্বী িৃ নাদযষকর কঞ্জ ও  জরদফাষযয দফযর ও শযাভাঞ্চকয াদবজ্ঞতায ষুমাগ। 
ফ দকছুষকাআ  দছষন শঠষর ফায জনয চভক াঅয শযাভাঞ্চকয ফজু কযানবা দনয়য দনষয়এফায াদজয াঅয এক টি মষটন াফ৷  মা 

যাষজযয ফষুক ছদড়ষয় দছটিষয় থাকা য়ষটন ভানদচষি এমাফৎকাষরযভস্ত মষটন শকিষকাআাফযাআ স্র শমাজন দছষন শঠষর শিষফ। 
 

বাযত তথা এ যাষজযয  াকৃদিভ হুৃি প্রদতষফী যাষ্ট্র ফাাংরাষি ত ৎকারীন ূফষ াদকস্তাষনয ভদুি মেু তথা স্বাধীনতা মষুে 
ফনু্ধষি াঅভাষিয বাযত দফষলত এযাষজযয ভানষুলয যর ষমাদগতায াজস্র স্মাযক যষয়ষছ এখাষন৷ ভদুিষমাোয ফযফহৃত ফাঙ্কায মষুেয 
স্মদৃতষত শানাযফাাংরায নানা মািঘুষয থাকা াজস্র স্মাযক যাষজযয এক ঝাাঁক দদল্প িীঘষ শ্রভ ও দনষ্ঠায় পুাঁ টিষয় তুষরছন৷ চাযদিষকাআ মা 
ছদড়ষয় াঅষছ দফসৃ্তত ফষুজয াঅড়ার াঅফডাষর৷ াঅষছ ফাাংরাষিষয দদল্পষিযও িিুষ াি ফ দল্পকভষ৷ যষয়ষছ ীিদভনায৷ শখ ভদুজফয 
যভান ও াআদন্দযা গান্ধীয দুফার প্রদতকৃদত৷  

 
     ফন িপ্তষযয াঅদধকাদযক ভুন দভি দনয়দভত শিখষছন কাজ। এভয় প্রায় নব্বাআ বাগ কাজ াআ মূ্পণষ৷ ফায জনয াঈন্ুি ষচ্ছ 
ীঘ্রাআ৷ চাযদিষকয ভষনাযভ ও িদৃিনন্দন িৃযট ভষনাষভাদত ফজু িষন শিখষতাআ িষক ভাষিযাআ যাণ জুদড়শয় মাষফ৷ এক কথায় ফরাাআ 

মাষফ‘াঅভায ফাদড়য কাষছ এ শম শাআ াঅযদ নগয ’।ভয় স্বল্পতায কাযষণ মষথি ভয় দনষয় াঈষবাগ কযা না শগরও িযূ িদৃিষত াযূ 
রাগদছর শবাষযয শচাত্তাষখারায হভদি াঈিযান। তষফ ভষন ষয়ষছ ফ দকছুয ভাষঝ দকছু িদৃি কটু দকছু িৃয। শিখা শগর দদল্পষিয শিয়ার 
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দরখষন াাফধানতা ফত শফ দকছু ফানান বুষরয নভূনা। ফানাষন বুর দছর ি’ুশিষযাআ জাতীয় ঙ্গীষত। শ গষুরা মথামত জায়গায় ফরা 
য় াংষাধষনয াঈষিযাগ দনষত। াঅাকযা মাষচ্ছ শফ াধাযণ দফলয়গষুরা াংষাধন ষফ। াাাদ ভষন র একটি দফলয় ভাথায় যাখষর 
বদফলযষত এাআ াঈিযানটি যাষজযয মষটন ভানদচষি াইলষণীয় স্থাষন াঈদন্নত ষফ। িযকায শছাট দযষয ষরও দষুিয জনয াঈমিু দফষনািন 
াকষ । শমখাষন থাকষফ ওষিয শখরাধূষরায াঈমিু যঞ্জাভ। িযকায াঈিযাষনয ফাাআষয ফাজাষযয দিভ দিষক একটি দকদনক স্পষটয। নতুফা 
তৃষ্ণায় দকদনক কষয এখাষন খফু শফদ ভয় দনষয় াঈিযাষনয াঈষবাগ কযায ভয় থাকষফ না। কাযণ তৃষ্ণা শথষক এাআ স্থানটিয িযূত্ব প্রায় 
২০ দকদভয াঈয। াঅয একটি দফলষয়ও কতৃষ ষক্ষয নজয শিওয়া িযকায। ভূর পটষকয দনভষাণ শকৌষরও শফ দকছু ত্রুটি যষয়ষছ। দষল্পয 
প্রষয়াজষন  পটষক দির াাআ ফযফায কযা ষয়ষছ শগষুরায ফাাআষয বাযী ও াবঙ্গযু কাাঁচ রাগাষত ষফ। তাষত িষৃু্কদতযা পটক শফষয় াঅয 
শবতষয শমষত াযষফনা। পটষকয াঈষযয দিষকও াঅযও দকছু তীমষক দির পনা রাগাষত ষফ। দনযাত্তায প্রষয়াজষন। ফ শষল াঈিযান 
িপ্তষযয কাষজয মষথি ষুমাগ ও প্রষয়াজনীয়তা ানবূুত ততটা ষমাগ খষুজ াওয়া মায়দন।  

 
 ঘদড়ষত তখন কার প্রায় াঅটটা। শভষিয শবাষয দদয স্দাত ধাষনয নূযাআষয় ড়া দষ তখন শানা শযাদ্দযু দঝরক নতৃয কযষছ। 
ভায়াফী রাগদছর দিগি দফসৃ্তত ধাষনয রিু ফজু শঢাঈ। যাজনগযষক ষথ শযষখ একটি চড়াাআ শবষঙ্গ গাদড় থাভর িগুষাষুয। এখাষন ষথয 
ধাষয থাষকন দনযঞ্জন াঅচামী। তৃষ্ণায প্রজাদত াঈিযাষনয কভী। মায াষতয শছাাঁয়া শষয়াআ প্রদতদিন ডানা ঝাাঁষট ভদুিয স্বাি শষয় মায় 
দকছু ণুষাঙ্গ দফদচি যঙা প্রজাদত। াভাদয়ক ফযফায এাআ শ্রদভক বাাআটিয। এতটা শবাষয াঈিযষনয পটক শখারা থাকায কথা নয়, মদিও 
শখাষন াঅভাষিয শৌাঁষছ মাফায একটা খফয তাাঁয কাষছ শিওয়া দছর। ফাদড়ষত শখাাঁজ দনষতাআ জানা শগর দনযঞ্জন াঅষগাআ ছুষট শগষছ শখাষন। 
দগষয় শিখা শগর ঝাড়ু াষত প্রদতদিষনয াপাাআষয়য কাষজ ডুষফ াঅষছ। ফাগাষনয াভষন গাদড় িাাঁড়াষতাআ াষয ঝাড়ু শছষড় াভষন এষ 

িাাঁড়ায়। এদিনও াঈিযাষন শৌাঁষছ প্রজাদত শিখায তৃষ্ণাও শমন এক তাাংাআ দভষট মায় । ভন জদুড়ষয় মাষফ ফাযাআ। ষয ফু ফাদড়ষতাআ 
াঅজকার এাআটুক ফষুজয দচহ্ন শনাআ । শতা তাষিয প্রজাদত শিখা ভাষন শ শকফর ছড়া ছদফষত। শদিন এখাষন দফদচি যষঙয প্রজাদত শিষখ 
কদচ কাাঁচাষিয শ দক ছুষটাছুটি! এটা ঘটনা শম, ািীন াঈন্নয়ষনয শিায দফলাি িলূষণ দৃথফী শথষক প্রদতদিন াদযষয় মাষচ্ছ াগদুি 
প্রজাদতয াঈদিি, প্রানী ও কীট তঙ্গ। দৃথফীয ফকু শথষক াদযষয় মাওয়া নানা াখী কীট তষঙ্গয নযায় ভানষুলয বাষরাফাায প্রজাদতও 
াঅজকার শতভন শচাষখ ষড় না। এক ভয় স্বপ্ন-যঙীন প্রজাদতয দছষন ছুট রাগাষত শিখা শমত ফাদড়য শছাট্ট দষুিয। াঅজকার শতভন 

াষর াষর প্রজাদতয শিখা শভরাাআ বায । মায ানযতভ কায ণ ক্রভ ফধষভান দযষফ িলূণ। এাআ িলূণ প্রষঙ্গ শদিন ফন কভীযা ফষরন 
াঈিযান াংরগ্ন কৃদল জদভষত কৃলকযা াঅজকার নানা দফলাি কীটনাক ফযফায কষযন। াঅয স্ববাফতাআ শখাষন ছুষট মাফায কাযষণ 

াঈিযাষনয াষনক প্রজাদতষিয ভতুৃয ঘটষছ । কভীযা াংরগ্ন জদভ াদধগ্রষনয প্রষয়াজনীয়তায কথা ফষরন। াঈিযাষনয দযকদল্পত হজফ হফদচি 
াংযক্ষষণয প্রষয়াজষন ওাআ জদভষত জরায় গষড় শতারা শগষর এাআ াঈিযানটিয জনয খফু বাষরা ষত ফষর তাযা াদবভত ফযি কষযন। 
প্রাকৃদতক নযভ রিু ফষুজয াযূ রাফনযখদচত িৃযট ও দফদচি যষঙয প্রজাদত ও াদখয কূজষন াঅনভষনাআ হৃিষয়য গবীয শথষক 

প্রকৃদত শপ্রদভক ভাষিযাআ শফদযষয় াঅষফ একটি ব্দ ‘াাধাযণ’! ফরষফন এ শম জগৎ শযা। এ ও ভষন ষত াষয এয ধাষয কাষছও াঅষত 

াযষফ না শি দফষিষয দদ্বতীয় শকানও প্রজাদত াঈিযান। াঅয়তন খফু শফদ নয়। তষফ বাফনায় াঈিাযতায় এাআ ৫.৫শক্টাযাআ শমন এক 
দিগি দফসৃ্তত দৃথফী। ‘প্রজাদত প্রজাদত, শকাথায় শষর বাাআএভন যদঙ্গন াখা’? এাআ প্রষেয াঈত্তয খুাঁষজ শষত দকাংফা দনষজয শচাষখ শিষখ 
াঅষত প্রজাদতয ডানা গজাষনায যয- াঅষতাআ ষফ। যাষজযয এাআ শযা দফষ্মষয়য কাষছ। ফজু াতায াঅড়াষর থাকা কু্ষ কু্ষ ািা 
দডভ দকবাষফ জীফষনয চাযটি ধা শদযষয় ডানা শভষর াঈষড় শফড়ায় প্রজাদত- প্রদতদিন শকাতূরী িদৃিষত শ দফষ্ময় দনষজয শচাষখ শিখষছন 

িগুষাষুযয নীযঞ্জন াঅচামষ, দযি দফশ্বা(৫৬) টিটু যঞ্জন শিফনাথ(৪০) । কভীযা একভয় দনষয় শগষরন ফাক্স ফন্দী প্রজাদতয শফষড় 
াঈঠায মষায়গষুরা শিখাষত। তায াঅষগও একফায শিখায ষুমাগ ঘষটদছর ফছয শিষড়ক াঅষগ। শম াঈিযাষন একফায এষরাআ প্রকৃদত শপ্রদভ 
ভানলুটিয াঅফাযও ছূষট াঅষত ভন াঅনচান কযষফাআ। বাষরাফাায এাআ দফদচি শৌন্দমষভয় তঙ্গটিষক শিখষত তাাআ াঅষতাআ ষফ এাআ 

প্রজাদতয ফাগাষন। প্রজাদত শিখায তৃষ্ণায এক তাাং শভটাষত । দ ুশথষক ফষুড়া করষক ছুষট াঅষতাআ ষফ । তষফ শখানকায কভীষিয 
ভষত প্রজাদত শিখায বাষরা ভয় শবাষযয শযাি-াঅষরা শপাাঁটায য শথষক কার এগাযটা মষি। ফদৃি দকাংফা াঅষরা াঅাঁধাষয তথা কভ 
াঅষরাষত এষিয শতভন াংখযায় শিখা মায় না। একটি কথা এখাষন াঈষল্লখ কযা পযকায শম এাআ নু্দয জায়গাগষুরায দনয়দভত শিখবার ও 
াঈন্নয়ষনয জনয চাাআ প্রচুয াষথষয। এখাষন াঅজও প্রষফ ভূরয যাখা য়দন। মা দ্রুত ঠিক ওয়া িযকায। নতুফা াঅগাভী দিষন এাআফ 
স্থাষনয যক্ষণাষফক্ষনষম খফুাআ কঠিন ষফ। 
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[েীক দলাধ। মযাকাত্রনকাল ইনত্রিত্রনয়ার (১৯৮৬)।  ফতষভাষন দিুযা যাজয দফিযু ৎ দনগষভ দদনয়য 
ভযানাজায দষষফ শগাভতী াআষরদিকযার াষকষ ষর(াঈিয়ুয) কভষযত। শরখাষরদখষত খ। ফযাদিগত কভষজীফষন ানযানয কাষজয 
াাাদ  িীঘষদিন দফজ্ঞান, ভ্রভন দফলয়ক এফাং যভয যচনা ধভী শৌদখন করভদচ দষষফ দফদবন্ন কাগষজ শরখাষরদখ 
কষযন।(শমাগাষমাগাঃ- ৯৪৩৬১৩১০১২, dipakclodh@gmail.com)] 

 

       

 

 

Debashis Chakraborty of 1992EE with Debapriya (Spouse), Devajyoti (Son) and Diya 
(Daughter)  
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LET’S FIND YOUR AWESOME AGAIN 

Prabir Saha 1992 Electrical 

 

My Dearest Reader Fans, 

 

First of all, I would like to wish all of you a year of becoming awesome again that's 

2018.This story is about a simple woman from a small town who experienced travelling 

through time. In her own words she says.... 

 

The other day as I was driving in solitude, my eyes were getting weary of long drive. It was 

a moonless night, and when you stop your car in the middle of a very desolate road you 

hear the true song of this beautiful nature, is it not? I could hear the sound of crickets for 

sure, strange whistling of leaves which seems to be talking in a language of their own. I 

switched off my car engine but kept the lights on. Slowly the beam of that headlight 

attracted multitudes of nocturnal insects family who seems to be rejoiced seeing light and 

started buzzing around the headlight of the car. Just as if the ray of hope finally found its 

way in their lives.  

 

My besty what a fine soul he is, finally called me to check my whereabouts and more for so 

knowing of my dozing driving habits. He is a caring soul. Being in the western world gave 

me the sense of freedom which we Eastern Europeans of Slavic origin did not ever had. 

We have been raised in a society where men go to war or work and women tend to raise 

the kids and look after the household. Saw my grandmother doing that and so did my 

mum too. Youngest of the seven Slavic siblings I was always independent and spoilt too. I 

was more like a boy in comparison to 6 (six) of my elder sisters. I mastered in music & 

contemporary dancing and took an advanced diploma in this country.  Slowly fell in love 

with this country, decided to live here and married my husband who migrated from Serbia 

and is also a distant cousin. He is a neurologist whom I hardly see at all. He is alive and 

well in his own world. Last year I brought this farm house from the money I saved and 

when he is out on conferences, I come here, stay and work for my next music script. Seems 

to me that nature allows the creative juices to flow within. I met my besty in a music 

concert and instantly the chemistry struck. He is bold, energetic, charismatic and 

charming at the same time with the right dose of eccentricity which an individual must 

possess to do things out of ordinary and mundane life. We started hanging out on the 

music circuit. He is married too and his wife is a dentist who runs her thriving practice. 

Both are exactly opposites of each other, just like me and my husband were. Me and my 

besty had a spark which was quite evident, I felt alive and vibrant when I am around him. 

I deeply adore him and I always find a reason to be around him. I just love him, yeah 

that's right. My heart does not understand these rules and dynamics of the society. It just 

beats and loves and that what heart does, is it not?  

 

As I stood in the front of my car on this dark night, my creative and ever active mind 

suddenly thought what if I would have met my Besty earlier. How would be our life 

then? The sound of that buzz made by the insects in the headlight beam seems to be 

increasing and it put me in a state of deep trance. I remembered the day of that summer of 

http://blog.transformationplus.com/2016/01/lets-find-your-awesome-again.html
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1998 when me and few of my friends were coming towards the city of temples for the first 

time. It was late night and I was desperate to reach the guest house in a brand new colony 

which was just forming. It took me ages to find the guest house where we were booked in. 

I was nervous as tomorrow we had to report sharp at 9AM for our admission and it's 

already 2AM. We quickly slept and as we were tired from the long journey, we 

immediately went snoring. Snoring!!! Yes I do! So what? Next morning was a rush-rush 

and finally we reached there an hour earlier, it was 8AM. The campus was full of people 

walking, chatting, talking and so on. We bunch of 5 girls walking together was obviously a 

centre of attraction. We were very conscious. We saw a group of boys getting ready to stop 

us and suddenly this handsome guy called us from behind. He said, "Hey! Are you the 

ones who have come for the music & drama graduate program of 1998?"  

 

Yes, we said in unison. Atleast he is a better option than those 5. The moment those 5 

lover boys saw him they straightened up and quickly acted normal as if they are bored.  

 

We asked him how did he know that we are here for the admission to music program. My 

first impression started on that very day. He replied, "what would you expect when you 

are carrying your piano case to the university. Either you are here for an admission to 

the music program or you will do a performance. Since I am the person who is 

responsible for selection of music performers for our university and I don't remember of 

any performance today so it must be the girls from Serbia on the exchange program, am 

I right or right?" Oh boy, what an observation. He is sharp, I thought. We got our 

admission and we started our journey. He was 3 years our senior. We soon became best 

friends. I use to hang out with him so much that people use to think that we are dating and 

honestly speaking yes we were. We became each other's greatest giver and we decided to 

become bigger than our problems together. We both wanted to serve humanity and we 

had each other. We felt strength and grace in each other's presence. He graduated next 

year and he went back to his country and I just wanted to be around him. My mind was 

with him and so is my heart now. He started working for a music production company as a 

junior composer. We emailed each other every day and spoke once a week. Two years 

passed like this and I graduated too. My parents wanted me to come back to Serbia but I 

wanted to be with him. I followed my heart and started applying. He helped me to get a 

role of a junior pianist in his company that he worked for. We finally united. I remember 

the day I landed in that foreign country and after my immigration formalities I came out 

and my heart sank as I could not find him. I looked left, then looked at right and then 

somebody whispered in my ears, "Let's build our dreams, now that we are finally 

together". I turned around and saw him wearing the shirt I gave him when he left college, 

I hugged him. I never kissed him until then but could not stop myself, our lips tenderly 

met and locked. I don't know how long we were seeking each other's warmth and longing 

but until a old lady who was waiting for her someone special took one single rose from the 

bunch of roses she was carrying and said, "A Rose will complete it all". I finally decided 

whom I am going to be in the rest of the journey through life. We clutched each other's 

hand and left the airport. This was 2001. Suddenly, a truck passed by me that night and I 

came out of trance. I was back in 2016. My beautiful mind reversed the time to the point 

when I met him. These incident of meeting him is the most vibrant imagination of my 

heart, mind and I everyday wished it could turn for real. I always imagined what would life 
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be if we were together. Well my heart smiles and says, you are still together is it not? The 

phone rang and as if the universe is giving me a sign, my besty said, could you please start 

driving and I am getting worried about you. Can you tell me where you are? My 

husband is sleeping but my besty is awake for me. Is that not love? Yes, you bet it is. I 

promised myself that lets be awesome again. I finally realized where love goes energy 

flows and life grows. I called him and said, "I will reach by 6AM, can you buy me a coffee. 

After I see you then I will do the rest. Let's meet at our usual place". 
 

She started driving again though this time with her besty in her heart. Let's find your 

awesome again by being awesome again. 

 

               

[Prabir Saha passed out from Tripura Engineering College in 1992 
electrical. He has settled in Victoria, Australia. He has the second 
largest community of leadership group in Victoria, Australia. His 
presentations are jam packed and people get major break through in 
life.  He is a blogger too.] 
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Impact of Jio in Indian telecom market and Competition: A 

case study from Indian telecom companies 

        
Saikat Banik, 2002 Mechanical   

 
Introduction: 
 

Reliance Jio Infocom Limited or Jio, is a wholly owned subsidiary company of Reliance 

Industries Limited, headquartered in Mumbai, Maharashtra, provides high speed data, 

voice, streaming services like music, video, instant messaging, chatting, cable TV services 

and other value-added services over its 4G – VoLTE network.  Reliance Jio is the first 

telecom company in India has pan India Unified license. RJIL holds spectrum in 1800 

MHz(Across 14 circles in India), 2300MHz(across 22 circles) capable of offering 4G 

services in 22 circles in India.Reliance Jio also have rolled out 2.5Lacs Km fibre across 

India. The company is also involved in continuous investment in putting more towers, 

fiber rollout to improve network coverage. Jio is the only one company in India who has 

pan India 4G-VoLTE licenses and also does not have owned 2G/3G coverage in India.  For 

2G/3G network access, the company has partnered with RCOM for 2G, Aircel for 3G and 

BSNL for national roaming. Within a 9 month of launch of Jio mobile voice and data 

services on 4G, company has acquired 12.2 Cr of customer which is the largest customer 

acquision in a very short span of time compare other leading telecom players in our 

country. Company is also going to launch wireline enterprise data and voice products by 

the financial year end. 

 

Jio effect on Airtel: 
 

Bharti Airtel is  the leading telecom company in India with having market share of 32% in 

India and third largest telecom company in the world , faced severe financial losses due to 

stiff competition from Jio  Due to the free voice and unlimited data offerings launched in 

last year September 2016 , the net profit of Airtel in two consecutive quarter i.e October to 

December 2016 dipped by 55% from previous year quarter ( October to December 2015)  

and quarter January to March ‘17 by 72% compare to previous year quarter ( January to 

March 2015 to 2016).  Net profit in January to March 2016-2017 declined to 373 Cr.The 

severe revenue declined in Airtel also forced to launch same competitive plans or offering 

with lower EBITDA and profitability to counter attack Jio ‗s offering and also disrupted 

the competition. Similarly, airtel is continuously investing to acquire to new players in the 

marketing. Already Airtel acquired tikona 4G network, Aircel 4G network and Telenor 

company.  Above revenue declined is not only deteriorating airtel ‗s revenue, it has also 

impacted the Indian telecom industry‘s economic health.  Because of Jio‗s  competition , 

Airtel has merged AES (Airtel Enterprise Division) and Telemedia (SMB /SME/Retail 

division)  operation in under one entity airtel, lead to a massive disruption in profitability , 

unsettle of manpower , layoffs and operations.   
 

Jio impact on Vodafone and Idea: 
 

Vodafone is the second largest global telecom company in the world after china telecom 

with having presence of 190 countries and also the second largest telecom company in 

India after Airtel, having market share of 23% in India is also get affected due to the fierce 
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competition from Jio. Vodafone and Idea both have lowered the tariff plan at par with Jio 

to counter strike the Jio and Airtel‘s counter offer With Reliance Jio‘s free services offered 

to market, forced Vodafone and Idea to merge their own operations and network 

consolidation to counter strike the competition with more strength to increase the service 

and give competition to it‘s competitor.  The merger is required between Vodafone and 

Idea as because both the firms want to survive against the ongoing completion from 

Reliance Jio which has invested more money in last three years compared to Vodafone –

Idea have invested in last 10 years.  After the merger between Vodafone and Idea, both 

will be rebranded under new entity and the new entity will cut the overlapping profiles of 

10000 manpower, optimise networks, downsize of retail outlets and operation. 
 

Jio impact on RCOM-MTS and Aircel: 
 

Reliance Communications Limited owned by Anil Ambani faced severe financial losses of 

Rs.1600 Cr and Rs.2200Cr in next financial year.  RCOM already decided to merge with 

Aircel with 50 :50 joint venture to compete the other leading telecom operator in India.  

The merged entity was supposed to be rebranded under new entity i.e Aircom.  This 

merger also lead to RCOM layoff 600 on roll employees and Aircel layoff 700 onroll 

employees.  The jio has completely disrupted the market and unsettle other telecom 

companies. But the merger is being called off due to unprecedented competition from new 

entrants and legal hurdles.  
 

Jio impact on Tata Teleservices:  

Because of severe price war from Reliance Jio, The Tata group company‘s turnover 

declined to Rs.9419Cr in FY 17 from Rs.10588 Cr in FY 16. The rising losses of Tata 

teleservices may be looking for consolidation or merger and acquision with other telecom 

companies to strike the fierce competition with more strength.  Tata Teleservices Ltd and 

Bharti Airtel Ltd already entered in to an agreement to merge consumer mobile business 

of TTSL and TTML in to Airtel due to tough competition faced by Mukesh Ambani led 

Reliance JIO. 
 

Jio impact on Indian economies: 
 

The contribution from the telecom services in our country‘s GDP in FY09 was 2% and now 

it has been declined to 1.2% in FY 17.  With the continuous investment of spectrum 

purchases by telecom operator in last 8 years, this industry did not even to earn the cost of 

capital invested in network, operation, manpower and spectrum fees paid to government 

of India.  But after the entry of Jio in FY16 with aggressive commercial plan arise a severe 

competition to each other in this sector, also it has deteriorated the health of the economic 

condition of all telecom companies.  In the current the state, the industry has problems 

and challenges which are leading to a huge wave of industry consolidation resulted with 

merger-acquision, cost cutting, employee layoffs, network optimisation and complex 

system integration. 
 

Jio and competition effect on Employment: 
 

Consolidation is not only the solution in Indian telecom sector to revive in the market, 

need to develop telecom infrastructure in rural area since 70% of Indian rural sector is 

untapped by the telcos which can increase revenue of our country. Though the Jio has 

created the employment opportunities for our country but also due to rising competition 
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in the telecom sector from Jio, the competition has taken away the employment 

opportunities from market which is an alarming situation to our economy and growth.In 

this case Government has to take stern actions about the competition and also to take 

control over pricing part of all telecos still the economic improvement in this sector.   

Otherwise due to the consolidation this telcom sector will cut huge number of jobs in 

coming times.   
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[Saikat Banik, BDM- NC,Delhi (Vodafone). BE(Mechanical/2002) from TEC-
NITA, MBA(NIMT), Pursuing Ph.D (Management ) from G D Goenka 
University] 

 

  
 
 

 

Susanta Pal of 1992 Mech with Jaya  (Spouse) and Anubhav (Son) 
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My Travel Blog : KumbhMela, Nasik 2015 

 

Avishek Datta,  2011 Production 

 

 
 

In the way to nirvana, Nasik KumbhMela 

Our Journey started on Saturday, 12th September 2015 from Thane, Mumbai and within 1 

hour 30 minutes we reached to Kasara by local train. From Kasara we took a shared cab 

and reached to Nasik in another 1 hour 30 Minutes. Around 9:30 AM we reached Nasik 

and had our breakfast and waited for our friend Rahul. 
 

  
  

  

https://candidphotoclicks.com/2015/09/20/title-1/
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Rahul is born and bought up in Nasik and our trip might not be so easy if we don‘t have 

Rahul with us to guide. A car was arranged by him and his brother,Sagar to visit the 

nearby places of Nasik. Initially we thought of going by Bike but thanks to the rainy season 

we dropped the plan. 
 

  
  

  
 

Kumbh Mela held on every three years in each of the four different places – Allahabad, 

Haridwar, Nasik and Ujjain, returning to each of the four places after a gap of twelve 

years.  Fortunately, we were able to reach Nasik one day before of the second ShahiSnan 

and visit many places nearby like Sula Vineyards, Gangapur Dam, Victoria Bridge, 

Trimbakeshwar, Ram Kund, SitaKund, Panchbati, Sadhu Gram etc. 
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As Rahul and Sagar arranged a flat, we had no issue for accommodation as during these 

days there are very few hotels available and if you don‘t book rooms well before you might 

not get much options to stay. 
 

  

  
 

Well, during the second ShahiSnan day on 13th September 2015 we didn‘t get chance to 

visit the Ramkund as most of the places were cordoned off by police due to security 

reason. Any way we were able to saw the Sadhus during their returning journey after the 

Snan (Bath). 
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We visited Trimbakeshwar one day before of the ShahiSnan to avoid the heavy rush as the 

place is very small in terms of Area. Trimbakeshwar is mainly for the Devotees of Shiva 

and one can see many Naga Sadhus there. 
 

   
 

Overall the trip was awesome and able to click few good photos and experienced a 

wonderful time in a wonderful place. 
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There are few important checklists I think I should share if anyone interested to visit the 

KumbhMela in future: 
 

1. Reach the place one or two days before and observe the place. 

2. Make arrangement of your stay well before in hotels or lodges. 

3. Try to talk with the Naga Sadhus in Trimbakeshwar if you can. They also might be happy 

to give you pose for photography. 

4. Try to talk with local people or police or gather information by any means about the 

ShahiSnan day. 

5. If you want to take bath, then please do it in early morning when the rush used to be less. 

6. Don‘t think of travel by personal vehicles during ShahiSnan day inside the city as the 

traffic rule used to be very strict during those days. 

7. Wear very light clothes, Sandals and carry Umbrella, Raincoat, Water and light snacks 

always with you. 

8. Be careful with your photographic equipment as there will be always huge crowd during 

the Kumbh Mela. 

9. If you can manage media passes, then you can easily go to the places which are restricted 

for local people. 

10. You have to walk a lot during the day of Shahi Snan so be prepared well before. 

11. It is always great to know the historical importance of any place before visiting the place 

and you can get those information easily in google or http://www.kumbhamela.net/origin-

of-kumbha-mela.html 

   

http://www.kumbhamela.net/origin-of-kumbha-mela.html
http://www.kumbhamela.net/origin-of-kumbha-mela.html
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If you enjoyed this travel blog then don‘t forget to visit my website 

https://candidphotoclicks.com/to get regular updates on my Photographic journey. 

 

 

[Avishek started his career as an IT professional after completion of his Production 
Engineering Degree from NIT Agartala in 2011. He is currently working in 
Cognizant, Paris for a pharmaceutical client.  
 

Photography is Avishek's passion and regularly writes blogs 
(candidphotoclicks.com) apart from his profession.] 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

                          Rupam K Dasgupta of 1992 Mech with his family 

 

           

 

https://candidphotoclicks.com/
http://candidphotoclicks.com/
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Life Never Give You Second Chance And Even If It Gives, 

You Need To Be Very Careful In Choosing Your Priorities 

 

Gaurav Kumar Jha, 2016 Electr & Comm 
 

 

I have very good friends all around the corner of this beautiful India and the most 

important thing is we are in touch not via FB,WhatsApp BUT on call.Whenever we are free 

once in a month we all talk to each other randomly.This is something i really feel great 

about.I have already written one post in my BLOG that life is more than a device 

and in this post i am going to share a post of,one of my close friend who 

helped me to continue this blog further: by writing her personal opinion on 

this. So for the next few minutes she will be your blog teller.Just look at her experience in 

life that is much beyond this device. 
 

Here she goes- 
 

I was sipping my coffee on a lone sunny afternoon when my eyes rested upon a junior girl 

who was talking over the phone and I have assumed that to be her admirer on the other 

side, she was sounding good, blushing now and then. Seeing her my mind flooded back to 

the days of my second college year where I too was sunken in her state at that point of 

time and I tossed back to where I am sitting now. I was in my second year when I fell in 

the trap called "LOVE", sometimes I think did it started because I was actually in love or 

was just a hormonal rage??but seconds later my racy heart nods his head in denial, okay 

so all this started over Facebook we just known each other virtually and fell in love rather I 

was, he was just pretending and after 3 and half months he got tired of pretending and 

said that he regrets and left, so you see all these while I fell in love with a person who was 

fictitious, whose words were fictitious, the whole thing was fictitious.....damn!!!! As a girl 

of that late teen and early twenty phase I went into depression and wat realising 

nothing....and these all stuff going on more for one year, me texting him, calling him, he 

ignoring, sometimes concerning, went like to and fro motion and my feelings too tossed 

like that. But you know God had some other plans...a few months later suddenly I lost the 

most precious person in my life my dad the person who truly loved me, my first best 

person of my life, he succumbed to complications of diabetes mellitus and I was so naive 

that even on that day I called him first to let him know about it and I was such a fool, 

instead of giving his shoulder during my tough time he just left. I went into major 

depressive disorder firstly because I lost my dad and secondly I expected a lot from him, I 

was dependent and thirdly because I was a topper of my university and succumbed to 

supple that same year. That was the worst phase of my life I started getting insomnia, 

anxiety disorder, bulimiaetc etc.. I was in rehabilitation at Vellore CMC for one month that 

was an eye-opening phase for me. Coming back at home one day I realised that I will come 

out of it I cannot let go of myself like this...I slept that day for 9 hours and woke up next 

day, the very first thing which I did was deactivating my watsapp, Facebook and other 

social platform where I had made an account , broke both my sim cards and threw my 

phone to dustbin, I made routine of my diet, exercise and studies , I gotta 6 months of my 

supplementary mbbs exam and I had to bring back my to my true self. In these 6 months I 

just spent with myself, working on myself, realising who I am, what I am for and what I 

want to do in life. Gradually I realised these points:- 
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1. Only and only you have the power to control your mind and body, only you 

can pull yourself out of your misery. 

2. This life which we live virtually is fictitious, you cannot get attached to 

rather dependent on fictional person, feelings etc. 

3. No one can love you more than your parents and most importantly you 

yourself and if anyone says that they love you it can be either of two reasons 

first they just need you to fulfil their work secondly they are just fooling 

around you cause there is nothing called true love in this world full of trap. 

4. Only you can get depended on yourself and not on anybody. 

5. Only you can protect yourself and not by anybody. 

6. There is nothing called hope and expectations.  

7. Every individual has the right to choose their own path, if anyone has left it 

was their individual choice and you cannot blame them. 
 

Thus gradually I pulled myself from my depression and raised my head as a strong headed 

person....actually you know, when my dad died I realised that his love was so enormous 

that my love for my love felt so small. So just a silly virtual thing turned out to be 

something bigger might be because I am an emotional person but it happens now and 

then to every person I see concentrating over the phone, Facebook, WhatsApp Instagram 

and all.. People today have forgotten to live their own lives, inner peace is something 

which every individual crave for but gets drowned by the world of fiction, fake 

stuff....especially they forget to live in a moment, in a reality. I know I do love him 

wholeheartedly and I will always but I won't be able to be in a relationship with anyone 

anymore I realised I am not capable enough for all these, I tried to be in a relationship 

even after that with other people (string attached or not attached) but that feeling of love 

which serotonin secrets feel to have inhibited within me....and am happy to have found 

myself my true self....I have succeeded. So I have a view, you see I feel it's paradox, human 

being easily adopts to anything, you see it was I who trapped myself in virtual fictitious 

world and it was I who pulled myself back. You need to make mistake to straighten your 

path, human make their own fate and opportunity, it's in our hand. I do feel social 

platforms should be age restricted and rules should be howled over all these and save the 

youth from self-destruction. its hampering mental health a lot. The government should 

take an initiative to help in these. 

## mental health is priority ## love is fictitious, LIFE is not ## learn to shake your own 

world, fucking the rest. ## take your own steering so that you don't blame others later. 

##depend on yourself, protect yourself  ## live survive smile. 
 

Finally, I realised I have turned into a matured woman to fight in this battle of life. 

LAUGH#LEARN#LEAD#LIVE 

#BALANCE THE IMBALANCE 

 

 

[Gaurav Kumar Jha, but with time campus name as Gaurav raja, graduated in 
Electronics and Communication in 2016.Currently working in Johnson controls 
in Pune.To him life is short and each and every moment is important.For his 
Alma mater, thanks will be very little word to describe but yes in any form will 
always be associated with his Alma mater. He was Student of The Year of 2016.] 
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আতভ বফেঁহে আতি 
 বদফরীনা বট্টাোম , ২০১৭, Electronics & Communication  

 

দগূ াূহজা ২০১৬, ভনিা জাতন বকহনা খাযা তিহরা, কহরজ বল হত েহরতির, ফন্ধুযা আরাদা 

হথ া েঁিহত েরতিরাভ, বল হত েহরতির জীফহনয ফ বথহখ আযাভদােক ফ  ‚িািজীফন‛ 

অহনকতদন ধহযই বকান এক না জানা কাযহন ভন তফলন্ন । স্ববাফ তখি্ তখহি হে উহেতির । ভা ফাফায 

আহনকফায ফরা হেও ূহজা বদখহত বফহযারাভ না। অষ্টভী-য তদন ভাহেয অনুহযাধ না বপরহত বহয, 

নতূন কূতত িা গাহে জতহে বফতযহে রাভ ভাহেয াহথ। 

  

আভাহদয ফাত বথহক তকিুিা া েঁিহরই, হযয অনযতভ ক্লাহফয ভহধয একটি বদফন্ধু 

তেত্তযঞ্জন ক্লাফ। আভায ফেী অনয় বভহেযা ত্রজন্ অথফা তভতন স্কাি হ ফন্ধুহদয াহথ া েঁিতির, 

ভাহেয হে া েঁিহত তকিুিা অস্বত্রি হরও ভাহেয ভন যাখায জনয া েঁিতিরাভ। আহরায ভারাে জ্জিত 

বই ফুতদহনয  বদখা অহেনা গতরথ তদহে। েরহত েরহত োৎ বদখা হে বগহরা এক দযূ-ম্পতকে 

আত্মীোয হে । ম্পহক তততন আভায ভাভী এফং ওনায হেয বভহেটি মথাতযতত আভায তদতদ। 

এম্পহক ফতর এই তদতদ বিাি বথহক ফাহতয তফলভ ফযাথায বযাগী। েরাহপযা বই ভহতা কহয উেহত 

াহযনা তফুও অদভয াহয বজাহ B.A.  া কহয এখন M.A. কযহি এফং োকযীয বেস্টাও 

োরাহে। অস্টভীয যাহত তদতদয কথা শুহন এক নতূন, ত্রজতনল তখরাভ, আভায ভা তদতদহক প্রশ্ন কহযত 

তদতদ ফরর, প্রতততদন ৩-৪ িা ঔলধ খাই তফুও ফযাথা ে – তকন্তু ফযথায জােগাে, আতভ আভায, অুস্থ 

ফহর তক ূহজা দখহফানা ? আতভ িাা বম তফধফা ভাহেয আয বকউ বনই। বক বদখাহফ উনাহক োকুয ? 

এই দগূ া ূহজায জভজভাি ন্ধযাে ঘহয থাকহত কায বার রাহগ ফহরা ? তাই বযাজ বফহযাই, বফী দযূ 

মাই না, দু ততনহি ূহজা বদতখ, ত্রজতরত োনােুয খাই ফাত তপহয মাই, আভায বতা খুফ ভজা রাহগ। োকুয 

আভাহক েু কযহরও অন্ধ বতা কহযতন, বদখহত মখন াই ভজািাও খুহজই বনই। বফেঁহে আতি – এয 

বথহক ফ খুত আয তকহ ? 

  

তদতদ এফং ভাতভহক তফদাে জাতনহি আতভ ও ভা ভন্ডহ মাই, প্রততভা বদতখ। ভা ফুহেতির তক না 

জাতননা – ভহন ভহন আতভ েযভ রজ্জিত হেতিরাভ। া েঁিহত াতয, বদহখহত াতয, কথাও ফরহত াতয – 

আতভ বতা বফেঁহে আতি। যা েঁ আতভ জীতফত, তাহর অতভ দুঃখী বকন ? কহরজ জীফন, ফন্ধু ফ জীফহনয 

তফহল অং, তকন্তু জীফন বতা নে। োৎ তনহজহক অহনক ারকা এফং উৎপুল্ল ভহন র । বতদন 

তক্ষক – ততক্ষকা ভা ফাফায একিা কথা বার কহয ফুেরাভ, মা হ ফা শুহন ভহন যাখা মাে, তায বথহক 

অহনক বফী ভহন থাহক বদখহর । ততযই বই অষ্টভীয ন্ধয়া আভায জীফহনয এক েযভ তয বদখাহরা 

এফং বখাহরা আতভ জীতফত – তাই আতভ ফহেহে খুী এফং অনুহপ্রযনা বরাভ জীফহনয েরায হথ 

অহনক কা েঁিা থাহক, তকন্তু ভানতক বজাহ ফ ফা েঁধা অততক্রভ কযা ম্ভফ।  

 

     
 

[Debaleena Bhattacharya passed B Tech in Electronics & Communication in 
2017 from NIT, Agartala and working in Bitmapper Integration Technologies 
Pvt Ltd, Pune. Her passion is dancing etc.]                        
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE OFTECHNOLOGY, AGARTALA ALUMNI 

 

EXECUTIVECOMMITTEE-2017-18 
 

Sl. PortFolio Name Passing Year PhoneNo. 

1. President Er. Sukamal Bhattacharjee 1977 9436120156 

2. VicePresident Prof. Richi Prasad Sharma 1985 9436463474 

3. VicePresident Er. Jyotirmoy Das 1971 9436120345 

4. General Secretary Dr. Priyanath Das 1994 9436541700 

5. Jt. Secretary(Admn): Er. ParthaBhattacharjee 1985 9436124020 

6. Jt. Secretary(Pub): Er. Suman Deb 2003 9436459622 

7. Asstt. Secretary Adm.) Er. Amlanjyoti Das 1991 9436455460 

8. Asstt. Secretary (Pub.) Dr. Madhujit Deb 2010 8413011560 

9. Treasurer Er. SudiptaBhaumik 1993 9862403624 

10. Asstt. Treasurer Er. Samar Das 1992 9436127083 

11. OfficeSecretary Er. Sanjoy Sarkar 1989 9436137252 

12. Asstt. OfficeSecretary Er. Kunal Chakma 2013 9436167388 

13. Auditor(Internal) Er. Saibal Kr. Nandi 1984 9436129898 

14. Executive Members 
 

Er. Madhusudan Roy 1972 9436583061 

15. Er. Ranjit Kr.Majumdar 1976 9436501107 

16. Er. Priyabrata Pal 1986 9436122642 

17. Dr. SwapanBhowmik 1987 9436120130 

18. Er.Rati Ranjan Debnath 1987 9436122971 

19. Dr. Ardhendu Saha 1988 9436540988 

20. Er. Subhash Ch. Datta 1988 9436122263 

21. Dr. Manish Pal 1992 9856024665 

 

I.CO-OPTEDMEMBERS 
1 Er. Abhijit Saha 2004 9863431520 

2 Er. Subhajit Deb 2007 9436138926 

3 Er. Anandita Goswami 2012 8761909886 

4 Dr. Apu Kumar Saha 2012 9436122062 

5 Er. Saptadip Saha 2014 7005306378 

 

II.SPECIALINVITEE 
1 Er. Sima Saha 1983 9874309149 

2 Er. Gautam RoyChowdhury 1978 9830159626 

3 Er. Salil Das 1983 8800661850 

4 Er. ShyamapadaBhattacharjee 1978 9840033100 
 5 Er. Abhijit Debroy 1983 9435101335 
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY AGARTALA ALUMINI 
 

Agartala- 799046, TRIPURA, INDIA 

PH: +91-381-2348035; FAX: +91-381-2548546 

Web site: www.nitagartala.in      E-mail :tecalumni1970@gmail.com 

REGISTRATION NO. 6766 of 2014 
 

In order to make the Annual Meet 2018 grand success following different committees has been constituted in the 
Executive Committee meeting held on 15.10.2017 

A. ADVISORY  BOARD 

  Prof. Harish Kumar Sharma, Director, NIT Agartala Chief Advisor 

  Er. Amal Kumar Ghosh,             1970 9436138081 

  Er. Purusottam Das Gupta   1970 9436916170 

  Er. Jyotirmoy Das  1971 9436120345 

  Er. Madhusudhan Roy  1972 9436583061 

  Er. Sunil Bhowmik                                            1977 9436120445 

  Er. Tapan  Lodh                                      1977 9436468472 

  Er. Kanai Lal Das                                                     1977 9436503331 

  Er. R.K. Majumdar      1976 9436501107 

  Er. Asit Bhaumik          1979 9436120160 

  Er. Somesh Ch. Das                1983 9436123554 

  Dr. Prasun Chakraborty 1983 9436120191 

  Er. Dipak Chandra Das                     1984 9436127945 

  Er. Arup Das Chowdhury                            1983 9612641946 

  Er. Bishu Kr. Deb Barma                       1985 9436129993 

  Er. Animesh Das                                    1985 9436120401 

  Er. Sanchayita Das 1985 9436472494 

  Er. Tarun Kanti Debnath                                    1988 9402169243 

  Er. Chayan Kanti Dhar 1989 9436120416 

 B. STEERING COMMITTEE 

 All chairmen of the different sub committees will be the member of the steering committee including President, Vice 
President, Secretary, Joint Secretary and Treasurer. 

 C. ORGANISING COMMITTEE 

 Chairman Er. Sukamal Bhattacharjee 1977 9436120156 

 Vice-Chairman ER. Ranjit Kumar Majumder 1976 9436501107 

  Er. Alok Rn. Roy Chowdhuri    1976 9436502071 

  Er. Amitava Gupta                                           1976 9436120163 

  Er. Korak Pal Chowdhury 1977 9810520089 

  Er. Shyamapada Bhattacharjee 1978 984033100 

  Er. Goutam Roy Chowdhury 1978 9830159626 

  Er. Jawhar Chowdhury 1979  

  Er Bisnupada Das 1979 9436120159 

  Er. Bhuban Saha 1981 9434008197 

  Er. Samir Kn. Bhushan 1982 9436454901 

  Er. Salil Das 1983 8800661850 

  Er. Chinmoy   Debnath    1983 9436128868 

  Dr. Prasun Chakraborti 1983 9436120191 

  Er. Abhijit Ghosh 1984 7506584397 

  Er. Biswajit Roy 1985 9969228635 

  Dr. Ardhendu Saha 1988 9436540988 

 Organising Secretary Dr. Priyanath Das 1994 9436541700 

 Joint   Secretaries         Er. Dipankar Chowdhury 1981 9874309149 
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  Er. Partha Bhattacharjee 1985 9436767380 

  Er. Priyabrata pal                                                  1986 9436122642 

  Er. Sankar Ghosh 1986 9436128157 

  Er. Tapas Bhattacharjee 1986 9436120300 

  Er. Suman Deb 2003 9436459622 

  Er. Partha Pratim Das 1988 9435340408 

  Er. Subhash Ch. Dutta 1988 9436122263 

  Er. Amitabha Majumder 1989 9436567086 

  Er. Pratik Chakraborty 1989  

  Er. Sanjit Kumar Pal 1989 8794740717 

  Er. Swapan Das 1990 9436135620 

  Er. Rajat Kumar Pal 1991 9436120333 

  Er. Ratan Choudhury 1991 9436123033 

  Er. Samar Chandra Das 1992 9436127083 

  Dr. Manish Pal 1992 9856024665 

  Dr. Sumanta Chakraborty 1993 9436120127 

  Er. Himanshu Majumdar 1995 9436138049 

  Dr. Ashim Saha 2009 9436556680 

 Treasurer Er. Sudipta Bhaumik 1993 9862403624 

 Asstt. Treasurer Er. Samar Das                       1992 9436127083 

 Members Er. Salil Bhattacharjee 1984 9436125632 

  Er. Biplab Bhowmik 1991 9436546253 

  Er. Simitava Chakraborty 1993 9136125168 

  Er. Sanjay Hazari 2000 9436503178 

  Er. Abhijit Choudhury 1978 9436450794 

  Er. Sima Saha       1983 9436124479 

  Er. Sekhar Dutta 1985 9136461181 

  Er. Saibal Nandy 1984 9436129898 

  Er. Sanjib Nandi Majumder 1989 9436503170 

  Er. Lipika Halder 1998 9436167076 

  Er Partha Pratim Das 2004 9774385728 

  Dr.Mrinal Kanti Bhowmik 2004 9436129933 

  Er. Abhisek Majumder 2006 9980136578 

  Er. Debashish Karmakar 1013 9774443482 

ORGANISING SUB-COMMITTEE 

 C.1. Invitation and Registration 

 Chairman Er. Madhusudhan Roy   1972 9436583061 

 Convenor Er. Sanjib Deb 1992 9436461478 

 Joint Convenor Er. Bijan Sutradhar 1993 9436453938 

 Members Er. Pradip Bhattacharjee 1973 9436926954 

  Er Chayan Kanti Dhar 1989 9436120416 

  Er. Chandan Banik 1990 9436450925 

  Er. Arindam Bhatta 1991 9436581737 

  Er. Tapati Pal 1991 9436169707 

  Er. Sangita Goswami 1992 9436462557 

  Er. Plaban Das 1992 9436465685 

  Er Saptadip Saha 2012 9774742327 

  Er. Anindita Jamatia 1997 9862115012 

  Er. Nivedita Laskar 2003 9436167747 

 C.2. Reception and Accommodation 

 Chairman Er. Priyabrata Pal 1986 9436122642 

 Convenor Er. Banani Debbarma 1992 9206015270 

 Joint Convenor Er. Manohar Debnath 1993 9436541740 
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 Members Er. Sankar Ghosh 1986 9436128157 

  Er. Sanjit Kr. Paul 1989 8794740717 

  Er. Ashish Banik 1990 9436450633 

  Er. Tandra Debbarma 1991  

  Er. Subir Choudhury 1992 9436120158 

  Er. Gourav Datta 1992 7005042443 

  Er. Abir Bhowmik 1992 9436451026 

  Er. Puru Saha 1993 9436502657 

  Er. Rajib Kr. Roy 1998 9436473206 

  Er. Ankuran Saha 2006 9612283020 

 C.3. Publicity and Publication 

 Chairman Er. Salil Das 1983 8800661850 

 Convenor Er. Mihir Kanti Gope 1992 9436122818 

 Joint Convenor Er. Supriya Datta 1993 9436453744 

 Members Er. Subrata Banik 1982 9436139555 

  Dr. Swapan Bhowmik 1987 9436120130 

  Er. Asish Banik 1990 9436450633 

  Er. Sanjib Nandy Mazumder 1989 9436503170 

  Er. Sekharbrata Das 1991 9436472293 

  Er. Ajit Chakraborty 1991 9402356566 

  Er. Rajesh Saha 1992 9903013540 

  Dr. Manish Pal 1992 9856024665 

  Er. Suman Deb 2003 9436459622 

  Er. Anuanshu Bhowmik 2014  

  Er Nabarun Biswas 2009 9485158103 

  Er Sujoy Chakraborty 2009 9436158004 

 C.4. Hall Management 

 Chairman Er. Chinmoy Debnath 1983 9436128868 

 Convenor Er. Ratan Choudhury 1991 9436123033 

 Joint Convenor Er. Partha Pratim Debnath 1992 9436131007 

 Members Er. Swapan Bikash Kar 1988 9436485153 

  Er. Sanjib Nandi Majumder 1989 9436503170 

  Er. Sujit Kumar Das 1990 9436135782 

  Er. Bhupendra Bhowmik 1991  

  Er. Purnedu Deb 1992 9436732294 

  Er. Samar Chandra Das 1992 9436127083 

  Er. Goutam Roy 1992 9436132560 

  Er. Sagar subhan Debnath 1993 9436541666 

  Er. Sunil Das 2002 9436185622 

  Er.Subhajit Deb 2007 9436138926 

  Dr. Jayanta Pal 2010 9436459894 

 C.5. Finance 

 Chairman Er. Saibal Kumar Nandy 1984 9436129898 

 Convenor Er. Sudipta Bhaumik 1993 9862403624 

  Er. Rupan Debbarma 1992 9436137243 

 Joint Convenor Er. Dilip Das 1992 9436581245 

 Members Er. Subhash Ch. Datta              1988 9436122263 

  Er. Md Jahiruddin 1990 9436131302 

  Er. Swapan Das 1990 9436123475 

  Er. Rajat Kumar Pal 1991 9436120333 

  Er. Soumendra Bhowmik 1992 9402121123 

  Er. Rajesh Ghosh 1992 9436502684 

  Er. Sanjoy Debroy 1992  
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  Er. Lakshman Sarkar 1992 9856565393 

  Er. Khudiram Tripura 1992 9436131217 

  Er. Simitava Chakraborty 1993 9136125168 

  Er. Goutam Pal 2003 9436457131 

  Dr. Dipankar Sarkar 2004 9436459655 

 C.6. Food and Refreshment 

 Chairman Er.  Salil Bhattacharjee 1984 9436125632 

 Convenor Er. Partha Bhattacharjee 1985 9436767380 

  Er. Dilip Das 1992  

 Joint Convenor Er. Subrata Debnath 1993 9436184409 

 Members Er. Abhijit Chowdhury             1978 9436450794 

  Er. Jagabandhu Chakraborty      1985 9436129679 

  Dr. Ardendhu Saha 1988 9436540988 

  Er. Debasish Sarkar 1989 9436593289 

  Er. Sujit Kumar Das 1990  

  Er. Bhanu Ranjan Das 1991 9436121011 

  Er. Subrata Datta 1991  

  Dr. Manish Pal 1992 9856024665 

  Er. Sukhen Sarkar 1992 9436470717 

  Er. Rabindu Das 1992 9862645370 

  Er. Uttam Paul 1993 9436180317 

  Er. Abhijit Saha 2004 9863431520 

 C.7. Felicitation and Programme Coordination 

 Chairman Er. Alok Rn. Roy Chowdhuri    1976 9436502071 

 Convenor Er. Surjya Debbarma 1992 7005570961 

 Joint Convenor Er. Raja Das 1993 9436131226 

 Members Er. Samir Kanti Bhusan 1982 9436454901 

  Er. Bipad Ranjan Saha 1985 9436503974 

  Er. Subhas Ch. Dutta 1988 9436122263 

  Er. Animesh Dasgupta 1991  

  Er. Surjya kumar Debbarma 1992 9402141333 

  Er. Suman Deb 2003 9436459622 

  Er. Pavel Das 2012 9774388810 

 C.8. Cultural and Sports 

 Chairman Er. Baisampayan Chakraborty   1982 9436138255 

 Convenor Er. Samar Chadra Das 1992 9436127083 
9774701396  Joint Convenor Er. Biswajit Majumder 1993 9436138380 

 Members Er.  Sima  Saha 1983 9436124479 

  Er. Prajjawal Purkayasta 1983 9436189400 

  Er. Rama Das 2007 9485136876 

  Er. Pradip das 1987 9856635562 

  Er. Cayan Kanti Dhar 1989 9436120416 

  Er. Madhu Chandha Choudhury 1989 9436127142 

  Er. Santanu Das 1990 9436130412 

  Er. Amlanjyoti Das 1991 9436455460 

  Er. Sangeeta Goswami 1992 9436462557 

  Er. Divyajyoti Nath 1992 9436168688 

  Er. Partha Pratim Debnath 1992 9436131007 

  Dr. Sumanta Chakraborti 1993 9436120127 

  Dr. Sima Ghosh 1994 9862472558 

  Er.Sudip  Das Chowdhury  1995 9436121204 

  Er.Siddhartha  Das  1997 9436134082 

  Er. Lipika  Haldar      1998 9436167076 
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  Dr. Debdulal Tripura 2003 9436134313 

 C.9. Programme at Institute including Transport 

 Chairman Prof. Richi Prasad Sharma 1985 9436463474 

 Convenor Dr. Manish Pal 1992 9856024665 

 Joint Convenor Dr. Sumanta Chakraborty 1993 9436120127 

 Members Er. Subrata Deb 1984 9436562916 

  Er. Sanjoy Sarker 1991 9436137252 

  Er. Parimal Debnath 1991 9862731702 

  Er. Suryapal Majumdar 1991 9436124747 

  Er. Lipika Halder                       1998 9436167076 

  Er. Pankaj Kr.  Das  1998 9862087663 

  Er. Suman Deb 2003 9436459622 

  Dr. Madhujit Deb 2010 8413011560 

  Er. Saptarshi Sengupta 2000 9436132051 

  Er. Nirmalya Kar 2003 943677179 

  Dr. Rajib Saha 2001 9436125024 

  Dr. Dipankar Sarker 2004 9436459655 

  Er. Barnik Saha Roy 2004 9863051816 

  Er. Ankuran Saha 2006 9612283020 

  Er. Jahar Debbarma 2009 9436583064 

  Er. Samina Akter 2013 9612974092 

  Er. Anupam Jamatia 2013 9436502929 

  Er. Kunal Chakma 2013 9436167388 

  Er. Biman Debbarma 2013 9436767199 

  Dr. Ashim Saha 2009 9436556680 

  Er. Sujoy Chakraborty 2009 9436158004 

  Er. Nabarun Biswas 2009 9485158103 
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